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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Report of the Panel on Large Scale Computing
in Science'and Engineering

Large scale computing is a vital component of science, engineering, and
modern technology, especially those branches related to defense, energy,
and aerospace. In the 1950's and 1960's the U. S. Government placed high
priority on large scale computing. The United States became, and continues
to be, the world leader in the use, development, and marketing of
"supercomputers," the machines that make large scale computing possible.
In the 1970's the U. S. Government slackened its support, while other
countries increased theirs. Today there is a distinct danger that the U.S.
will fail to take full advantage of this leadership position and make the
needed investments to secure it for the future.

Two problems stand out:

Access. Important segments of the research and defense communities lack
effective access to supercomputers; and students are neither familiar
with their special capabilities nor trained in their use.

Access to supercomputers is inadequate in all disciplines. Agencies
supporting some disciplines such as fusion energy, atmospheric sciences,
and aerodynamics have funded National computing facilities through which
their remote users have limited networking capabilities. In those
disciplines that attempt to fund computing through individual research
grants, access to large scale computing remains minimal.

Future Supercomputers. The capacity of today's supercomputers is
several orders of magnitude too small for problems of current urgency
in science, engineering, and technology. Nevertheless, the development
of supercomputers, as now planned in the U.S., will yield only a small
fraction of the capability and capacity thought to be technically
achievable in this decade.

Significant new research and development effort is necessary to overcome
technological barriers to the creation of a generation of supercomputers
that tests these technical limits. Computer manufacturers in the U. S.
have neither the financial resources nor the commercial motivation in the
present market to undertake the requisite exploratory research and
development without partnership with government and universities.

Unless these barriers are overcome, the primacy of U. S. science,
engineering, and technology could be threatened relative to that of other
countries with national efforts in supercomputer access and development.
Although the Federal Government is the first and by far the largest
customer for supercomputers, there are no national plans to stimulate the
development and use of advanced computer technology in the U. S.



Recommendations:

The Panel recommends the establishment of a National Program to stimulate
exploratory development and expanded use of advanced computer technology.
The Program has four principal components, each having short- and long-term

aspects. Underlying them all is the establishment of a system of effective
computer networks that joins government, industrial, and university
scientists and engineers. The technology for building networks that allow

scientists to share facilities and results is already developed and

understood; no time should be lost in connecting existing research groups

and computing facilities..

The four components of the recommended program are:

1. Increased access for the scientific and engineering research
community through high bandwidth networks to adequate and

regularly updated supercomputing facilities and experimental
computers;

2. Increased research in computational mathematics, software,
and algorithms necessary to the effective and efficient use
of supercomputer systems;

3. Training of personnel in scientific and engineering
computing; and

4. Research and development-basic to the design and
implementation of new supercomputer systems of substantially
increased capability and capacity, beyond that likely to

arise from commercial requirements alone.

The Panel recommends that this program be coordinated within the Federal

Government by an interagency policy committee, and that an
interdisciplinary Large Scale Computing Advisory Panel be established to
assist in its planning, implementation, and operation.

The Panel believes that current funding levels are insufficient to maintain
the Nation's leadership in large scale computing. Federal agencies that
depend on large scale computing to fulfill their missions must work

together to reexamine priorities and to create a coherent program

responsive to their individual missions. The Panel has set forth policy

and planning issues and has outlined some options for implementation.
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I. Introduction

Supercomputers are the fastest and most powerful scientific computing
systems available at any given time: they offer speed and capacity, or
special characteristics, significantly greater than on2 the most widely
available machines built primarily for commercial use. Large scale
scientific computing is the application of supercomputers to the solution
of a model or simulation of a scientific or engineering problem through the
appropriate use of nunerical algorithms and techniques.

The availability of supercomputers during the past thirty years has been
crucial to the Nation's advances in science, engineering, national
security, and industrial productivity. Supercomputers have been essential
to scientific and engineering investigations in areas such as atmospheric
research, astrophysics, molecular biology, integrated circuit design, and
fusion research. The weapons programs of DOE, cryptographic analysis, and
weather forecasting are dependent on the availability of computational
facilities. The use of supercomputers in the aerospace, petroleumn,
semiconductor, and nuclear industries contributes substantially to the
nation's productivity. The development of supercomputers has significant
spinoffs for all the technologically based components of the national
economy. Research and development in semiconductor. technology and in
computer research has directly supported and expanded the defense,
industrial, medical, and consumer segments of the economy.

The U.S. is the acknowledged leader in the development and use of
supercomputers. In 1970 this Nation was preeminent in all aspects ef
electronic, computer, and computational technology. However, America's
present leadership in supercomputers is challenged in the areas of
components, development, and applications. Recently, Hitachi has begun
marketing what is claimed to be the first 16k bipolar ECL RAM ; this
device, representative of the continuing advances of Japanese
microelectronic manufacturers, is designed for applications in today's
scientific computers. Fujitsu, Nippon Electric Company, and Hitachi have
each developed supercomputers, which are claimed to compare favorably with
the available, or announced, American systems. American universities and
research centers, which have historically created new applications of

These include specialized machines, such as array processors, that are
equal to or, for some problems, more powerful than general purpose
mainframes.
The term supercomputer, as used in this report, encompasses hardware,
software, supporting peripherals, and the facilities and personnel needed
for their appropriate use. Appendix I reproduces three papers presented
to the Panel: NCAR Computing Capabilities and Services, by W. Macintyre;
Magnetic Fusion Energy and Computers, by J. Killeen; and The Potential of
Los Alamos National Laboratory to Provide Large Scale Computational
Capabilities to the Research Community, by B. Buzbee and D. Sparks.
These papers present descriptions of supercomputer facilities and of
their access from remote facilities through networking.
See Electronic Engineering Times, December 6, 1982.
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supercomputers and sustained research in computational mathematics, have
lagged behind their Japanese and European counterparts in the installation
of supercomputers.

Significant national thrusts in supercomputing are being pursued by the
governments of Japan, West Germany, France, and Great Britain. Some of
these, notably the Japanese effort, center on the development of
supercomputers; others, on the provision of supercomputers, or access to
them through networks, to the scientific and engineering research
community. The British program, for example, is designed to provide
research scientists and engineers in academic and government laboratories
access to supercomputers through modern workstations connected to a
high-speed national network. These agressive foreign national initiatives
provide a striking contrast to the current state of planning in the U.S..
The domestic computer industry continues its vigorous research and
development efforts in the supercomputer field; however, it is felt that
these efforts, necessarily dictated by commercial conditions, are less than
they could be and far less than should be for the national scientific and
technical capability as a whole. The U.S. research community does not have
sufficient access to supercomputing facilities, as is documented in
numerous studies, papers, and reports directed toward specific disciplines
and specific agencies. A partial bibliography of these studies is included
in this report.

Expressions of concern that the U.S. is failing to exploit its position of
leadership in supercomputing are being voiced from many quarters.
Reflecting this concern, the NSF/DOD Coordinating Committee requested, in
April of 1982, that a workshop be organized to explore the problems, needs, O
and opportunities in large scale computing. This Workshop, sponsored by
NSF and DOD with the cooperation of DOE and NASA, was led by a panel of
fifteen scientists and engineers from a broad spectrum of disciplines. It
took place at the NSF on June 21-22, 1982, and was attended by over one
hundred participants. Experts in the use, design, and management of large
scale computers from the computing, defense, and other industries,
government laboratories, universities, and research funding agencies were
included. The lists of the participants in this Workshop are contained in
the Supplement.

The Panel assessed the role of supercomputing in scientific and engineering
research; surveyed the current use, availability, and adequacy of
supercomputers' and considered near- and long-term needs. Subsequent to
the June 21-22 Workshop, numerous meetings of smaller groups of
participants have taken place; in particular, experts on computer
development (Group 3 of the Lax Panel) met at Bellaire, Michigan, on August
23-24, 1982, to further explore avenues for assuring the development of
future supercomputers. From these meetings a large number of suggestions
and position papers have been directed to the Panel and to the Organizing
Committee. This report is an attempt, on the part of the Organizing
Committee and the Panel, to outline both the results of the Workshop and
the subsequent discussions and contributions. The Panel has chosen not to
repeat all the detailed technical arguments or examples of the use of
supercomputers found in the literature. A bibliography and appendices are
included.
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Overall, this report outlines the issues and options for the U.S. tomaintain its leadership in supercomputers and supercomputing. Because theissues involve many Federal agencies, government laboratories,universities, private sector companies, and scientific disciplines, theyneed to be addressed on a National basis and require Federal study,
planning, and support. The Panel's report attempts to bring thefundamental issues to the attention of policymakers; however, itdeliberately avoids details of an organizational, programmatic, or
budgetary nature.

II Summary of Findings and Recommendations

Summary of Findings

Large scale computing is a vital component of science, engineering, andtechnology , bringing together theory and applications. It is essentialfor the design of many technologically sophisticated products, and ismaking possible for the first time the analysis of very complex scientificand engineering problems which to date have defied analytical andexperimental techniques. Examples of the importance of supercomputing arebriefly noted belowJ.

Renormalization group techniques 6 are a major theoretical breakthroughthat provide a new framework for the understanding of a number ofunsolved scientific and engineering problems ranging from problems inquantum field theory, the onset of phase transitions in materials, thedevelopment of turbulence, propagation of cracks in metals, and theexploitation of oil reservoirs. Only a minute fraction of theseproblems can be solved analytically. Large scale computationaltechniques have been essential to the use of renormalization groupmethods, and even today's largest computational machinef are notsufficiently powerful to address most of these problems.

Aerodynamic design using a supercomputer has resulted in the design of anairfoil wihh 40% less drag than that developed by previous experimentaltechniques . The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with sufficient

See, for example, R & D for National Strength, Center for Strategic andInternational Studies, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., 1982.5See also The Defense Science Board Summer Study, 1981.
In the Supplement of this Report, H. B. Keller and J. R. Rice describe insome detail scientific and engineering areas in need of supercomputers.Appendix II contains a nunber of examples of scientific and engineeringproblems successfully addressed on supercomputers as well as additional6 examples requiring supercomputing capabilities not yet available.These techniques were devised to handle the description of phenomena withinteractions spanning an extremely wide scale. K. G. Wilson was awardedthe 1982 Nobel Prize in Physics for his contributions to the theoreticaldevelopment and application of renormalization group techniques tocritical phenomena. See his contributions to this report in the7 Supplement, as well as in Appendices II and III.

8 See, in Appendix II, several problems posed by K. G. Wilson.For a detailed description see "Trends and Pacing Items in ComputationalAerodynamics", [40].
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resolution to represent faithfully fluid behavior became practical with
the current (Class VI) generation of supercomputers. The wings of the _

Boeing 767 and of the European Airbus 310 were designed by computational
methods on such machines, resulting in this most significant improvement.

The aerodynamic design of an entire aircraft is not feasible with today's

supercomputers; it is estimated that machines 100 times more powerful are
needed for this purpose. The design of jet engines, involving the
simulation of complex three-dimensional fluid flows and associated
chemical reactions, also requires significantly increased computational
capability and capacity.

In design, especially of advanced weapons systems, large scale
computational modeling is an essential substitute for experimentation.
Similarly, the design of future generations of nuclear power plants,
and their operation--relying on real-time simulation for their
control--require computational facilities several orders of magnitude

greater than those available today.

Perhaps the most significant applications of scientific computing lie
not in the solution of old problems but in the discovery of new
phenomena through numerical experimentation; the discovery of
nonergotic behavior, such as the formation of solitons, and the
presence of strange attractors as universal features common to a large
class of nonlinear systems are examples of this scientific process.

Current and feasible supercomputers are extremely powerful scientific and
engineering tools. They permit the solution of previously intractable
problems, and motivate scientists and engineers to explore and formulate
new areas of investigation. They will surely find significant applications
not yet imagined. For these reasons, the Panel believes that it is in the
National interest that access to constantly updated supercomputing
facilities be provided to scientific and engineering researchers, and that

a large and imaginative user community be trained in their uses and
capabilities.

The U.S. has been and continues to be the leader in supercomputer
technology and in the use of supercomputers in science and engineering.
The present position of leadership is evidenced by the dominance of the

supercomputer market by American producers and by the successful
exploitation of supercomputing at national laboratories. However, the
Panel finds that this position of leadership is seriously undermined by the
lack of broad scale exploration, outside of a few national laboratories, of
the scientific and engineering opportunities offered by supercomputing, and
by a slowdown in the introduction of new generations of supercomputers.
This threat becomes real in light of the major thrust in advanced
supercomputer design that is being mounted by the Japanese Government and
industry, and by vigorous governmental programs in the United Kingdom, West
Germany, France, and Japan to make supercomputers available and easily
accessible to their research and technological communities.

American preeminence in large scale computing has been a result of the
confluence of three factors: the vitality of the U.S. computer industry,
the far-sighted policies of the Federal government, and the leadership of
scientists and engineers from universities and government laboratories.
The Atomic Energy Commission, on the urging of John von Neumann, initiated
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the use of large scale computation in research and weapons design; NASA,
prodded by Hans Mark, advanced the use of supercomputing in its scientific
programs. American universities and government laboratories conducted the
research that formed the basis for constructing and applying computers,
trained the needed scientific and engineering personnel, and made computers
and computing an essential tool in scientific and engineering research.

The Federal government vigorously implemented policies that supported these
efforts, granted generous funds for computation, and, through its role as
the major purchaser of scientific computers, provided the incentives and
insured the market for these unique machines. Forward-looking corporations
exploited the scientific and engineering opportunities, developed an
advanced industrial technology, and created this most vital component of
the American economy.

During the 1970's the Federal government retreated from its support of
large scale computing in universities. The NSF program to provide and
expand university computing facilities for scientific and engineering
research was terminated in 1972; at about the same time IBM discontinued
its generous discounts for the purchase of computing equipment by academic
institutions as a result of pressures from the Justice Department and
competitors. Since then large scale university computing facilities have
withered while the action shifted to national laboratories and to
industrial users. The most advanced scientific computer of the early
seventies, the CDC 7600, was not installed on a single American campus,
although it was available to researchers at several foreign universities
and research institutes.

This continues today. With the exception of two universities and a few
government laboratories, either dedicated to special tasks or specific
disciplines, universities and government research installations lack
supercomputers.

Within the Government, fully integrated supercomputer facilities are found
exclusively at dedicated national laboratories such as Los Alanos National
Laboratory (LANL) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in
support of weapons and fusion programs; and NASA installations, the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, and the National Center for
Atmospheric research (NCAR) in support of aerospace, oceanographic, and
atmospheric research programs. The National Magnetic Fusion Energy
Computer Center (NMFECC) of LLNL is accessible in interactive mode to
researchers at remote locations by a high speed network. On the other
hand, the National Bureau of Standards and most DOD laboratories do not
have supercomputers and far too few universities have the specialized
computational equipnent needed for scientific computing (e.g., array
processors). As a result of limited access to supercomputing facilities by
the broad research community, significant research opportunities have

9 See, in Appendix I, Partial Inventory and Announced Orders of Class VI
10 Machines.
11 See Appendix I for a description of some of these facilities.

See, for example, the "Prospectus for Computational Physics," [2],
"Future Trends in Condensed Matter Theory and the Role and Support of
Computing" [4], "Report by the Subcommittee on Computational
Capabilities for Nuclear Theory," [28], and "An Assessment of
Computational Resources Required for Ocean Circulation Modeling," [35].
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been missed, and the younger generation of researchers is inadequately
trained in large scale computing.

The need1for access to large scale computational facilities has become so
critical that several universities, assuming significant financial risks,
have felt it essential to acquire supercomputers. Several more are
seriously considering doing so, and others are in the process of forming
consortia for this purpose. Some of these endeavors have applied for
Federal funding without which they may have financial difficulties. Other
groups are pressing funding agencies to expand or replicate highly
successful facilities, such as those at NCAR, NMFECC, and NASA-Ames, at
universities or at national laboratories. Class VI scientific r e
computing services are available from a few-commer service bureaus, but
neither e academic nor the government research communities ma extensve
nup f this resource. This seems due to a comanIr on f lack of funds Fr
computing services, the perceived high cost associated with these services,
and a lack of sophisticated high-sDeed networking facilities. It is an-
indication of the absence of a national plan that a substantial number of
leading scientists are clamoring for access to supercomputerg at the same
time that some supercomputing facilities are underutilized.

A supercomputer is a general purpose scientific instrument serving a broad
and diverse base of users. The decline of supercomputing at universities
is analogous to the decline of instrumentation; neither large scale
computing nor instrumentation can be sustained in a stable manner through
funding of individual researc 4grants, where their costs must compete with
that of scientific personnel.

The findings of the Panel regarding the development of superconputers are
as alarming as the findings on their access and availability. The U.S.
supercomputing market is, at this time, deinated by Cray Research (CRAY-1)
and Control Data Corporation (CYBER 205). The Japanese vendors, Hitachi
(S-210/20) and Fujitsu (VP-200), have announced the delivery of
supercomputers in the near future, and these machines appear to be
comparable to the available American systems. The Japanese are striving to
become serious competitors of domestic manufacturers, and U.S. dominance of
the supercomputer market may soon be a thing of the pst. The Japanese
Government-sponsored National Super Computer Project is aimed at the
development, by 1989, of a machine one thousand times faster than current
machines. There is no comparable technical program in the U.S.. The Panel
notes that in the case of the NASA Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator, a very
high performance supercomputer, no acceptable proposals for its development

12 See, in Appendix III, The Supercomputer Famine in American
Universities, by L. L. Smarr.

13 Supercomputer cycles are available at the University of Minnesota
CRAY-1 and at Colorado State University CYBER 205.
See, in Appendix III, the paper by R. G. Gillespie. Most supercomputer
facilities are funded directly by the Federal Government.

15 See, in Appendix I, Partial Inventory and Announced Orders of Class VI
Machines.
See, in Appendix III, Japan's Initiatives in Large Scale Computing, by
L. Lee.
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were received. Neither of the two competing vendors could assure NASA thatthey would meet the performance requirements. Rather than developing newproducts, the vendors attempted to fit all NASA requirements to theirexisting product line.

Upon review of previous studies, the Panel also finds that the power ofcurrent and projected supercomputers is insufficient to meet existin 7 needsinscience, engineering, and technology, both military and civilian.Research at universities and in the computer industry has indicated thatfuture generations of very high performance computer systems may haveparallel architectures radically different from the conceptually sequentialarchitectures of today's supercomputers. There are many candidatearchitecture 8 that must be evaluated before commercial feasibility can beestablished. Simultaneously, the rapid and continuing advance ofmicroelectronic technology makes it feasible to build such parallel
machines. There is also a need for improvement of component performance.

The Panel believes that under current conditions there is little likelihoodthat the U.S. will leadl1 n the development and application of this newgeneration of machines. Factors inhibiting the necessary research andadvanced development are the length and expense of the development cyclefor a new computer architecture, and the uncertainty of the market place.Very high performance computing is a case where maximizing short-termreturn on capital does not reflect the national security or the long-termnational economic interest. The Japanese thrust in this area, through itspublic funding, acknowledges this reality.

The Panel estimates20 that the present annual investment in basic researchon algorithms, software, and architecture is between 5 and 10 million -dollars, while the annual advanced development expenditures forsupercomputers (beyond Class 6 machines) are between 20 and 40 milliondollars. This is contrasted with the development cost for a new high-speedconventional architecture system of approximately 150 million dollars, aswell as the estimated 200 million dollars national superspeed computerproject in Japan. The panel considers current levels of United Statesinvestments insufficient to maintain leadership in supercomputers.

The Panel believes that U.S. leadership in supercomputing is crucial forthe advancement of science and technology, and therefore, for economic andnational security.

See, for some illustrative examples, Appendix II. Also notable is"Trends and Pacing Items in Computational Aerodynamics", by D.R.18 Chapman, [40].
See, in Appendix III, a series of contributions to the Workshop. Inparticular, the papers by Dennis, Gajski, et al., Ris, and Fernbach;19 also the report of Group 3 of the Lax Panel in the Supplement.See, in Appendix III, Why the U.S. Government Should Support Research

20 on and Development of Supercomputers, by B. Buzbee.Members of the Panel and of the Organizing Committee have conducted asurvey to estimate the current total national investment in researchand advanced development for supercomputer and supercomputing, bothpublic and private. This survey included research and developmentcosts but excluded funding for the acquisition, maintenance, andoperation of supercomputer facilities.
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Recommendations

The Panel recommends that the present needs and challenges to U. S.

leadership in scientific computing and supercomputer technology be

addressed with high priority. To this end, the Panel has set forth the

background for planning and policy issues, outlined some options, and noted

that current total funding in this area is insufficient to maintain the

Nation's leadership in large scale computing. The Panel has avoided

recommendations of a programmatic and organizational nature; these, and

their implementation, are best left to the appropriate government agencies.

These agencies must work together to respond to the issues raised and put

together a detailed coherent program whose components are responsive to

their individual missions. The program plan should contain a clear

statement of goals, directions, and roles for the academic, industrial, and

Federal government segments; responsibilities of the participating Federal

agencies; and funding required.

The Panel recommends that a long-term National Program on Large Scale

Computing should be initiated immediately, with the participation of the

appropriate Federal agencies, the universities, and industry. The goals of

this National Program should be:

1. Increased access for the scientific and engineering research

community through high bandwidth networks to adequate and

regularly updated supercomputing facilities and experimental
computers;

2. Increased research in computational mathematics, software, and

algorithms necessary to the effective and efficient use of

supercomputer systems;

3. Training of personnel in scientific and engineering computing;

and

4. Research and development basic to the design and implementation

of new supercomputer systems of substantially increased

capability and capacity beyond that likely to arise from
commercial sources.

This Program should be coordinated by an interagency policy committee

consisting of representatives of the appropriate Federal agencies,

including DOC, DOD, DOE, NASA, and NSF. A Large Scale Computing Advisory

Panel, with representatives from Government, the universities, and

industry, should be established to assist in the planning, implementation,

and operation of the Program.

The Panel finds two points that require emphasis:

As the few successful facilities amply demonstrate, solution of the

problem of access to supercomputing facilities, on a national basis, is

possible.
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Secondly, the domestic computer industry must allocate its scarceresearch and development funds to meet all the commercial opportunities
and competitive challenges. Supercomputing enjoys a priority within thecomputer industry. But this priority, which reflects competitive
commmercial conditions, does not reflect the entire national scientificand security interest. It is not reasonable to rely solely on industry'sown initiatives and resources in this area.

Possible Approaches for the National Program

The Panel has received many suggestions 2 1 for carrying out the thrusts ofthe proposed National Program. We outline here those considered most
promising.

1. Access: There appear to be three approaches to provide reliable
and efficient access to supercomputers to the research and
development community. Common to all tese is the development ofa nation-wide interdisciplinary network through which users will
have access to facilities. This network .hnlnA ̂nnnent =11
supercomputer faoil itip (except thnp Hd^intpi to very special
tasks), including nnmmPreF-inl inporpcomtig "P'ingaters a-nd
experimental machines.

o The most expedient and perhaps least expensive way to provide
supercomputer access to the broad range of scientific and
engineering researchers is to enhance supercomputer capacity
and staff at existing centers which have demonstrated
sophisticated capabilities for providing large scale computing.

o Provide supercomputers to selected government laboratories
without such facilities and make them available to the broad
research and development community through networking. Inaddition, there should be sharing and enhancement of current
supercomputer facilities located at universities and government
laboratories.

o Establish additional regional centers at selected universities,
interconnected with existing facilities at other universities
and government laboratories.

The existence of a national network would permit combinations ofthese nonexclusive options, as well as the appropriate use ofcommercial services. The mechanisms for funding these facilities
and allocating access should be carefully studied.

21
22 see position papers in Appendix III.

The NMFECC network, described in Appendix I, is the example repeatedlymentioned for emulation because of its high bandwidth. The ARPANET
2network is often mentioned because of its interdisciplinary nature.23 See the position paper by R. G. Gillespie in Appendix III.
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The above recommendations are. related to the problems of access.to

general purpose supercomputer facilities. It should be noted,

however, that there are scientific and engineering problems that

can perhaps be better and more economically attacked by

specialized superemputing facilities and by sophisticated

array processors. The Panel recommends that, as part of the

National Program, significant emphasis be placed on providing this

specialized equipment to the research community. Finding the
proper balance between investments on these two types of

facilities requires a careful analysis, at the multidisciplinary
and interagency level.

2. Research in Software and Algorithms

Today's supercomputers are a major departure from traditional

sequential machines. Future significant improvements may have to

come from architectures embodying parallel processing elements -

perhaps several thousands of processors. In order to exploit

today's vector processors and future parallel processors, entirely

new algorithms must be conceived. Research in languages,
algorithms, and numerical analysis will be crucial in learning to

exploit these new architectures fully. The contributions of
numerical analysis, computational mathematics, and algorithm

design to the practice of large scale computing is as important as

the development of a new generation machines.

3.- Training

Another important component of this National Program is the

development of an imaginative and skilled user community in

supercomputing. There is a considerable shortage of appropriately

trained personnel and of training opportunities in this area.
Forms of institutional encouragement, such as NASA's special

fellowships in the area of numerical fluid mechanics, special
summer schools, and special allocation of access time to

supercomputers for those projects that involve graduate students,

should be considered. Some of the more mathematical aspects of

these activities can be accomplished independently of the machines

2 4 Some of these problems arise in a number of areas associated with

experimental physics. See, in Appendix III, the letter from A. E.

Brenner, Jr. See, also in the same Appendix, the position paper by K.

Wilson on the use of array processors.
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on which the actual calculations are done; however, the true
integration of methods and their implementation cannot be done
without access to supercomputers. The nature of the machine
architecture has a very profound effect on the numerical methods,
on the algorithms, and of course on the software. Thus, while
being trained, students must have.access to state-of-the-art
computers. Today such training is virtually nonexistent; yet the
skills gained from such training are essential to science and
engineering.

4. Research and Development for New Supercomputers

There are serious component and architectural problems that must
be solved as part of the development of future generations of
supercomputers. The unique strengths of industry, universities,
and Government laboratories should be brought together for this
purpose. A group of panelists from this workshop, with the aid of
a numbg of experts from industry and universities, has produced a
report which describes one such program.

Since a great deal of careful analysis and detailed planning is required
before the proposed National Program can be implemented, the Panel urges
that its recommendations be acted upon as soon as possible.

25 See, in the Supplement, A Program for Development of Very High
Performing Computer Systems, by J. C. Browne and J. T. Schwartz.
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June 14, 1982

AGENDA FOR
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Wilson

ON SUPERCOMPUTING

K. Wilson
Cornell University

Suimary and Recommendations

The lack of large scale scientific computing* resources for basic

university research has become a major problem for U.S. science.

The largest need for these resources is in the theoretical science

community, where they are required for computer simulation of complex

physical processes that cannot be studied by traditional analytic means.

The immediate national needs are the following:

1) A national network linking all scientists involved in open basic

- research, vastly generalizing the existing. Arpanet and Plasma

fusion energy networks.

-2) A development program in support of large scale scientific com-

puting, encompassing hardware, systems software, and algorithm

development and carried out as a collaboration between knowledge-

able members of the scientific community, the computer science and

electrical engineering community, and the computing industry.

3) Building an adequate equipment base (computers, peripherals, and

network access) for training and theoretical research in

universities.

"large scale scientific computing" includes any problem requiring hours

or more on a superminicomputer and any problem requiring major software

development. It excludes routine evaluation of integrals or ordinary

differential equations, and any problem solved on a pocket calculator.
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/4) Providing adequate access by researchers on the network to special

and general purpose facilities atthe National Laboratories and

elsewhere, for computing needs that go beyond the base level.

An interagency committee should be established to channel

support for scientific computing into relevant agency programs funding

basic research. The interagency committee requires a strong scientific

advisory board, thoroughly knowledgeable about both scientific computing

and developments in computing technology, to set priorities and make

sure that long term as well as short term needs are met.

Background

A major change has taken place in the role of computers in basic

scientific research. The use of large scale scientific computing for

simulation is growing very rapidly in universities in very many areas

of basic theoretical science. Previously, the principal uses of computers

have been for data collection and analysis (such as in high energy

experimental physics and space physics) and in very specialized areas of

theory (for instance in specific areas of fluid dynamics or in plasma

fusion studies), where there are major simulation efforts centered at

the national laboratories.

Many of the simulations that have been performed recently in

universities are of a preliminary nature. Numerical approximations

used have been very rough; important aspects of the science involved

have been simplified or neglected altogether. The preliminary results

have been promising, but no more; the preliminary work must be followed

up by much more careful computations taking into account all important
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scientific principles and including careful determination of numerical

truncation errors. In a number of areas, further progress in both

analytic and numerical studies is dependent on reliable-completion of

simulations that are in this preliminary stage. Specific examples of

such simulations in elementary particle theory, statistical mechanics,

and astrophysics are given in Appendix

A major instrumentation program, outlined above, is required to

enable completion of the existing simulation efforts. The nature and

magnitude of computing capacity that will be needed varies considerably

from case to case. A number of computations in the very general area

of fluid dynamics could be completed if computing access in universities

was made comparable to that presently available at national laboratories.

Other computations, in elementary particle theory and statistical

mechanics or turbulence will require computers to be built that are very

much more powerful than any current supercomputers. See Appendix

for examples of computing support needs.

Several other changes have taken place that underscore a need for

a computing initiative for theory.

Science is becoming more interdisciplinary than ever before and

faces new demands from the high technology economy. To meet these needs

a new level of interchange must take place between scientists in widely

different disciplines. For example, renormalization group ideas are

being pursued in subjects ranging from quantum field theory to oil

propagation in reservoirs to polymer folding problems; scientists in all

these fields must have access to the latest developments in all the

other areas. Computer networks provide extraordinarily powerful means
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of communication that cannot be duplicated otherwise. A researcher on

Arpanet can broadcast a request for information about a subject totally

outside the researcher's own fisla nr CPpnrtiCp inra tpxpt replies from

experts on the subject asked about. These communication capabilities

will be greatly enhanced by use of the emerging technology of "desk

top work stations". The newest generation of scientists, who see this

technology coming and understand its extraordinary capabilities for

improving scientific productivity and making science more rewarding, are

becoming demoralized because of continued delays or inaction in making

network access generally available nationally or even within single

universities.

Another recent development is the soaring enrollment in computer

science courses nationwide as students realize that they must be

prepared to work with computers regardless of their field of study or

later career. Estimates at Cornell are that 75% of all undergraduates

will shortly be taking the basic computer science course. The time has

come to provide training in large scale scientific computing throughout
undergraduate and graduate programs for all science majors. A consider-

able upgrade of current facilities will be required to support the training
effort. There can be no flinching from introducing students to very

'-powerful computing, since by the time thoy raduate and have entered the

work force, the most powerful computers available while they were

students will have become cheap and commonplace, and graduates will have

to be able to work with them Pffecrively to be competitive in the

work force.
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The large scale computing scene and the role of universities in

this scene is changing. A great variety of limited purpose computing

systems are emerging from the computing industry which will be as

important as today's mainframes and supercomputers. Even a listing of

current or shortly to be delivered systems illustrates this diversity

the Floating Point Systems attached processors, the ICL DAP and the

Goodyear MPP, the Denelcor HEP, and the CDC Advanced Flexible Processor

all have unique architectures and each has strengths for specific

application areas that mainframes or vector supercomputers cannot match.

Each new large scale computing system with a new architecture

- and new software faces a long breaking in period before the hardware

and software work-with sufficient reliability to support large user

communities. Universities provide the most effective framework for the

breaking in of a new computer. University faculty carrying out large scale

simulations need access to the most cost-effective computing systems coming

on the market in order to complete their work; graduate students and

undergraduate work study students help overcome the innumerable minor problems

new systems present; computing support personnel use this experience to

help the computer manufacturer find and correct problems early in the

product cycle. Computer science students can work with computing support

personnel to flesh out inadequate software; new architectures can provide

inspiration for major projects in computer science and electrical engin-

eering. A university installation showcases a new computing system for the

entire world. The Array Processor project at Cornell has already illustrated

most of these capabilities of universities.
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Despite the enormous benefit an early university installation provides

to a computing manufacturer, the manufacturer rarely can afford to provide

the system for free. However, there are many ways a manufacturer can reduce

the costs to a university for a new system, and this in turn can provide

major cost reductions for a governmental computing initiative. At the

same time that the government saves money, the U.S. computing industry can

be strengthened against major international competition by the help

universities can provide in bringing new systems to market.

Because of the great variety of new computing systems that need to be

placed in universities in support of the simulation effort, a national

computer network is essential to enable individual researchers to work

remotely on the computer most suited to their problems, and to equalize
access among different university and national laboratory researchers to

the computing systems that exist.

A strong basic research effort involving computer simulation is

essential to the health nf ina^,strji rerCh nd vI^pMAt. Industrial

products and processes arc developing rapidly in response to increasing

international competition, changing raw material mixes, etc. Computer

simulation, when feasible, is usually the least expensive and most rapid

method available for Drotot\inC nnd nntimitionn f new products and

processes. Use of computer simulation must grow rapidly in industrial

research and development if industry is to stay competitive. Unfortunately'

the hulk of U.S. scientists today are both ignorant and highly skeptical

of large scale computer simulation, and they bring this attitude to industry,

whether as employees, consultants, or members of industrial advisory boards.

It takes many years of practical experience with large scale computing to
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.
be able to make sensible decisions or provide sound advice on simulation

matters; very few U.S. scientists have this experience. The leaders of

advanced research groups in industry who must build up aggressive computer

simulation programs are often very isolated; they typically face higher

level managers with little computing experience, computing support personnel

with more concern for business data processing than scientific computing,

and scientific support staff with little experience especially in large scale

software.

The current simulation effort in universities sometimes involves

subjects (such as turbulence) of major industrial engineering importance.

Even in areas of no practical significance, such as general relativity,

numerical simulation experience is invaluable training for students movinX

to industry and helps build a reservoir of university faculty with compe-

tence in large scale computing matters.

A number of the university simulation efforts if allowed to continue

will encounter the same software complexity barriers that plague industry

and governmental laboratories. Industry cannot do much about the software

complexity problem in simulations because there is too much pressure from

the backlog of production software to maintain and incessant deadlines to

meet. The computing industry itself cannot do much because they have

little expertise in the area of software for scientific'simulation and the

scientific simulation market is not large enough for its software problems

to be given high priority.

The computing support initiative should include very strong encourage-

mcnt for university scientists engaged in simulation to encounter soft- _

ware complexity problems and then collaborate with computer scientists to
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find long term solutions to this problem. Extraordinary ideas are

circulating within the computer science community that can help deal with

software complexity issues, but scientists are needed to help package the

computer scientist's ideas in working software tools that will provide

maximum benefit in the scientists' work. The computing resources presently

available to university theorists are not powerful enough to allow major.

software difficulties to develop. Some of the major data processing efforts

in experimental science have encountered software problems, as well as

major productivity losses due to software development hassles but the

problems have never been severe enough to motivate the experimentalists to

address the software complexity problem directly. There is already an

awareness among a few members of the theory community that software

problems are imminent and must be dealt with.

Justification for the Recommendations

1) The need for a national network linking all scientists has already

been justified. The network must support computer mail, bulletin

boards, newsletters, etc. which provide the basis for interdisci-

plinary communication. The network must support remote interactive

computing sessions and computer-to-computer file transfer. Man)

researchers already have informal access to Arpanet, which provides

thesefacilities but many others do not.

2) A major development program is needed in conjunction with any

computing support initiative. The continued rapid development of

VLSI (very large scale integrated circuits) is opening up a bewildering

variety of computer architectures and designs, mostly of a special

purpose nature. High performance computer design (beyond current
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mainframe levels) will necessarily become a collaborative effort

between a computing manufacturer and the scientists who will use the

computer or their representatives, illustrated for example by the,

collaboration between NASA and Goodyear Aerospace Corporation on

the design of the MPP image processing system. The architectures

of these systems pose major software problems that the computing

industry is ill-equipped to handle, especially for special purpose

systems with limited markets. Scientists will have to seek help

from computer scientists to get advanced software systems developed fnr

new special purpose hardware. as NASA has already done for the .MPP; this will

provideamajorsource for computer science thesis projects. Even the most power

computers modern technology can produce will not be sufficient for 0

some of the most demanding simulations unless major advances are

achieved in the algorithms used to represent problems numerically;

scientists must collaborate with numerical analysts and applied

mathematicians to seek the most efficient and reliable numerical

techniques for their simulations.

) The base level of computing support in universities must be con-

tinually modernized and built up in order to provide students with

training in large scale computing that is not hopelessly obsolete

before they graduate and to provide an informal atmosphere for

exploratory computations. In the near future an up-to-date uni-

versity computing support system would begin with a desk-top work

station on every faculty member's desk and other work stations

easily accessible to every student (graduate or undergraduate). O

These work stations would be linked via high speed networks to form

clusters around a central "server" with disk storage space, printers,
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and modest graphics facilities. The "server" would itself be linked

to other campus facilities (including centralized very high performance

graphics) and the national network. Inexpensive,high performance

computers (such as attached processors) should be provided locally

in sufficient quantity to minimize the remote computing load on the

national network, while supporting heavy student and faculty use.

4) The National Laboratories have a long record of providing high performance

computing. Their non-secret facilities need to be strengthened and made

accessible to university researchers on a national network. A variety

of high performance supercomputers and more specialized systems need

to be provided to universities and likewise made available on the

network. University sites for these systems should have effective

centralized management and adequate interest and support to bring a

new system into full operation quickly and economically. The most

important function of these facilities, once in full operation,

should be to enable completion of the scientifically most urgent

simulations, in preference to work of lesser significance. Finishing

a simulation, with reliable error analysis, can require orders of

magnitud, more computing power than the initial exploratory compu-

tations; careful and unbalanced resource allocation procedures will

be needed to provide maximum scientific return from supercomputers

and other expensive systems. It is not possible on any reasonable budget

to allow all scientists unlimited access to these systems and still

avoid total saturation and long job turn-around times which reduce

user's productivity; severe allocation procedures will be required to

prevent this saturation.
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0
NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUPERCOMPUTERS

H.B. Keller and J.R. Rice

1. Introduction.

It has been widely observed that a new discipline -

Large Scale Scientific Computing - has been born. Many make

the case that science and engineering is no longer divided

into just two parts - theoretical and experimental; there is

now a third equal part - computational. There is no
national policy recognition of this new and basic scientific

and engineering-discipline nor of the importance that super-
computers, its main tool, will play in the future develop-
ment of technology. The needs and opportunities that we
shall address are concerned with long range and basic

research goals. There are any number of short range, prac-

tical and very important accomplishments that can and will

be made. But we are here concerned with the future of one

of -the basic developments in twentieth century science and

technology and we are determined that the United States

should continue to lead the world in these developments.

Supercomputers are a new kind of instrument for science

and engineering. Telescopes and particle accelerators come

to mind as analogies and, indeed, such instruments will

always continue to have a basic influence on scientific
developments. Such devices enhance the ability to observe

the consequences of basic laws of physics on the largest and

smallest scales possible. However, supercomputers enhance

man's ability to reason rather than to observe. This is a

completely different type of activity - it cuts across all

fields - and we have not yet begun to see its ultimate

implications. The possibilities are so profound that we

must ensure that we are at the forefront in these develop-
ments.

The next section describes eight areas where supercom-
puters will have major impacts that are critically important
to the economic and military health of the country. There

are many more opportunities in the areas (see Section III)
which are now or soon will be involved in large scale

scientific computing. These areas represent the specific
needs and opportunities for large scale scientific comput-

ing. The general needs and opportunities have not been
properly recognized before. This is surprising because they

are common to all users of large scale scientific computing;

in the past the support has been justified in each specific
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area. These general needs 'center on (a) the training ofresearchers, (b) the development of algorithms and softwareand (c) the design and organization of supercomputers.These needs cannot be met without adequate access to ClassVI (and beyond) computers. There is not now and never hasbeen any organized national program in large scale scien-tific computing. One-of our basic thrusts is that we mustdevelope some form of a National Program in Large ScaleScientific Computing.

The computing needs for large scale scientific comput-ing have never been met and existing technology will notmeet them for the foreseeable future. The profit potentialsof individual industrial and commercial applications are notsufficient, at present, to spur the required supercomputerdevelopment. Thus, an important part of any national pro-gram must include serious efforts in developing the super-computers themselves.

2. AREAS OF MAJOR IMPACT

We give a sample where the supercomputers will have amajor impact on areas of critical national importance.

* Aircraft design. Aircraft are now designed in "pieces"because no computer can simulate the entire aircraftand the flow of air around it. The wings, the tail,the landing gear, etc. are designed individually indetail (by using computers, of course). The engineersthen build the plane from these pieces and the testpilot sees how well they work together. The first com-pany (or country) to have computers powerful enough todesign an aircraft as a whole will undoubtedly pro-duce planes with superior performance.

Submarine design. The scientific problems and currentstate of submarine design are very similar to those ofaircraft design. It's very possible that submarinesshould look much like mackerel or sharks in order tohave optimum efficiency.

* Geophysical exploration. Current computers can handleonly crude, simplified, models of geological formationsof existing or potential oil fields. More accuratesimulations would increase secondary and tertiaryrecovery by well over 10-20%, equivalent to thediscovery of a field the size of the Alaska northslopes or the North Sea.

Atmospheric models. Current computers are so inade-quate that national weather predictions can not even
include the effects of the Rocky Mountains. Moredetailed models will dramatically improve short rangepredictions and allow for meaningful studies of long
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term weather patterns.

* Nuclear weapons. The analysis and design of nuclear
weapons currently consumes enormous amounts of computer
power and yet drastic simplifications are made in most
situations.

Electronic devices. Supercomputers are now being used
to design both the circuit layouts and the individual
components of electronic chips. Yet current designs
are all two-dimensional and it is clear that much
greater performance (i.e. much cheaper chips) can be
obtained with three dimensional designs and manufactur-
ing. The computational requirements are so formidable
that such chips are only in science fiction - for the
moment.

* Command and control. Chemical refineries and power
plants are now controlled by rather modest computers.
Automated assembly lines with many robots require total
computing power equal to that of the current biggest
supercomputers. The analysis and response to an
intense attack will require a Navy ship to have a
supercomputer more powerful than any that exists now.
Computational requirements increase dramatically as the
complexity of the situation and response- speed
increases. We are just beginning to imagine what
supercomputers can do in this area.

* Disease control. Even simple viruses are enormously
complex molecules, it is a major computational project
just to determine their structure. In principle, we
can use simulation to determine their chemical
behavior, test their reaction to various drugs and
finally understand how to control them. This (and many
other medical advances) must await computers that are
hundreds of times more powerful than anything that
exists now.

We have omitted many equally important areas (e.g. nuclear
power plant accidents, circulation of the ocean, magnetic
fusion energy, satellite photo analysis), but the-message is
the same: a country that wants to be at the forefront scien-
tifically, militarily and economically, must have access to
the best computers, the supercomputers.

3. DISCIPLINES AND PROJECTS USING LARGE SCALE SCIENTIFIC
COMPUTATION

Several disciplines and projects have already demon-
strated the value of Large Scale Scientific Computation.
Common to all of these areas is the need to solve extremely
complex problems; so complex that, to date, only gross
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simplifications of the full problems have been attacked with
the aid of supercomputers. Included in this group of dis-ciplines and projects which already have dedicated supercom-
puters are:

A1. Nuclear weapons research

A2. Atmospheric sciences

A3. Magnetic fusion energy research

A4. Aeronautical research and development

A5. Nuclear reactor theory and design

A6. Petroleum engineering

A7. Geophysics

A8. Intelligence (classified)

There are numerous other disciplines and projects that
are in need of the same or greater computing power and thatdo not yet have it in any organized way. These areas are-for the most part actively engaged in Large Scale Scientific
Computation and have begun to try to acquire supercomputers.
They are grouped as follows:

B1. Computational physics

B2. Computational mechanics and structural design

B3. Ocean sciences and underwater acoustics

B4. Computational chemistry and chemical engineering

B5. VLSI and circuit design

B6. Nonlinear optics and electromagnetic theory

B7. Computational fluid dynamics

In addition there are many areas that will shortly realizethat Large Scale Scientific Computation is either vital totheir continued development or can play a large role in
solving some of their basic problems. These areas include:
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C1. Astrophysics, planetary science and astronomy

C2. Economic modelling and operations research

C3. Biosciences

C4. Computational statistics and graphics

The above listed disciplines and projects are fre-
quently interrelated, they are not merely of academic
interest and include work in government laboratories and
industry. Thus, the interest in and applications of Large
Scale Scientific Computation clearly cut across all the
standard scientific, technological, industrial and govern-
mental lines.

A brief bibliography of documents addressing the need
and opportunities in the areas covered above are contained
in Supplement. In essentially all of these discussions the
case is made that new knowledge and understanding of
phenomena ranging from the basic laws of physics to the
behavior of a nuclear power plant during an accident can be
attained if more powerful computing equipment is available.
Each significant increase in computing power can lead to a
host of significant advances in each discipline or project.
Thus, the effect of improved computing power can be multi-
plicative if the opportunity is taken of making this power
broadly available.

4. LARGE SCALE SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING: A New Discipline

The basic use of computing in almost all of the above
areas is either:

(i) to approximate the solution of complicated systems of
nonlinear partial differential equations,

(ii) to model or simulate complicated physical phenomena or
systems in terms of interacting simple systems.

These two procedures are identical in many cases. As the
phenomena becomes more complex or the models more realistic,
the demands on computing power increase rapidly. For exam-
ple, in typical equilibrium fluid dynamics problems (e.g.
simulation of a plane in steady flight) going from one to
two or from two to three space dimensions increases the com-
plexity (as measured by the number of unknowns) by a factor
of 20 to 200. The operational count to solve equilibrium
fluids problems is proportional to the cube of the number of
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unknowns and thus it increases by a factor of from 8 x 103

to 8 x 10 . It is thus abundantly clear that the need for

continual improvements in computing power will be with us

for some time to come. In all fields using Large Scale

Scientific Computation, the indicated estimate or very simi-

lar ones are given to show that increases of the order of

106 or greater in computing power are needed and will be

extremely beneficial.

The payoff in being able to solve two or three space
dimensional problems (compared to the previous one or two
dimensional cases) can be enormous. Drag reduction calcula-
tions over full three dimensional ships or aircraft could
alone save billions of dollars in fuel costs. Accurate
simulation of three dimensional two-phase flows in oil
fields could increase secondary and tertiary recovery by
well over 10% - 20%. This is equivalent to finding oil
worth over $100 billion.

The entire Large Scale Scientific Computation community
agrees that future supercomputers will operate in a parallel
manner. They also agree that it is extremely difficult to
plan software, algorithms and numerical methods that will
take full advantage of this parallelism. Furthermore people
will just not devote themselves to such difficult tasks
unless they can have access to the supercomputers to test
their results.

The role of software in current supercomputers already
shows the striking but disturbing features to be expected.
On one of the most basic algorithms (Gaussian elimination)
which pervades Large Scale Scientific Computation , the use
of different Fortran compilers and some "tweaking" with
handwritten code produced running programs with a maximum to
minimum speed ratio of 60. All the compilers used are con-
sidered quite good! Such gross variations do not occur on
the standard software for serial machines. Thus, even with
the currently existing minimal parallelism (or rather pipe-
lining) we do not yet know how to produce near optimal
software. It will be even more difficult for the coming
generations of supercomputers.

The contributions of numerical analysis and algorithms
design to the practice of Large Scale Scientific Computation
is, in a very real sense, as important as the development of
new generation machines. That is the speed up or
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improvement on what can be effectively computed comes as
much from the numerical methods and their algorithmic imple-
mentation as it does from hardware improvements. Indeed a
recent study (J.R. Rice, Numerical Methods, Software and
Analysis, McGraw-Hill, 1982) of algorithms for solving
elliptic problems in three dimensions found a speed up of

5 x 10 from 1945 to 1975! This is much greater than the

improvement in going from in I.B.M. 650 to a Cray-I. These

estimates do not include mulit-grid methods, currently in

active development, and it is reasonable to assume another

factor of 10 will have been achieved during 1975-85. It is

clear that Large Scale Scientific Computation is the most

significant and powerful scientific instrument developed in
the 20th century, the development is not nearly complete and
that very shortly it will not be possible to do first rate
scientific research in many areas without the best supercom-
puters and methodology of Large Scale Scientific Computing.

It seems generally to be the case that discipline or
project oriented scientists do not use the latest or best
numerical methods or algorithms. Also, it is rare, but not
unknown, that improvements in numerical methods or algo-
rithms are made by such project scientists using Large Scale
Scientific Computation. Thus, an important aspect of our
program must be an attempt to close this gap between
development and use of new ideas.

5. GENERAL NEEDS

The general needs in large scale scientific computing
are in four categories:

1. Trained people

2. Software systems

3. Algorithm design and numerical analysis

4. Supercomputer hardware and systems

Some view that the last category as part of electrical
engineering and/or computer science hardware. Where it is
included is not nearly so important as that it be recognized
and adequately supported.
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Some of the more mathematical aspects of these activi-ties can be accomplished independently of actual machines.However, the complete integration of methods and theirimplementation cannot be done without access to supercomput-ers. The nature of the machine architecture has a very pro-found effect on the numerical methods, the algorithms and,of course, the software. One does not devise new methods orlearn to think "in parallel" overnight, so a whole range ofscientists and engineers must be introduced to and kept upto date with Large Scale Scientific Computing as the powerof supercomputer increases and the nature of methods change.
One of' the tasks in the software area will be to inventmethods so that discipline or project oriented scientistshave access to the latest and best numerical methods as wellas to the supercomputers. And history shows that someimportant improvements in numerical methods and algorithmsare made by project scientists using Large Scale ScientificComputing. Thus, an important aspect of this program is tobridge between the development and use of new ideas.
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A PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF VERY HIGH PERFORMANCE

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The premise upon which this report is based is that

continued leadership in very high performance computing and

its applications are crucial to the United States both for

national security and for economic development. The rapid

and continuing advance of microelectronic technology is.

opening a path to the development of a new generation of

supercomputers which can potentially obtain computation

rates two or three orders of magnitude faster than today's

most powerful machines. Development and application of

these very high performance computers is crucial for both

national security and long-term economic development.

Research has established that future generations of

very high performance computer systems will have parallel

architectures radically different from the conceptually

sequential architectures of today's supercomputers. There

are many candidate architectural proposals which must be

evaluated before commercial feasibility can be established.

There is, at present, little likelihood that this research

will be developed and exploited in this country given the

length and expense of the development cycle for a radical

new computer architecture and the numeric size of the

marketplace. Immediate action on these opportunities is
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essential if U.S. leadership in very high performance

computing is to continue.

The program presented herein has as its first goal

acceleration of the development of current research concepts

for very high performance computer architectures into

commercial products. The goal can be accomplished by a

research and development program which brings very high

performance computer technology to a state where the normal

venture capital mechanism will select it for commercial

development.

This program is required because the unfavorable

short-term risk-to-return ratio for development of a

radically architectured class of supercomputers totally

inhibits operation of the normal venture capital mechanism.

Very high performance computing is a case where maximizing

short-term return on capital does not reflect the national

security and long term national economic interests.

The program is founded on a development model based on

the concept of university/industry/government laboratory

collaboration. This development model is appropriate to the

U.S. economic system and culture and may be a procedural

prototype for acceleration of application of research in

other high technology areas with unfavorable short-term

risk/return ratios but where long-term national significance

development is concerned.
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The Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) program,
sponsored by the Department of Defense, is developing the
component technology base for high performance parallel
computing. The application for which the VHSIC technology
is intended will require very high performance parallel
architectures in order to meet their objectives. This
program focuses on accelerated development of the
architectures and systems which will utilize the VHSIC
device technology and is thus a natural successor of the
VHSIC program. The absence of such a program may lead to
the Japanese being the principal beneficiaries from
commercial application of the enhancement of component
technology driven by the VHSIC program. It should be noted
that the VHSIC program does not address several component
technology issues crucial to development of general purpose
very high performance computer systems.

2.0 PROGRAM JUSTIFICATION

The current applications of super computers include

design and simulation of electric power distributionVLSI chips 
atmospheric sciencedesign of nuclear weapons oceanographydesign and analysis of fluid dynamicsnuclear reactors 
automobile designfusion energy research 
design of manufacturingdirected energy weapons design of manufacturingintelligence applications 

systemsaerodynamics, structural 
petroleum explorationphysicsdesign and evaluation 

andetroleum explorationstructural mechanics 
managementmanagement

Potential but not yet exploitable applications include real
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time image processing and fast robotics. The list of

potential applications does not include artificial

intelligence oriented applications such as expert and/or

knowledge based systems. These problem domains may require

very high performance parallel architectures for effective

application. The software algorithms and user interfaces

are so different from the essentially numerical applications

as to justify separate consideration. (See Appendices B and

H for additional information.)

Electronics, nuclear weapons, intelligence,

aerodynamics and energy production are currently major

components of U.S. defense. Progress in each of these

areas will be paced, in fact may be bounded, by progress in

high performance -computing. The same is true for most of

the other applications and potential applications. Thus,

leadership in supercomputers is fundamental to U.S. defense

and to U.S. leadership in crucial areas of technology. If

another country should assume leadership in supercomputers,

U.S. defense and technology will depend upon access to

computers of foreign manufacture. This presents three

risks.

1. Currency of Access. If other countries consume the

first two years of production then U.S. scientists

and engineers will be denied use of these machines

in U.S. technology and weapon system design and

defense application could lag theirs by that

amount. (Hitachi has recently announced a very
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high performance array processor which will not be

marketed in this country.)

2. Denial of Access. In this worst case U.S.

technology development could be handicapped until

domestic sources are developed.

3. Computing Technology Lag. Development of

supercomputers has always driven the development of

other computer systems and been an important driver

of electronics technology development. If another

country assumes leadership we may lose these

benefits.

These risks are sufficiently crucial to both national

security and national economic development to be

unacceptable.

The United States currently leads in the development of
supercomputers and will be expected to do so for the next

two to three years. Continuing American leadership in this

area is threatened by two factors. One factor is the
unfavorable short-term risk/return ratios which attach to

the major innovations required to the development of new
supercomputers and block the normal venture capital path for

the development of research into commercial products. The

factors which yield the unfavorable risk/return ratio

include
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1. There are many alternative courses for development

of parallel architectures which must be evaluated.

2. Parallel architecture will require an entirely new

generation of software and peripherals.

3. The long (5-8 year) development cycle

4. The large capital requirement

5. The existence in the computer system marketplace of

many low risk, short term, high return

opportuni ties

6. The relatively small market. There are now

approximately fifty current generation "supe.r

computers" now installed.

Short-term risk/return assessment for product development

does not reflect long term national economic and security

interests.

The second factor is that the Japanese government and

computer industry, having recognized the crucial nature and

economic significance of the development of supercomputers,

are very strongly committed to a research and development

program in this area. The Japanese are now engineering for

commercial exploitation machines based upon the research

done in this country in the 1970's. This last statement is

particularly significant. It points to the crucial element
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which must be supplied to continue U.S. leadership. That

is, commercial exploitation of research concepts whose

development cycle is too long and complex for operation of

the venture capital avenue which has been so dramatically

successful with short term pay-out concepts. The program

proposed has as its goal lowering of market risk and pay-out

cycle to where the normal venture capital mechanism will

operate effectively.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROGRAM

This section outlines a program designed to lower the
market risk and development costs of a new generation of
very high performance supercomputers to a level where

development and marketing by private computer vendors will
become not only feasible but attractive. The program

mobilizes the present strength of U.S. research groups,
government laboratories and computer vendors. The program
has three major focuses. The key concept for accelerating

development is to combine the creativity of the university

research programs, the engineering expertise of computer

vendors and the practical concerns of users and potential

users of very high performance computers. It is also
important to note that there are now available limited

capability systems which will support concept evaluation and
application development for parallel systems. The functions

of the program will be.to:
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1. accelerate the development of current and future

generations of parallel architectures to be the

bases for new very high performance computers,

2. establish a knowledge base for application of

parallel computing concepts to problems of national

security and economic interests and

3. broaden and enlarge the base of research activities

to ensure the continuation of the flow of

innovative architectures in very high performance

computing concepts while at the same time diverting

a significant fraction of the research community in

very high performance computing to development.

The steps in the development and application of a major

new computer architecture are shown in Figure 1. The

proposed program has as its major thrust acceleration of the

product development and application cycle represented by

steps 2, 3 and 4 of Figure 1. It also specifies

strengthening basic research in the area of very high

performance computing.
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+--------->---------_______+
I I
I V
I Basic Research in (1)
I High Performance Computing
I I
+-----+ I
I. I I
I V V
I scalable, feasibility (2)
I demonstrations
I I
+-- --- +I

I V V
^I commercial prototyping (3)

+---I-- I
l I l

V V
System Application and (4)
Evaluation I

+-------__<________+

Figure 1: Stages in Development of Very High Performance
Computer Systems
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There are four activities in the proposed program,

supporting all of the development phases of Figure 1. These

activities are:

a. Accelerated Development of Scalable Feasibility

Demonstrations.

Proposals for exploratory development of

significant research architectures will be received and

considered for funding as accelerated development

projects. It is anticipated that there will be formed

university/industry/user consortia to- develop scalable
feasibility demonstrations of the most promising of the

architectural concepts established by current research.

The scalable feasibility demonstration must include

development of significant applications to demonstrate

the capabilities of the system.

b. Commercial Prototyping.

Projects whose scalable feasibility demonstrations

establish significant commercial potential will become
candidates for construction of a full scale commercial

prototype. This will involve a supported development

effort with focus shifting to industry and which is

expected to lead to a product that industry will

subsequently carry forward on a commercial basis.

c. Evaluation and Application. O

There will be established application and evaluation

laboratories based upon the existing products which
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provide prototype products that illustrate the concepts

of parallel computing.

d. Basic Research.

The funding for basic research in very high performance

computing will be enhanced in order to continue the

flow of new research architectures and concepts. A

crucial component of basic research which requires

immediate emphasis is development of algorithms for

effective utilization of parallel architectures.

This development program may serve as a model for

shortening the research to product cycle in other high
technology/high risk areas which have poor short-term

risk/return ratios, but which have long term national

interest significance. The panel believes that the

recommended program will, within the context of the U.S.
economic system, dramatically shorten the duration between
research and product in the critical area of very high

performance computer systems.

All of the candidate projects for accelerated

development exhibit some form of parallel architecture. The
projects selected for accelerated development must include

not only hardware architecture development but also research

and development on algorithms, software systems, languages

and the peripheral and supporting facilities which are

necessary to make supercomputers usable.
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The accelerated development proposals may focus on

general purpose systems with very high performance or on

special purpose systems which have broad application across

a spectrum of disciplines such as real time image

processing.

4.0 ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

The panel proposes an administrative structure

consisting of three groups: one to set policy, one to

coordinate and administer the program and a technical

advisory body to work with the coordination and review

groups. Figure 2 shows the relationship of the proposed

groups one to another as well as their relationship to the

federal agencies which will make ultimate funding decisions

concerning projects to-be supported.

++----------------+

t I Computational I
Science Policy -------- +

I Board I I
+---------------------+ I

I I
I I

+_------------------…+ +----------------

I Interagency -------------- Technical
Working Group I I Board

+-------------------…+ +----------------+

/ I I \
/ I I \

DOD DOE NASA NSF

Figure 2
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The Computational Science Policy Board (CSPB) will
oversee program and policy issues. The board will review
resource allocations among the agencies for consistency with
the overall policy.

The Inter-Agency Working Group (IWG) will allocate
projects and budgetary resources among the agencies. The
membership of the group will come from the participating
agencies and will also include the Chair of the policy
board. The IWG will coordinate budget allocations,
requirements and plans among the agencies.

The Technical Board (TB) will assist the CSPB and IWG
in technical matters. It will not have direct budgetary
responsibility. It will, however, be used to assist in
evaluation of proposals and advise on distribution of agency
resources for project execution.

It is anticipated that up to five accelerated
development projects may be active at any time after the
first year of the program. The average cost of each
development project will not exceed five million dollars per
year. 'The first commercial prototype development will be
initiated in year three or four of the program. Each
prototype construction will take three to five years. No
more than two prototypes should be under development at any
one time.

The budget given in Table 1 provides an additional ten
million dollars to fund evaluation of current and future
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prototypes, to begin development of parallel formulations of

applications of national security interest and for

additional funding for research in VHP computing.

Basic
Research Scalable
and System Feasibility Commercial

Evaluation Demonstrations Prototypes Total

1984 10 15 - 25

1985 12 20 - 32

1986 14 25 5 44

1987 15 25 15 55

1988 15 25 30 70

Table 1: (figures are millions of dollars)

The basis for selection on program activities a, c and

d will be unsolicited proposals. It is anticipated that the

accelerated development proposals will originate with the

university/industry/user consortia and prototype

construction proposals from vendors. Proposals of any

structure will, however, be considered on merit.
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APPENDIX A

Statement of Problems

The technological objective for long-range

supercomputer development, we believe, should be the

availability by 1990 of computers 1000 times more powerful

than the current generation of supercomputers. There are

serious problems that must be solved to reach this

objective, but the perception of the research community is

that solutions to the problems can be attained within this

time frame. The difficulties of designing systems of such
extraordinary power can be broken down into a matrix which

is shown in Figure A-1. Going across the three principal

parts of a computer system are listed. The "engine" is the

CPU and memory; the "system" is the set of high speed

peripherals (disks and tapes) directly attached to the

engine, .and the "satellites" consist of graphics,
communications and slow-speed peripherals.

Reading down, the basic issues of computer development

and use are listed: software, components, architecture and

algorithms. "Components" is understood to include all

aspects of hardware such as chip design, packaging and

cooling, while architecture refers to global aspects of the

computer design, such as vector vs. parallel organization.

We have listed the degree of difficulty faced for each entry

of the matrix. "Critical need" means there are problems

that must be solved to reach the objectives. "Marginally
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0
acceptable" means that it should be possible to live with

normal technological development but there are problems that

ought to be attacked. "Satisfactory" means we anticipate no

serious problems.

The really crucial software issues of language,

programming environments, etc. are subsumed under the entry

for "engine".

ENGINE SYSTEM SATELLITES

Software critical need critical need satisfactory

Components critical need, critical need some deve
device aspects for a majority needed
being considered of problems
by VHSIC, attention
to packaging and
cooling is required

Architecture critical need critical need satisfactory
for some
applications

Algorithms critical need critical need critical nee
for some for some
problems problems

Figure A-1
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APPENDIX B

The Japanese Supercomputer Program

The Japanese government and computer industry have

noted the tremendous opportunities and leverage potentially

available through development of such computers, and have

established two major projects in this area: a

scientifically oriented "supercomputer' project and a "fifth

generation computer" project with a strong artificial

intelligence orientation. These projects are coordinated

and funded by the Japanese government industrial agency

MITI, and involve all of the major Japanese computer

companies.

An extended visit to Japan was recently made by

visitors from Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories and

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. We quote a report

of these trips to illustrate the commitment of the Japanese

government and computer industry. "The supercomputer

project calls for the development of supercomputers for

scientific and technological applications... Funds cover

software and hardware development... The supercomputer

association (established to manage this project) has a

contract with the Japanese government. Its six member

companies are Hitachi, Fujitsu, Mitsubishi, NEC and Oki

Electric... The purpose of this project is to 'develop an

ultra high speed computing facility for scientific and

technological applications that is more than one thousand
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times faster than "high-end' conventional machines.'"

MITI has also established a "fifth generation computer"

project which is controlled by another association whose

membership comprises the same six Japanese computer

companies plus others. It is important to note that the

"fifth generation" project is an entirely distinct effort

from the "supercomputer" project. The fifth generation.

project was formally initiated in April 1982 and will run

approximately ten years.

More immediate signs of the speed of Japanese

development come from the very recent Hitachi and Fujitsu

announcements of machines which are expected to compete

directly with the yet to be announced Cray 2 computer which,

when it arrives, will be the fastest U.S. machine and tuie

announcement by Hitachi of a 640 MFLOP array processor.
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APPENDIX C

Candidate Projects for Accelerated Development

Several architecture candidates for accelerated

development can be identified from among the recent research

efforts into parallel computation. The following list is
representative rather than exhaustive. The entries

represent varying levels of maturity and differing degrees

of completeness with respect to the spectrum of
hardware/software and application problems.

Blue CHiP Project - Purdue

Data Flow Project - MIT

HEP2 - Denelcor

High Speed Multiprocessor Project - Illinois

Homogeneous Machine Project - Cal Tech

Los Alamos PUPS Machine

PASM Project - Purdue EE

Systolic Arrays Project - CMU

Texas Reconfigurable Array Computer (TRAC) - Texas

Ultra Computer Project - NYU

In addition, there is at least one candidate for an
applications laboratory -- the Purdue Center for Parallel

and Vector Computing.

The Blue CHiP Project, headed by Lawrence Snyder of

Purdue (CS), has as its focus the Configurable, Highly

Parallel (CHiP) Computer. The CHiP architectures are
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composed of a lattice of homogeneous computers each with

local program and data memory that are connected together by

programmable switches. By programming the switches the

physical machine is configured to match the topology of

algorithms. A preprototype CHiP computer is being built, a

programming language and environment have been implemented,

and the feasibility of wafer scale VLSI implementation has

been worked out.

Two projects to develop data flow computer architecture

are in progress at MIT. In a data flow computer

instructions are activated by data instead of an incremented

program counter. The static architecture for a data flow

supercomputer is being developed under Professor Jack

Dennis. Machine level code structures for several large

application codes have been constructed by hand to prove

performance potential, and an engineering model is in

operation with eight processing units. The next phase

requires development of custom LSI devices and an optimizing

compiler for the VAL programming language.

The tagged-token data flow architecture, being

developed by MIT Professor Arvind, is a form of data flow

multiprocessor using colored tokens to distinguish values

associated with different procedure invocations. This

architecture is ready for detailed simulation to determine

good choices of architectural parameters and to evaluate

program behavior and potential performance for realistic

application codes.
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HEP 1 is a commercially available, scalar MIMD computer

system. HEP 2 is an upward compatible enhancement of the

HEP 1 architecture which will offer both increased speed and
increased parallelism. HEP 2 will be very appropriate for
general purpose scientific computing, and will be especially

cost effective for those applications which exhibit

parallelism of a non-vector kind. The logic and packaging

technologies used in HEP 2 will be state-of-the-art in all

respects. The projected completion date for HEP 2 is early

1986.

High Speed Multiprocessor Project -- A University of
Illinois group has- been engaged for the past ten years in
automatically restructuring ordinary Fortran programs for
high speed machines. Currently their system can do this
effectively for parallel, pipeline and multiprocessor

systems. These results have been demonstrated on a number
of existing commercial machines. As a consequence of this
work they are now designing a multiprocessor architecture
that is aimed at providing high speed processing over a wide
spectrum of applications. The design is based on
measurements of over 1000 application programs and as such

is an example of a project that has developed an optimizing

compiler hand in hand with a high speed architecture.

The Homogeneous Machine Project, headed by Charles

Seitz of Cal Tech, is focused around an array of processors

for solving high energy physics codes. The processors are
connected into a binary n-cube. A prototype built with
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Intel 8086's, each with 65K of memory, is under

construction.

The Los Alamos Parallel Microprocessor Systems (Pups)

is designed to accommodate up to sixteen computational

processors and two communication processors. It can be

configured as either a shared memory machine, a distributed

machine, or as a collection of clusters of shared memory

machines. It will support Fortran, have floating point, and

a relatively large memory.

The PASM Project, headed by H. J. Seigel of Purdue

(EE), has as its focus the Partitionable Array SIMD/MIMD

Computer. The PASM machine is composed of processing

elements and common memory that can operate in SIMD mode or

MIMD mode. The architecture is motivated by image

processing tasks, and a design for an MC68000 based

prototype has been completed.

Systolic Array Project -- These are computing

structures which attain extreme efficiency by making use of

designs in which data moves in very regular fashion through

a sequence of processing nodes laid out in a dense pattern

on the two-dimensional surface of a VLSI chip. Designs

which keep all data paths short and process many items of

data in parallel allow remarkable processing rates to be

attained. Designs of this kind have been proposed by groups

at Carnegie-Mellon University and elsewhere, and it is

already clear that they can be very important for such
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significant special applications as signal processing and

manipulation of matrices having a favorable band structure.

The ability of this approach to produce "miracle chips" of

great importance for new application areas is still far from

exhausted, so that rigorous development of the systolic

approach is appropriate.

Texas Reconfigurable Array Computer (TRAC) -- The TRAC

system is based on coupling processors, memories and I/O's

through a dynamically reconfigurable banyan network. TRAC

implements multiple models of parallel computing. The TRAC

project integrates consideration of hardware, software and

applications of parallel computing. The TRAC architecture

can be scaled up in number of processors and memory elements

at a cost growth rate of n log2 n. TRAC is being developed

as a laboratory for parallel computing. A 4 processor - 9

memory configuration of TRAC is now operating and a Pascal

compiler for programming of applications is available.

The New York University Ultracomputer -- This is a

highly parallel MIMD machine which aims to combine hundreds

or thousands of small, relatively conventional processing

elements, all communicating with a large shared memory, to

attain very high performance. In the present concept for

this machine, processors communicate with memory through a

very high bandwidth switching network which executes a few

operations vital to ultraparallel inter-process

synchronization in addition to its basic data-routing

function. Various advantageous operating systems software
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structures have been worked out for this machine, as has a

fairly detailed design for the switching chip control for

its communication network concept. Various scientific

application simulations carried out by-the NYU group show

that this machine can be programmed using relatively

conventional techniques-(essentially in a slightly extended

version of the widely used Fortran programming language) to

attain high processor utilization.

Purdue Center for Parallel and Vector Computing -- The

purpose of the center at Purdue University will be to

advance the state of the art in the use of parallel and

vector computers by engaging in research and development in

areas such as the design and implementation of algorithms,

performance analysis, modern language design and related

computer development, appropriate software tools and the

design and development of software modules. This work would

be driven by specific application areas arising from the

simulation of physical systems and would be accomplished by

small multi-disciplinary teams consisting of Purdue staff

and visitors from other universities, private industry and

government laboratories.
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Crystal Project - University of Wisconsin -- The University of

Wisconsin Crystal project, headed by D. Dewitt, has been funded by the

NSF CER program to design and construct a multicomputer with 50 to 100

nodes (processors). The processors are to be interconnected using

broadband, frequency agile local network interfaces. Each processor

will be a high performance 32 bit computer with approximately 1 megabyte

of memory and floating point hardware. The total communications band-

width is expected to be approximately 100 Mbits/sec. The multichannel

capabilities of the frequency agile interfaces, along with the-Crystal

support software, provide researchers a number of unique capabilities.

First, the multicomputer can be divided into multiple partitions enabling

researchers to share the facility in a manner analogous to a timesharing

machine. In addition, the processors within a partition can utilize the -
frequency agile interfaces to efficiently emulate a number of interconnec-

tion topologies. This will permit different groups of researchers to use

the interconnection topology that is best suited for their application.

Applications of interest include distributed operating systems, programming

languages for distributed systems, tools for debugging distributed systems,

multiprocessor database machines, and evaluation of alternative protocols

for high performance local network communications. The system will support

experimentation with parallel algorithms for solving computation intensive

problems in the areas of mathematical programming, numerical analysis and

computer vision.
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APPENDIX D

Applications and Benchmarks

The list of applications given here are initial

subjects for application development studies on the

currently available parallel architectures.

Monte Carlo techniques for simulating fusion processes.

Specific programs in both time dependent and time

independent models exist.

Two- and three-dimensional hydrodynamic calculations in

weapons design.

Specific model computations include

Particle-in-Cell for plasma models

Adaptive Mesh Refinement for fluid processing

These represent two algorithmic extremes and also the

most current thinking, that covers both the physical model

and how to fit onto parallel processors.

Another class of computations is the Many Body problem

used to study atomic and molecular interactions.

Real time image processing is an integral component of

many potential military applications.

Two- and three-dimensional aerodynamics calculations

for aircraft-like bodies. Techniques should include both
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explicit and implicit methods; the former is known to

vectorize well, the latter has theoretical advantages but

does not lend itself to parallelism as readily.

Petroleum exploration and reservoir management are

applications with very high potential economic payoffs.

Reservoir management applications include elements of both

fluid dynamics and heat transfer. Exploration studies deal

with signal processing techniques.

In all these examples the need is to encourage early

interaction in order to influence future computer

architectures.
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APPENDIX E

Relationship to VHSIC

The VHSIC program is focused on the development of very

high performance device technology. The ultimate goal of

this technology is to support military applications which

require very high performance parallel computer systems.

The purpose of the program proposed here is to accelerate

the development of the architectures, systems and algorithms

necessary to effectively apply this VHSIC technology.

The VHSIC developed technology will begin to arrive

next year. It is desirable to have in place a program of

evaluation and utilization of this technology in appropriate

architectures in order to provide feedback in the later

stages of the VHSIC program. The program proposed in this

report is a natural follow on to VHSIC. It has a broader

spectrum of applications than only direct military

applications such as real-time image processing. It extends

to other crucial national security areas such as weapons

development and energy production. It also includes

economically critical applications such as weather modeling,

geophysics, computer aided design and high performance

robotics.

The absence of such a program as is proposed here may

lead to the Japanese being a principal beneficiary of the

enhancement of high performance components generated by the

VHSIC program through their effective system development of
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products which require a substantial engineering investment

and have a high market risk.
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APPENDIX F

Relationship to Industry Programs

The semiconductor industry through the Semiconductor

Research Association (SRA) and the computer industry through

the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation

(MCC) have begun to establish collaborative programs to

support research in universities and to accelerate product

development from university research programs in both the

semiconductor and computer system fields. These initiatives

by the computer vendors and semiconductor manufacturers

strongly suggest that the role model projected here for

cooperation between consortia of users, vendors and

university research projects is one whose time has come and

which will be accepted by industry as an effective means of

accelerating product development in difficult and/or high

risk areas.

It is also possible that partial funding support can be

obtained for these projects from these industrial consortia.
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APPENDIX G

Feasibility of Target Attainment

It is the best reasoned judgement of computer
architects, microelectronics researchers and software

experts that the goal of a system approximately a thousand

times faster than today's fastest computers in the early
1990 time frame is viable. The requirements are a)
component technology, b) architectural and organizational

structure, c) the software systems, and d) algorithms to
exploit the architecture for significant applications.

The VHSIC program is accelerating the development of
very high performance component technology. There is need
for a strong program in the development of packaging and
cooling technologies in order to be able to exploit

integrated circuit chips in very high performance computer
systems, whether they be dedicated and special purpose
systems or general purpose systems.

A number of architectural concepts for exploiting
parallelism which have promise of delivering very high
performance computing systems have been defined and
evaluated. These architectures will clearly be capable of
delivering the required performance levels if they can be
implemented in appropriate technology, be supported by
appropriate peripherals, have the appropriate software

available, and have the algorithms for application
established. -73-
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The necessary peripherals such as large scale primary

memories, high performance secondary memories,

interconnection networks, etc. are the least developed of

the architectural elements of a full system. It is clear

that development paths do exist for these system elements.

The development of basic concepts of parallel computing

and the necessary software systems to support exploitation

of these architectures is proceeding along with the

development of the architectural concepts. A great deal of

work is needed in this area, particularly with respect to

applicability.

The final requirement is the development of

applications which are formulated in parallel concepts and

which can exploit the very high performance parallel

architectures. A very great deal of work is needed here.

However, the initial work which has been done has been

amazingly successful.

In summary, in each element of the requirements for

very high performance computer systems, there is substantial

reason to believe that a sustained research and development

program supported by effective engineering can approach the

goal of 1000 times today's supercomputers.
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APPENDIX H

Numeric and :Ion-Numeric Computing:

Relationship and Status

Numeric and non-numeric computing have traditionally
been regarded as different discipline areas. The two
disciplines use different software, interfaces and
algorithms even when sharing hardware environments. Numeric
computing applications have traditionally driven the
development of very high performance computer systems. This
is because the problems to be solved are relatively well
understood and thus attention could be focused on problem
solution, while in the non-numeric areas (all basically some
form of automation of the reasoning process), relatively few
problems have been sufficiently well understood to justify
large scale application. Those areas which have been
systematically approached such as theorem proving and
program verification have been found to require enormous
computing resources for substantial applications. Thus
practical application to non-numeric problems will probably
require very high performance computer systems.

The Japanese government and computer industry have
recognized this state of affairs with the Fifth Generation
Computer Project which aims at producing "supercomputer
systems" for artificial intelligence applications.

The "Fifth Generation" and "Supercomputer" projects of
MITI preserve the traditional separation of numeric and
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non-numeric computing. We believe that there are major I

overlaps in technology for both areas. Development of the

parallel generation of "supercomputers" will have a major

accelerating effect on high performance systems for

non-numeric applications.

We further believe that there is a strong need for

coupling automated reasoning with mathematical modeling and

data base techniques to produce effective control processes

for complex systems and for effective modeling of complex

systems involving human and mechanical components.

It should be noted that the current generation of

non-numeric applications are being developed on systems of !

power approximately one to two orders of magnitude below the

current generation of supercomputers. There is need to

consider scaling of non-numeric computing to the current

generation of supercomputers. It may be desirable to

organize a study panel to determine the national security

and economic development impacts of non-numeric computing

and the probable effectiveness of the entrepreneurial

capital system of meeting these national security

requirements as the research programs bring the concepts and

applications to fruition. The Japanese government and

computer industry have already established their commitment

to. economic importance with the Fifth Generation project.

It is worthy of note that there are now being marketed small

scale systems specialized for non-numeric applications.
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Partial Inventory and Announced Orders of Class VI Machines

Country Site -Number Purpose Computer

U.S. v Los Alamos Nat. Lab. 5 Weapons Research Cray-l
" Lawrence Livermore

Nat. Lab. 4 Weapons Research Cray-1
2 Magnetic Fusion Energy

Research Cray-1

' Sandia Nat. Lab. 2 Weapons Research Cray-1

" KAPL 1 Reactor Research Cyber 205.

k Bettis 1 Reactor Research -Cyber 205

Kirtland Air Force Base 1 Military Cray-1

National Center for
Atmospheric Research 1 Atmospheric Science Cray-1

vNSA 2 Intelligence Cray-1

NASA-Ames 1 Aerodynamics Cray-1
m *r , ( NASA-Goddard 1 Atmospheric Science Cyber 205

FAL ~ \ tNASA-Lewis 1 Fluid Dynamics Cray-1

/ /, - FNOC-Monterey 1 Oceanography Cyber 205

A National Environmental
'r / - Satellite Service (NOAA) 1 Research Cyber 205

K~^ t 8 Colorado State Univ. 1 Engineering Research Cyber 205 _

by Ad Univ. of Minnesota - 1 Research Cray-1

CP Lo Geophysical Fluid
~^ ~ Dynamics Laboratory 2 Geophysics Cyber 205
Purdue University 1 Research Cyber 205

Univ. of Georgia 1 Research Denelcor HEP

CHEVRON 1 Petroleum Cray-1

Bell 1 Research Cray-1

ARCO 1 Petroleum Engineering Cray-1

EXXON 1 Petroleum Engineering Cray-1
Grumman Corp. 1 Jet Engine Simulation Cray-1

Westinghouse Corp. 1 Nuclear Power Plant Design Cray-1
TEXACO 1 Petroleum Engineering Cyber 205
SOHIO 1 Petroleum Engineering Cyber 205

Digital Production, Inc. 1 Graphics Cray-i
Boeing Computing Serv. 1 Timesharing Cray-1
Control Data Corp. 1 Timesharing Cyber 205

2 4United Information Serv. 1 Timesharing Cray-1

Germany Max Planck 1 Research Cray-1
Bochum 1 Research Cyber 205
PRAKLA 1 Research Cyber 205
Univ. of Karlsruhe 1 Research Cyber 205
Univ. of Stuttgart 1 Research Cray-1
Deutch Forschungs und

Versuchsanstalt fur
Luft Raumfahrt 1 Aerospace Research Cray-1
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Partial Inventory and Announced Orders of Class VI Machines (Continued)

Country Site Number Purpose Computer
France GETIA 1 Electric Power Institute Cray-1Commissariat A'Lenergie

Atomique 1 Nuclear Energy Cray-1Compagnie International
De Services En
Informatique 1 Timesharing Cray-1Ecole Polytechnique 1 Research Cray-1

England European Centre for
Medium Range Forecasting 1 Weather Cray-1Brit Met 1 Weather Cyber 205Daresbury 1 Physics Research Cray-1AWRE Harwell 1 Nuclear Energy, Weapons Cray-1Shell Oil, U.K. 1 Petroleum Cray-1Univ. of London 1 Research Cray-1Univ. of Manchester 1 Research Cyber 205

Japan Mitsubishi 1 Research Cray-Century Research 1 Research Cray-l

i . .
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Balihaus

From W. F. Ballhaus, Jr.
NASA/Ames Research Center August 13, 198

For the -past decade, NASA-Ames has conducted pioneering research in the

rapidly advancing areas of computational fluid dynamics and computational

aerodynamics as well as other aerospace disciplines. This research, con-

ducted both on site and remotely at university and industrial sites, has

been serviced by a continually expanding computational capability. Cur-

rently this capability includes access to a Class VI computer housed on-

site. NASA has plans to further augment its computational capability by

means of the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator (NAS), a project to-be con-

ducted by the Ames Research Center. This facility will provide by 1988 a

computation rate of a billion floating-point operations per second (sus-

tained) with a memory sufficiently large to support this speed. The facilil

ty will provide interactive access, both remote and on-site, to a large

number of users from NASA, DOD, academia, and industry. It will be used to

solve previously intractable problems of national concern in the aerospace

disciplines of interest to the DOD and NASA. Limited operational capability

is expected by 1985 with full service in 1988. The NAS facility will in-

clude graphics and work stations, satellite and telecommunications inter-

faces for remote access, a large data base mass store, and a fast network

linking these elements with a high-speed computing engine. This year a new'

computer science effort has been initiated at Ames to seek innovative ways

to apply advanced computational concepts to the solution of the Agency's

technical problems. This activity will be complemented by a new institute

at Ames under the auspices of the University Space Research Association.

The Research Institute for Applications of Computer Science will be operC

ating by early 1983.
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NCAR COMPUTING CAPABILITIES AND SERVICES*
Walter Macintyre

The missions of NCAR as set by the UCAR Board of Trustees and endorsed bythe National Science Foundation, are as follows:

o In cooperation with university research groups and otherorganizations, to identify, develop and make accessible selectedmajor research services and facilities of the outstanding qualityrequired by the universities and NCAR for effective progress inatmospheric research programs. NCAR will be responsible to assurethe most effective use of these facilities and services byscientists in the universities and NCAR.

o In cooperation with universities and other organizations, to planand carry out research programs of highest quality on selectedscientific problems of great national and international importanceand scope...It is appropriate that most of the research at NCAR beon problems that are characterized by their central importance tosociety, scientific interest, and by the requirement forlarge-scale, coordinated thrusts by teams of scientists from a-- number of institutions ....

The overall pace of progress in the atmospheric and related sciences islimited and modulated by the nature and power of available computers. Henceboth of NCAR's missions require the Center to make available to theuniversity-NCAR community computing capabilities that represent the currentstate of the art in speed, capacity, architecture, and software, as well as awide variety of affective services.

NCAR established its computing facility two decades ago. Throughout itshistory, NCAR has pioneered in making advanced hardware, software and servicesreadily accessible to the university-based and NCAR research community. TheNCAR Scientific Computing Division is widely acknowledged as a leader in thedevelopment of new capabilites for the university atmospheric sciencescommunity. During the past year, more than 900 individuals from 80institutions used the facility, and scientists at 75 locations had access viathe NCAR Remote Job Entry System. In an analysis of existing large-scaleoperations for atmospheric research modeling, done by the National AdvisoryCommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere for the President's Science Advisor (seeTable 1), NCAR is shown to be the only facility fully open to the overalluniversity community on a first-priority basis.

History of NCAR Computing Capacity

Table 2 presents a history of NCAR computing system milestones since1963, and Figure 1 shows the growth of NCAR's computing capability over theyears in terms of units of computer resource delivered to users. Theacquisition of successive generations of computers has made

* This is a cnapter in the December 1982 NCAR document entitled
Scientific Justification for An Advanced Vector Computer."
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Table 1
Summary of existing large-scale operations in support of

atmospheric modeling research, fiscal year 1980t

Percentage use
for atmospheric

Agency/Location Computers Users research

Type Percent

Department of Commerce
NOAA
GFDL. Princeton University rI/ASC in-house 70-80

Environmental Research
Laboratories, Boulder, Colo. CDC Cyber 170/750 in-house 50-60

Suitland. Maryland (3) IBM 360/195 in-house 15

Department of Defense
AFGL, Bedford, Massachusetts CDC 6600 in-house n/a

U.S. Army, White Sands U 1180 in-house n/a

U.S. Navy. (FNOC). Monterey,
California CDC 6500, in-house 10

Cyber 170/175.
Cyber 170/720,
Cyber 203

NASA
GISS. New York. N.Y. IBM 360/195 in-hOuse 75

GSFC. Greenbelt. Maryland Amdahl in-house 80. 80
universities 20%

(2) IBM 360/19: in-house 90. 20

Hampton, Virginia CDC Cyber 203. in-house 95%
Cyber 170/173. other 51 20
(2) Cyber 173
(2) Cyber 175
(2) 6600

Pasadena, California (3) U 1108 in-house 1.5

NSF

NCAR. Boulder. Colo. Cray CDC 7600 MCAR & universities 100

EPA

Research Triangle Park, N.C. (2) U 1100. in-house 15
IBM 360/165

DOE

Argonne National Laboratory IBM 370/195,
Argonne, Illinois IBM 370/75.

IBM 370/50. (2) 30/33 In-house 5
Brookhaven National Laboratory CDC 7600, (2) COC 6600

Upton. N.Y. DEQ POP/10, Sigm 7 in-house 3

Battelle. Northwest Laboratory
Richland. Wash. Not available in-house 2

Idaho Nat'l Engineering Lab. IBM 360/75, in-house n/a
Idaho Falls. Idaho Cyber 76

Los Alamos Scientific Lab. (2) CDC 6600.
Los Alamos, N.M. (4) CDC 7600. Cray '. in-house 0.4

(2) Cyber 73
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory CDC 7600, CDC 6600 in-house 1

Serkeley. California COC 6400
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Cray 1. (4) CDC 7600 in-house n/a

Livermore. California (2) Star/100. COC 6600
Oak Ridge National Laboratory IBM 360/75, POP/O, in-house 3

Oak Ridge. Tennessee SEL 8108
Sandia Laboratories U 1108.U1100-82. in-house 0.5

Albuquerque. N.M. (3) CDC6600. COC 6400.
COC 7600, Cyber 76, POPIO

Savannah River Laboratory IBM 360/115 in-house 0.3
Alken. S.C.

From: A Revie of Atmospheric Science Research Facilities. National Advisory Committee
on Oceans and Atrospnere, Washington, June. 1981, p. 20.
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Figure 1

History of Computing Output Units at NCAR
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Figure 1. Computer output units used at NCAR. The calculation of pow-
er units is based on monthly hours of central processor (CP) time and
peripheral (PP) time (on 7600), averaged over each year. When periph-
eral time is not available, a factor is applied to CP time to estimate
I/O production. If a machine is not in production for the complete
first or last year, the data shown is the average for the months used
during the given calendar year.
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Table 2. Milestones of Major Computing Systems at NCAR

Year Capability Characteristics

Late 1963 CDC 3600 Memory = 32,700 words, 48 bits each
Overall speed = .06 of CDC 7600

December 1965 CDC 6600 Memory = 65,000 words, 60 bits each
Overall speed = 1.5 x CDC 3600 when new

= 3.0 x CDC 3600 by 1968
(after software system chan!

or
= .2 of CDC 7600

July 1971 CDC 7600 Memory = 65,500 x 60 bits small core
= 512,000 x 60 bits large core

Basic cycle time = 27 ns (speed 10-15 MIPS)
Disks = 2 x 5.072 billion bits at first
Early 1976 = 8 x 2.4 billion bits on di

June 1972 RJE Capability Dialup from remote sites to Modcomo computer
at NCAR Mesa Lab

February 1976 TBM Mass Store Oct 78 = 9300 active TBM volumes
(used on-line Aug 79 = 15000 active TBM volumes
Feb 1977) Aug 80 = 27000 active TBM volumes

(Average volume size 72 million bits)
Apr 82 = 43170 active TBM volumes

(Total data volume 7.6 trillion bits)

February 1978 CRAY-1A Memory = 1,048,000 x 64 bits
Basic cycle time = 12.5 ns (and pipeline)

(Speed 40-80 MIPS)
Overall speed = 4.5 x CDC 7600
Disks = 16 DD 19's x 2.4 billion bits each

March 1981 IBM 4341 front Used by SCD and other divisions for program
end computer job preparation. Also used for selected I/C

tasks. Gives 6250 BPI tape capability for
first time. Provides interactive access to
the general user for the first time.

September 1981 NCAR internal Facilitates communication among the various
network completed hardware components.

October 1982 Connection of NCAR Gives all users of NCAR computers inexpeOl
system to a common- interactive access to the system.
carrier pocket
switching network
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it possible for the science to address qualitatively different, previously
intractable problems in many areas of atmospheric research. Table 3 shows
the distribution of total NCAR CRAY computing resources to the university-NCAR
community by major disciplinary area during the period February 1978 to May
1982.

NCAR puts high importance on peripherals and systems to maximize the
usefulness of the computer output and to minimize the time required of user
scientists. It has the best developed and proven system for community
participation in the process that governs the allocation of its resources

NCAR's computing plans and priorities are set
with active participation by the user community. In developing future plans
for the facility, the assignment of first priority to the acquisition of
additional main-frame power has been made with widespread community
consultation and support.

Current Capabilities of the NCAR Scientific Computing Division (SCD)

1. Hardware capabilities. The major NCAR computing hardware
capabilities- are a CRAY-1A, capable of executing 80 million instructions per
second for very high speed computations; a Control Data Corporation {CDC) 7600
for fast data analysis and file manipulation; an IBM 4341 computer system for
providing interactive access to the major computing engines; an AMPEX Terabit
Memory System (TBM), which provides mass storage for archived data as well as
significant on-line data storage; and a remote job entry system that
communicates with 75 locations across the country. The SCD also has a DICOMED
graphics systems, a Network Systems Corporation (NSC) high-speed data network
to connect the various systems, and a GANDALF port contention device which
permits selective use access to the various machines.

2. Services. The services provided to the community by the NCAR SCD
include the following:

a. Data Support. The Scientific Computing Division's Data Support
Section maintains a large archive of computer-readable research data and
provides assistance to users in locating data appropriate to their research
needs, interfacing their programs with the data sets, and accessing utility
routines for manipulation of the data. Users can access the data from remote
terminals, in addition to using the data at NCAR or receiving tapes. This
group has achieved a worldwide reputation in acquiring, formatting, updating,'
and making accessible atmospheric observational data sets.

The Data Support Section maintains many large sets of analyzed
grid data and observed data from the National Meteorological Center, the
National Climatic Center, the U.S. Navy, and the U.S. Air Force. Other
countries and laboratories also provide data. Supporting data such as land
elevation and ocean depth are included. The archives are largely describd in
Data Sets for Meterological Research, by Jenne (NCAR-TN/IA-111, 1975).

b. User Services. The User Services Section offers consulting
services to users, provides information on all services and operational
procedures of the division, and provides software libraries of numerical and
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Table 3

TOTAL CCU USE BY AREA OF INTEREST

Cebruary 1, 1978 through July 31, 1982

AREA OF INTEREST CCU's % TOTAL USE

1. Cloud Physics 1,225.7 12

2. Weather Prediction 2,147.2 21

3. Solar Physics 1,213.7 12

4. Chemistry and
Upper Atmosphere 949.2 9

5. Climate 2,979.7 29

6. Oceanography 765.8 7

7. Basic Fluid Dynamics
& Miscellaneous 1,092.4 10

Total: 10,373.7 100
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utility tools. This section provides an effective interface to the hardware
and operating system software for user scientists.

Within the User.Services Section, the Communication group
manages the current communication links for remote job entry (RJE) and
interactive access. The Library Group manages and distributes the large
numerical library (4700 routines) already available from SCD and develops newtools that facilitate program development and maintenance in a multi-machine
environment. The User Interfaces Group provides documentation andconsultation services and continuously improves methods of access to the
facilities. The Multi-User Software Group is now completing a multi-year
project for GENPR02, a generalized software package for signal processing anddata analysis.

c; Systems. The Systems Section develops network, communication
and mass storage systems, as well as maintaining operating systems and theirrelated software and language compilers supplied by vendors for several typesof computers, ranging from small- to large-scale machines.

The highest priority is the maintenance of the integrity of thecurrent operating systems, including the software running the internal NCARnetwork. The staff are involved in the development of interface software andnon-vendor provided systems software as well as the provision of datamanagement software. They assist with hardware and software planning andacquisitions.

- d. Operations and Maintenance. The Operations and MaintenanceSection operates and maintains the hardware systems of the facility and
provides digital data library services, statistics on system use, andmicrofilm/microfiche and movie production.

e. Advanced Methods. The activities of the Advanced Methods Groupinclude research, consulting and the production of advanced mathematical
software in such areas as thermospheric physics, computational fluid dynamicsand spherical vector harmonics.

3. Algorithm and Software Development. The NCAR computing staff andvarious users have contributed to the development of algorithms and softwarethat are valuable in many areas of science. Examples are vectorized fastFourier transform software, non-linear second-order partial differential
equation algorithms and software, and the NCAR graphics package. This workcontinues and is effective disseminated throughout the scientific community.

Figure 2 gives the current organization and staff levels of the NCAR
Scientific Computing Division.

Allocation Procedures

Allocations of NCAR computer resources are governed by the UCAR Board ofTrustee policy, which requires that 45X of NCAR computing resources beavailable to university users, 45X to NCAR research and 10% to joint
NCAR-university projects. Use of the computers by postdoctorals and otherlong-term visitors and processing of data from aircraft, radars, etc., iscounted in the NCAR allocation, unless the investigator involved has appliedfor resources in the university category. This seldom occurs.
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Non-NCAR requests for a total of more than five hours on the CRAY-1 orCDC 7600 are reviewed by the SCD Advisory Panel after preliminary review bytwo or more individual reviewers. The Panel meets twice a year, in the springand fall. Panel members are selected from the community at large on the basisof established competence in the atmospheric sciences, computer science, andrelated fields. Normally, three-quarters of the Panel members are fromoutside NCAR.

The panel assesses as the merit of proposals for -he use of the SCDfacilities and recommends action with respect to a prospective user's requeston the basis of scientific merit, computational effectiveness and need- Thefollowing specific questions are asked about each proposal:

o What contribution is the project likely to make to the advancement
of the atmospheric sciences?

o Is the work original?

o Are the scientific approaches and techniques appropriate?

o Will the project make efficient use of computing resources? Will itbe I/O bound? Are current mathematical and numerical methods used?Are appropriate algorithms employed?

The Panel may recommend that the request for resources be fully granted,that only a portion of the request be granted (which will mean the projectmust be scaled back or stretched out in time), or on occasion, that therequest be denied. In cases where a request for computing time at NCAR is anintegral part of a proposal to NSF, NCAR coordinates its review process withthat of the NSF.

Requests for university use of less than 5 hours of CRAY-1 or CDC 7600time are evaluated by the Director of the Scientific Computing Division, withguidance from scientific reviewers selected from the NCAR staff or externalcommunity. These evaluations are reviewed as a group twice a year by the SCDAdvisory Panel.

NCAR use of the computer is allocated by the Director of NCAR as part ofthe overall NCAR budget and resource allocation systems. The Directorpresents and defends his proposals for NCAR programs and associated resourceallocations before the UCAR Board of Trustees and its Budget and ProgramCommittee. The efficient use of resources by NCAR staff is also reviewedthrough the Scientific Programs Evaluation Committee (SPEC) process, in whichscientists drawn from the community at large review all aspects of NCARprograms on a triennial basis.

The joint use allocation is also administered by the Director of NCAR.
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MAGNETIC FUSION ENERGY AND COMPUTERS* 6
John Killeen

National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

The application of computers to magnetic fusion energy research is essential. In
the last several years the use of computers in the numerical modeling of fusion
systems has increased substantially. There are several categories of computer models
used to study the physics of magnetically confined plasmas. A comparable number of
types of models for engineering studies are also in use. To meet the needs of the
fusion program, the National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center has been
established at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. A large central computing
facility is linked to smaller computer centers at each of the major MFE.laboratories
by a communication network. In addition to providing cost effective computing
services, the NMFECC environment stimulates collaboration and the sharing of computer
codes among the various fusion research groups.

INTRODUCTION 6. Multi-species Fokker-Planck codes
7. Hybrid codes

In June 1973 an Ad Hoc Panel on the Application
of Computers to Controlled Thermonuclear Engineering models needed in fusion reactor
Researchl was convened at the USAEC in order design studies include

(a) to survey and summarize the existing 1. Plasma engineering-burning plasma

level-of-effort in the application of computers dynamics
to CTR. 2. Nucleonics

3. Mechanical design ·
(b) to identify important CTR physics and . Magnetic field analysis

engineering questions that are or may be soluble 5 Systems studies
by the use of computers, and to evaluate the 6. Thermal hydraulics
benefits that would accrue to the CTR program 7 Tritium handling
if such solutions were obtained, and 8 Safety and environmental studies

(c) to survey, summarize and evaluate the
status of- present and anticipated computer tech- Another recommendation of the Ad Hoc Panel was
nology for the purpose of accurately forecasting the establishment of a computing facility dedi-
the type, size, scope, and composition of a cated to the magnetic fusion program. The
facility that would realize the benefits National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Cente
identified in (b) above, and the lead time (NMFECC) was organized in 1974 at Lawrence
necessary for assembling it. Livermore Laboratory and service began in late

1975. From the above lists of computer models
The wide range of the questions posed to the in plasma physics and engineering it is clear
panel dictated that its composition be as that the fusion program requires the most
diverse as the issues it was asked to address. advanced scientific computer available. In
Therefore, besides AEC Headquarters personnel, September 1975, NMFECC installed a new CDC 760(
the panel had three different groups of parti- dedicated to fusion physics calculations.
cipants--plasma physicists, plasma engineers,
and computer scientists-who were organized A review of requirements at the National MFE
along functional lines into three sub-panels. Computer Center was conducted in the spring of

1976. The results of this review led to the
A recommendation of the Ad Hoc Panel was a procurement of the CRAY 1, the most advanced
significant expansion in the development and scientific computer available, in the spring of

use of computer models in the fusion program. 1978. The utilization of this computer in the
The following plasma physics models were identi- MFE program has been very successful.2

fied and their importance to the fusion program
discussed.1 A new study of computer requirements for the

1. Timet ms MFE program was conducted during 1979.2 The
1. Time-dependent magnetohydrodynamics
2. Plasma transport in a magnetic field MFE program has grown considerably since 19W
2. Plasma transport in a magnetic field3. MHD and guiding-center equilibria and major directions have emerged, e.g., TFTR,
3. MHD and guiding-center equilibria
4. MHD stability of confinement systems HFTF, and the proposed Fusion Engineering Devic
4. MHD stability of confinement systems (ED). The computing requirements are*. Vlasov and particle models (FED). The computing requirements are
5. Vlasov and particle models
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necessarily much larger and the models more NMFECC HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONvaried and demanding. 2 The increased emphasis
on fusion technology has led to a substantial
growth in the use of the NMFECC for engineering Natona PD P

2_ Terminelscalculations. The 1979 study2 led to the pro- 56 Kbit 1 / 44
PDP 128directcurement by the NMFECC of a second CRAY 1 network PDP 11/4 40dial-up

computer in September 1981. The study2 also 11/44 16 tnetrecommended the addition of a more advanced 300-9600 baud
computer during 1984.

THE NAl'IONAL M'FE COMPUTER NETWORK

C C RAY- ) CDC-7600The purpose of the MFE Computer Network is to CR - DC-7600
provide to all fusion researchers the full range Memory:
of available computational power in the most
efficient and cost effective manner. This is 2X 10 1 X 106 0.5X 106achieved by using a network of computers of words words words
different capability tied together and to the Disk: 9600 4800 000
users via dedicated data lines and dial up Mbyte Mbyte Mbyte
telephone lines. The existence of this nation- NMFECCwide computer network allows projects to be central storage s
sited anywhere in the country without regard to 275.000 Mbyte
local computer availability, and therefore Figure 1
increases enormously the flexibility of the
fusion program.

A third level of capability is provided through
The Center began first operations using a CDC the Network Access Port (NAP). MFECC designed
6600 loaned by the Lawrence Livermore National the NAP to permit remote computers to be connect-
Laboratory Computer Center (LCC). In September ed to the MFE network as remote hosts. There1975 the Center installed its own CDC 7600 are currently five NAPs installed, all of themcomputer, and by March 1976 significant trans- connecting VAX 11 series computers into the
mission over the dedicated Data Communications network.
Network was taking place. By that time the new
CDC 7600 was saturated with a calculation work- A fourt level of capability is provided byload lwhich had been implemented, until then, Remote User Service Stations (RUSS) at selected
load which had been implemented. until then, MFE research sites. RUSS stations are current-
solely by dial-up telephone communications * M F E research sites. RUSS stations are current-between the Center and the user community. ly installed at 18 remote locations (Figure 2).

RUSS stations provide users with the capability
Levels of Computer Capability in MNFECC of printing output files locally on a 1000 line/

minute printer and act as a terminal concentra-
Tie concept of the NMFECC is that different tor for up to 16 interactive terminal users.
levels of computer capability are provided at RUSS stations are connected to the nearest MFE-the various remote locations according to NETWORK communications processor over a 4800research priorities and anticipated computa- baud dedicated line. (Figure 2)tional demand. At the national center, provid-
ing high level capability to the entire 

4'\(ncommunity, is the original CDC 7600 plus two NATIONAL MFE NETWORK 1982 Ep.mhigh-speed CRAY 1 computers with one and two _
million words of memory, respectively. e "
Additional equipment at the national center\ t-- '

nclutd -. processors and other ADP equipment for i- ^ .-.. " \\ ' \I
om-.uiir.a ions, file management, and data ...,..\ /-//\ c- \ \

stor.n.:e. (Figure 1) "

At tlh next level of capability are User Service
Ctnters (USC's): DEC-10 computer systems with '* -,,
direct high-speed access to the national center [^M"C"I Vt ~ -,.JIA^
through PDP-11/40 remote communications control ur f i / -- 'vprocessors. There are now five operational USCs U-"^ / TIs(Figure 2) in the field located at Princeton US: \L tK"^
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), the Los Alamos\ _
National Laboratory (LANL), the Oak Ridge 1[ ui1mI ,
National Laboratory (ORNL), General Atomic (GA), ----. - .
and LLNL (for the mirror confinement program). '---
A sixth USC, used in center operations, is
located at the hMfFECC itself. Figure 2
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A fifth level of capability is dial-up access. (b) ARPANET ACCESS-NHFECC users with

MFE researchers at some 35 localities access the to an ARPA IMP may use the ARPANET as a

center using computer terminals equipped with communicating with the Center.

acoustic modems or couplers.
(c) DIRECT DIAL COMHERCIAL or FTS-Thirty 31

Data-Communications Systems baud and ten 1200baud ports are available throi
auto-answering modems which connect dial up

Data Communications service to the National MFE users to MFECC's terminal concentrator.

Computer Center is provided on a 24 hours/7 day

basis. Three types of service are provided to NMFECC COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

NMFECC users as outlined below:
The NMFECC computing environment reflects the

1. Wide band (56 KB/sec) Satellite Network needs of computer users in the Magnetic Fusioi

Service. Users at Major USC's on the MFE Energy research community. Both interactive

net may log on to their local DEC-10 system and timesharing and batch processing are available

interact with the computing resources at the A summary of some service follows:

Central facility in Livermore. Currently four

major network satellite links are in service Timesharing Services

from LLNL to Princeton, N.J., Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
Los Alamos, N.M., and San Diego, Calif. These The fusion community has always found that

are dedicated dual channels and modems which are interactive computing, even with the largest

connected to LLNL owned communication control codes, is by far the most efficient use of

processors (DEC 11/40's). (Figure 3) physicists efforts. The 5% overhead in swap-

MFENET TYPICAL SITE CONFIGURATIONS ping codes in and out of the machines provider

Tops 10 fast debugging, immediate turn around on key
wyrwm results, and the capability to interact with

codes which need user control. The Livermore
Terminsi/ Time Sharing System (LTSS) developed for the

Printplot/ CDC 7600 by the LCC was adapted by the NMFECC

MFECC f WESTAR 3,4 User for the CRAY 1 computer in about six months.

serice CTSS was available as the first CRAY 1 waf

cener vered and the final bugs-were removed witl

~( ~CRAY ~1 ~ / ~\ JPO a couple of months. CTSS is supported by

_^'Ntw / \ rk ommuncati o libraries of FORTRAN callable subroutines whi

a control /K5BT control / Disk enable a user to issue almost every system ca

processor / tellite\ procesor/ giving access to every part of the hardware.

. _> V / \/ i-i / Network typical physics code can be run from a termin

f(CRAYTV^1 M M V / *ccr display graphics as it runs, be interrupted o

DP1- / ~~~~~ PD o rtPinterrogated at any time. The ability to sta

PoP 1/44 1 -114 / _orlrO or stop a code at any point and inspect the

/Remote |user results provides debugging at least 100 times

i -- service station faster than older methods.

CDC 7600 
4 -2 1

T.V. monitonrs -16 File Storage Services

Printer/plotter Trminals
1000 LPM NMFECC has designed a multi-level file storag

Figure 3 system called FILEM. FILEM is a highly versa

2. Dedicated 4800 Baud Service. Remote User tile system which allows users to store and

Service Stations on the MFE Net are served by retrieve programs and data files in the centrretrieve programs and data files, in the centr
Service Stations on the MFE Net are served by computing facility at Livermore for an indef-
dedicated leased 4800 baud lines which terminate ompti faiit at Liermoe fr n designe

either at the Center (LLNL) or at the nearest inite periodate the needs o ues been des e

IMFE Communications Control Processor. Location's to accomodate the needs of users at remote

served by 4800 baud dedicated service are shown sites. The CDC 7600 has been programed to
in Figurserved by 4800 bd ded ted serce are s n assume virtually all of the tasks associated

~~~~~~in Figure 2. ^with file custodianship including indexing,

3. Dial Up Service. Users not at major storage, retrieval, and efficient management
3. Dial Up Service. Users not at major The NMFECC file

fusion laboratories may dial-up the Center using the file storage media. The NMFECC file
storage media currently consist of three leve

one of the following services: of storage (Figure 4).

(a) TYMNET-A Tymnet owned CP-16A/1200 Services
processor is installed at the NMFECC in Liver- User Services

more. NMFECC users have access to the six cl

unlimited 300 baud ports and two unlimited 1200 It is the policy of NMFECC to make all
unlimited 300 baud ports and two unlimited 1200 documentation available on line so that users
baud ports. TYMNET calls are also routed

baud ports. TYMNET cas are al con trator. may provide themselves with up-to-date system
through the LLNL owned terminal concentrator. documentation by simply printing out the docu

ment at their local printer or terminal. Any
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part of any document may be displayed on remote of the following question: Are there importantterminals and the routine DOCUMENT is capable of fusion problems that cannot be solved with;scanning text for the user to locate a specific todays most capable computers? The second per-topic of interest. NMFECC has provided the user spective has to do with capacity and suggests
with two routines called MAIL and NEWS which the question: With two CRAY machines in opera-allow users to send a message or question to any tion does NMFECC still fall short of theother user on the NMFECC network. NEWS and MAIL projected requirements of the fusion program?are also commonly used by users to ask NMFECC The answer to both questions is yes.staff about specific problems they have encount-
ered. NMFECC systems programmers and docamen-The Need for More Powerful Computers
tarians use NEWS to broadcast all system or
documentation changes. Users who are unable to The central focus of magnetic fusion theory issolve a computational problem by consulting the behavior of plasma as it interacts withDOCUMENT or inquiring through NEWS may seek magnetic fields. The growing body of physicsassistance from the software consultation staff theory that pertains to this interaction isat cile Center. Depending on the user's needs extremely complex. Computers such as the CRAY 1the staff may diagnose problems, recommend sol- have permitted code designers to simulate plasma
utions, and follow through to insure that a interactions more accurately, but improved
satisfactory solution is realized. Specialized models are needed and the improvements willassistance in the areas of mathematical librar- require machines more capable than a CRAY-lS.ies, graphics, engineering analysis and symbolic It should be emphasized that increases in memorymanipulation is also available through the size should be matched by increases in CPU
Center. cycle time. Expanding the parameters of a

NMFECC CENTRAL STORAGE problem to use a larger memory size might other-
wise result in unreasonably long run times to(^"7<*N\ A(^"^X~~~ ' |obtain a result. Thus we look to a machine

CRAY-S CRAY- CDC7600 which will demonstrate significant improvements
,^S)) _J _ /^ s - / '-in both memory size and execution speed over

the CRAY-lS.

We can examine the need for more powerful com-
Staging lputers with respect to some of the major types

(on demand) e >morex Staging disk of codes which are used in the MFE prbgram.

l365A0 Capacit - 2400 Mbyte (a) MHD Normal Mode Codes - One approach to
-L File life - 1 week the determination of MHD behavior is the calcu-r < "L,_ -38500^ Mass storagelation of linear normal modes; that is, natural_ CDC 38500 . Mass storage modes of oscillation of small perturbations
rrCapacity -62500 Mbyte away from equilibrium. This has been carried

. _. , IAccess -10 seconds out in very detailed fashion by the PEST and
| ATL 7110 File life - 1 2 weeks ERATO codes, which calculate an equilibrium andDestaqing [ ( Automatedtapelibrary then obtain the structure and frequencies of

Memore3 es Capacity - 209500 Mbye these normal modes. These codes have made vitalMemorex 3226 tapes Capacity -209500 MbyteAccess - 2 minutes contributions to the understanding of the dang-
File life- archival erous kink and ballooning instabilities, as

Figure 4 well as other MHD modes in tokamaks. This has
permitted the much more accurate determinationLIBRIS Computational Plasma Physics and of limits on the plasma beta, the ratio of theEngineering Data Base plasma pressure to the magnetic field pressure.
Both codes run approximately ten times faster.MFE(C's policy is to encourage the exchange of on the CRAY 1 than on the CDC 7600. This sub-information about application codes within the stantial decrease in running time results not

MFE computational community. To facilitate only from the fact that the CRAY 1 is a muchsharing, a common data base of computational faster machine, bt a l s o be c a u s e is fast~physics and engine~faster machine but also because its fastphysics and engineering codes is available access memory is substantially larger, therebythrough a routine called LIBRIS, which allows permitting more efficient coding. Even so,any user to abstract a code that he wants to both PEST and ERATO and other codes of theirmake available to the MTE community or to inter- type require a great deal of computer time.actively interrogate the abstracts in the LIBRIS Each computer run takes about thirty minutes ondata base. the CRAY 1; several runs are required to analyze
one equilibrium; and hundreds are required toNMFECC PLANNING PROCESS discover trends. Such stability calculations
will be vital in the investigation of futureThe need for a more advanced computer in 1984 experiments and reactor configurations.

should properly be discussed from two perspec-
tives. The first perspective has to do with (b) Time-dependent MD Codes - The other
capability and can be discussed in the context technique for determining plasma instabilities
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along with their growth rates is through the magnitude longer than that of the compressic

solution of the time dependent MHD equations of Alfvdn wave. In the RFP, on the other

motion. The full set of MHD equations comprise even the assumption of incompressibilit

a coupled system of eight nonlinear partial not provide much of an advantage, since

differential equations, the solution of which is shear Alfven wave propagating near the field

a formidable task on any computer system. In reversal point evolves on a time scale on th

order to make these computations tractable, order of the minor circumference divided by

approximations have often been made, including Alfven velocity, a reduction of a factor of

reduction in dimensionality, linearization, re- only 2 or 3 from that of the compressional

striction to a particular geometry,-ordering, or Alfven wave. Thus the next meaningful step

regime, and the assumption of no transport or MHD simulations for the RFP will tax even th

resistivity. To explain complex phenomena such next generation of computers.

as the major disruption in a tokamak requires a

three dimensional resistive code. It is of To make these three-dimensional codes applic

utmost importance to understand the major dis- to more general geometries (e.g., stellaratc

ruption, for if it occurs it will cause the and to simultaneously include enough effects

tokamak walls to vaporize. ensure a complete description of the imports

physics effects (e.g., parallel heat transpc

The rate of progress of resistive MHD calcula- compressibility, finite larmor radius effect

tions in tokamaks has been strongly dependent and smaller values of resistivity) will requ

on two factors: advances in numerical techniques a machine with about 100 times the CPU speed

and increases in computer capability. These the CRAY 1 in order to keep the run times al

calculations have produced a succession of the same i.e., tens of hours. Finally, an

results which have given increasingly detailed increase of a factor of 10 in memory size we

comparison with tokamak experiments. However, allow a factor of 2 increase in each direct:

to obtain results on a CRAY 1, it has been nec- of a three-dimensional calculation, while kE

essary to impose numerous simplifications which, ing the entire code resident in fast memory

if removed, might materially increase our under- This increase would provide a significant

standing of fusion devices. We expect that improvement in resolution.

further advances in numerical techniques will

be hard to achieve and will offer even smaller (c) Particle and Hybrid Codes - In many c

speed advantages. Thus, further progress in fluid models are not adequate to descril

this area is likely to be strongly coupled to behavior, for it is necessary to consid

computer capability. scopic effects, i.e., the effects of the;a

particles are distributed in velocity. Num

The theory is at a stage now where one can con- cally this is most often accomplished throu

struct a computer program to include "exact" particle codes. Fully nonlinear kinetic io

treatment of tokamak geometry and pressure and electron simulations in 2-D-Cartesian

effects with a realistic level of resistivity geometry were carried out over the last dec

and some kinetic effects. However, it is doubt- In the past, Cartesian geometry was not a m

tul that the CRAY 1 has the capability to run physics limitation even with the obvious cy

such cases. It is even more doubtful that such drical and toroidal nature of experiments,

calculations can be made for stellerator config- because these models necessarily dealt with

urations. The primary limitation is CPU speed. length and time scales on the order of the

A secondary consideration is increased fast electron gyroradius and plasma oscillation

memory size. period for stability. Resolving such lengt

and time scales meant that any realistic ma

The recent advance in three-dimensional MHD scopic dimension could be considered infini

calculations for tokamaks has depended crucially in light of the huge number of computations

on obtaining a reduced set of equations by time steps required for any information to

expanding the original MHD equations in a small travel such a distance. Such models are pr

parameter, which is on the order of the inverse marily useful for plasma transport studies,

aspect ratio. This is possible because of the which are made computationally accessible b

strong and almost uniform toroidal magnetic studying relatively sharp gradients. Even

field in tokamaks. Since the field components present 2-D computational methods still req

in the Reversed Field Pinch (RPP) are all of the an unrealistically small mass ratio M /M a

same order, and since these devices possess other artifical compression of disparate ti

finite beta, there exists no universally small scales to retain acceptable run times. Imp]

parameter in which to expand the basic equations. and orbit-averaged methods improve the situ

Additionally, the computational speed of the somewhat, but routine 3-D simulation with r

codes based on the tokamak reduced equations is istic parameters is simply not practical wi

greatly enhanced by the assumption of incom- present computational resources. In addi

pressibilitv, which eliminates the compress- with the increase of grid resolution a

ional Alfven wave. Because of the strong field improved computers and methodology, they

in a tokamak, the fastest remaining mode evolves of particle simulations has grown to encomI

on a time scale on the order of the major cir- nonlocal effects and more realistic geomet!

cumference divided by the Alfven velocity. This This further adds to the complexity of code

time scale may be more than an order of
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and has lead to renewed demand for more memory Recent progress with hybrid models is impress-
and speed of the computer. ive but is still quite computationally expensive

(typically taking roughly two to four times
On present computers, large scale particle sim- more CRAY CPU time than does an MHD code of
ulations in 2-1/2D and 3D are mainly limited by equal dimensionality). Further, 2D meshes of
the size of the maximum fast memory the CRAY 1 size 128 x 128 with 20 particles per cell lead
can handle (of the order of 1 M words, or 2 M to memory requirements of order 2 x 106 words.
for the CRAY-lS). With necessary diagnostics Results obtainable with present 2-D codes, as
this amount roughly corresponds to two-dimen- well as progress on 3-D codes, are presently
sional grids of 128 x 32 or 64 x 64 for electro- hampered by lack of CPU speed and memory capa-
magneric particle codes and to a three-dimension- city. For example, typical 2D quasi-neutral
al grid of 32 x 16 x 8 for MHD particle cedes. hybrid simulations of rotational instabilities
For example, in order to have relevant mode- in the Field Reversed Experiment at Los Alamos
conversion physics for Ion Cyclotron Resonance use 50,000 particles, require approximately 3
Heating (ICRH) in tokamak geometry, a minimum hours of time on the CRAY 1, and use half of
grid of 128 x 128 was necessary. the CRAY 1 active memory.

An enhanced Class VI computer with 2.5 times In order to resolve ion spin-up effects in
more memory and speed than a CRAY-lS will permit rotational instabilities of compact toroids, it
a grid of 128 x 64 and perhaps 128 x 128 in an would require at least 10 hours of CPU time on
electromagnetic particle code and use more real- the CRAY 1 for a simulation run with a present
istic parameters. Experimentally relevant 2D hybrid code. It would also be desirable to
physics problems in magnetic confinement have increase the number of particles used in simu-
important three-dimensional aspects, such as in lations in order to more properly represent the
the nultiple-helicity interaction of collision- ion velocity distribution in low density
less tearing modes and in the drift wave turbu- regions; however, this is not practical on the
lence in sheared magnetic fields; the- increased CRAY 1, without resorting to disks and buffer-
mcmory and speed will increase the practicality ing and hence motivates the use of a Class VII
of 3-D simulations. It is, nevertheless, clear computer.
that such an increase in memory will not be
enough. The advent of a Class VII computer with Another new particle simulation technique that
memorv of the order of 30 H words, for example, has led to much more realistic simulation of
will be able to tackle a 512 x 128 system in fusion experiments on transport time scales is
electromagnetic codes, corresponding to a plasma orbit averaging. In orbit-averaged simulations,
of the size of several tens to a hundred time-splitting has been combined with temporal
collisionless skin depths. averaging to allow the self-consistent solution

of Maxwell's equations on a slow time scale
In addition to this, one should consider the using a long time step, but the particle
acquisition of a large fast solid-state peri- dynamics are followed on the natural time scale
pheral memory. This will allow users to double of the orbit. Orbit averaging in a two-
or triple-buffer the grid and particles without dimensional, magneto-inductive algorithm has
resorting to much slower discs. It would be been successful. A natural separation of time
helpful to have a soled-state memory of aroundhelpful to have a solid-state memory of around scales allows orbit averaging over the particle
a few hundred million words for large scale 2D trajectories (in the cases studied so far, this
and 3D calculations. When a large fast solid- means averaging over many ion-cyclotron and
state peripheral memory is attached to the fast axial-bounce periods in a magnetic mirror), and
core, it is very important to have fast, great reductions in the number of required par-
efficient, large scale I/O between the core and ties have been achieved Simulations have

tides have been achieved. Simulations havememory. It may be preferable to arrange the been performed with parameters that directly
solid-state memory as virtual memory with some correspond to the Lawrence Livermore National
paging capabilities. Laboratory 2XIIB experiment. These simulations

were able to simultaneously resolve the ion
Particle-fluid hybrid models have become impor- cyclotron time scale in the vacuum magnetic
tant in the last five years. A typical hybrid field w - 2.8 x 10 s-l, and the ion-electron
model represents the ion components as kinetic slowing own rate vi/e - 3 x 102s-1 without
species and the electrons as a fluid in order artificial distortion. The new simulations
to eliminate some or all fast electron required 500 to 1000 ions rather than the
frequencies and short length scales. Without -20,000 previously needed, had a correspondingly
these electron-imposed limitations, the kinetic smaller memory requirement (were contained in
ion effects can be modeled on macroscopic, core), and were able to run 10 to 100 more steps
almost MHD, time and length scales-making in the same amount of computer time (two to
experimental relevance much easier to establish. three hours on the CRAY 1).
The ion temperature gradient drift instability
in a tokamak was studied with such a model. Extension of the orbit-averaged simulation model
Sometimes, without sacrificing the parallel to include fluid electrons and provide a self-
dynamics of electrons, the guiding-center parti- consistent implicit calculation of the ambipolar
cle model is used. This method has been potential has been undertaken to simulate tandem
actively used particularly for tokamak plasmas. mirror configurations. The inclusion
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of electron effects requires that an even finer desire to simulate experiments using fully re

time scale than the ion cyclotron period be istic parameters in 2D or 3D.continues to den

resolved, viz, the electron transit time in the computer capabilities beyond Class VII.

mirror or mirror end-plug of the tandem. This.

time scale is roughly a factor of ten faster (d) Fokker-Planck Codes - In the simulaToi

than the ion gyration and will require that a magnetically confined plasmas where the ions i

realistic simulation span the additional spread not Maxwellian and where a knowledge of the d

in time scales. Because of the complexity of tribution functions is important, kinetic

tandem mirrors with thermal barriers a signifi- equations must be solved. At number densitii

cant increase in axial grid resolution is also and energies typical of mirror machines, end

required. Accommodating the first few azimuthal losses are due primarily to the scattering o:

Fourier modes to incorporate quadrupole and charged particles into the loss cones in velc

elliptical flux-tube effects will further strain city space by classical Coulomb collisions.

present capability. A 2 x 106 word memory and The kinetic equation describing this process

a machine 2 to 4 times faster than a CRAY 1 will the Boltzmann equation with Fokker-Planck

not suffice without continued artificial cor- collision terms. The use of this equation is

pression of time scales. not restricted to mirror systems. The heatii
of plasmas by energetic neutral beams, the

Particle simulations of microinstabilities in thermalization of alpha particles in DT. plast

mirror devices also strain the limits of capa- the study of runaway electrons and ions in

bilities of a CRAY 1 computer. Loss-cone tokamaks, and the performance of two-energy

simulations with a stretched one-dimensional component fusion reactors are other examples

code were performed with 0.5-20 x 104 particles, where the solution of the Fokker-Planck equal

64-256 grid points, Axz(0.05 - 0.2)pi and is required.

uciAt = 0.05 or 0.1. To accommodate the dispar-

ate time scales of lower hybrid oscillations, The problem is to solve a nonlinear, time-

ion cyclotron and ion bounce motion, the linear dependent partial differential equation for t

growth of microinstability, neutral beam charge- distribution function of each charged species

exchange, and ion drag, in the simulations, the the plasma, as functions of six phase space

rates of the slower processes have been artifi- variables (three spatial coordinates and thre

cially accelerated (by as much as 102); and velocity coordinates). Such an equation, eve

either w 2/w 2 or mi/me is at least a factor for a single species, exceeds the capability

of ten smaller in the simulations than it is in any present computer, so several simplify

mirror plasmas like 2XIIB and TMX end-plugs. assumptions are required to treat the pro

Nevertheless, even with somewhat artificial
parameters and very simple models of the The most advanced state-of-the-art time-

aspects of a neutral-beam driven mirror machine, dependent Fokker-Planck code assumes that thi

the simulations of loss-cone modes give many distribution functions depend on one spatial

results in agreement with experimental data and coordinate (radius r) and two velocity coord:

quasi-linear theory. The cost of these simula- nates (speed v and pitch angle 8). Moreover,

tions scales directly with(me/mi + Wc/wp )-1/2 the collision operator at each radius depends

and the number of particles. Typical simula- only on the distribution functions at that

tions require less than one hour on the CRAY 1 radius, so that a zero-spatial-dimensional, t

with particle data stored on disks and input/ velocity-space-dimensional Fokker-Planck solv

output overlapped, but a few of the simulations may be utilized.

were as long as two to three CRAY CPU hours.

More realistic microstability simulations of Such a solver requires 11.5 Us per meshpoint

plasmas with parameters more closely approach- the CRAY 1 to compute the Fokker-Planck opera

ing 2XIIB, TMX, TMX-U, and MFTF-B will be and time-advance the distribution function (i

possible on an enhanced Class VI computer and ing an alternating direction method) for one

easier still on a Class VII; and the code could species. For a typical D11 (v)by 81(e) mesh t

he contained in core. Increasing the dimension- comes to 0.094 seconds per timestep per speci

alitv and incorporating important electron and Allowing for 10 radial meshpoints, two specie

electromagnetic effect await a Class VII and 1000 time steps, the total amount of compi

machine. time is 31 minutes.

The recent advent of the implicit particle The preceeding is not intended to give the ic

codes, which allow large time step without com- that any zero-spatial-dimensional, two-velocJ

promising microscopic physics, makes it possi- space dimensional Fokker-Planck problem can t

ble to run a particle code to examine slow easily handled by the CRAY 1. Fusion efficif

phenomena such as drift waves within a reason- studies of the D-D fuel cycle require the sol

able computational time. This means that the tion of Fokker-Planck equations for five ioni

particle simulation technique can describe an distribution functions, including very hi!

enriched and enlarged field of physics. Because energy protons. Using a state-of-the-artI

implicit particle codes require storage of species Fokker-Planck code, the maximum a

additional grid or particle data over that able mesh size on the CRAY 1 is approximately

stored in conventional explicit codes, memory 161(v) by 30(e), and the computer time per

requirements are increased. Furthermore, the timestep (using a fully implicit method) is
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12 sec. A typical problem requires anywhere cost of 1.5 x 10-3 seconds per time step perfrom 1 to 4 hours. Moreover, there are many mesh point on the CRAY 1, and assuming that aregions of parameter space which require two calculation requires 200 time steps, the amountto five times as many meshpoints. Some of these of CRAY 1 computer time required is about.10
problems can be attacked on the CRAY-1S, at a hours, generally an unacceptable amount of timepremium cost, and others will require an for a single run. Incidentally, the total ofextended Class VI or a Class VII machine. storage required would be about 50% greater

than the matrix size or about 3.4 x 106 words.There are many situations in which the charged This could be accommodated only on an extendedparticles execute regular orbits on a timescale Class VI or on a Class VII machine. Assumingmuch faster than their collision time. In such that these machines are respectively 4 and 10cases the Fokker-Planck equation need not be times faster than the CRAY 1 implies that thissolved everywhere in space; instead bounce- calculation would require 2.5 hours on theaveraging can be employed. Toward that end a extended Class VI and 1 hour on the Class VIItwo-velocity-space dimensional zero-banana- machine. Consequently the extended Class VIwidth Fokker-Planck solver has been developed. would be only marginally adequate both in termsIn its first approximation the ambipolar poten- of speed and storage for this calculation,tial in the bounce-direction is ignored, there- whereas on a Class VII computer the problemby simplifying the orbit equations. would be tractable.

For a 101(v) by 81(0) mesh with 25 axial (z)Summary
positions (over which the Fokker-Planck co-
efficients are averaged) 0.32 sec per timestep In summary, as the fusion program has advancedare required. The Fokker-Planck-related storage rapidly in the last few years with the develop-requirement is about 400,000 words. When placed ment of more sophisticated theory and experiment,in a radial transport code with 25 radial computational requirements for accuracy andpoints, 8 sec per timestep will be-required, so realism have increased to the point that Classthat a typical 700 timestep problem will take VII capabilities and beyond are urgent.93 minutes.

It is not possible to define a performance levelLet it be emphasizec that the above 93-minute that represents the ultimate capability forproblem is a gross simplification of what is fusion studies. Each successive generation ofneeded. In mirror-like devices such as tandem supercomputers has been eagerly awaited by themirror plugs and EBT, the axial electric field user community. Codes to exploit the new hard-cannot be ignored. Since the midplane trans- ware capabilities are typically under develop-formation (v,8)-(vo, 0O) now depends on v, to ment before the hardware is actually installed.use a similar algorithm requires, for a 101- It is safe to assert that the fusion computingpoint v-mesh, 101 times as much storage, which community can effectively use the best perfor-is clearly prohibitive. It will therefore be mance that the supercomputer manufacturer's arenecessary to recompute the transformation arrays capable of providing for the foreseeable future.each timestep; this should result in a factor of
at least 2 increase in computer time. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

More important, the zero-banana-width assumption The section on The Need for More Powerfulis totally invalid for modeling neutral beam Computers contains contributions from R. Hicks,injection into a tokamak. Including a finite ORNL; D. Monticello, PPPL: A. Sgro, D. Hewett,banana width will not only greatly increase the D. Harned, LANL; B. Cohen, LLNL; T. Tajima,storage, hut it will also result in a factor of IFS Texas; A. Mirin, M. McCoy, MFECC. Theat least 5 increase in computer time, so that a earlier sections contain contributions fromtypical one-species 700 timestep problem on a J. Fitzgerald, MFECC. All of these contribu-101(v) by 81(0) by 25(r) mesh with 25(z) posi- tions are gratefully acknowledged.
tlons will take, on a Class VII machine, 465
minutes. REFERENCES
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Fokker-Planck model for Coulomb collisions.
This problem is both nonlinear and essentially
3-D. Using an implicit scheme employing a 3-D
ICCG matrix inversion package, assuming a mesh *Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.of about 120,000 points (a minimum for a Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermorephysically reasonable 3-D calculation), and a National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-
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THE POTENTIAL OF LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY TO PROVIDE LARGE-SCALE

COMPUTATIONAL CAPABILITIES TO THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY

by

Bill Buzbee and Dale Sparks

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Computing Division
P. 0. Box 1663

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
(505) 667-1449

I. INTRODUCTION

In the Spring of 1982, the Department of Defense, National Science Foundation,the Department of Energy, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administrationorganized a "Workshop on Large-Scale Computing for Science and Engineering."The charter of the workshop is to determine needs and examine methods of pro-viding large-scale computing capabilities to science and engineering; also tostudy the future of computer technology in the United States. Further detailson the workshop can be found in Appendix A. The Computing Division of LosAlamos National Laboratory was invited to participate and to prepare this posi-tion paper on how it would provide large-scale computational capability to theresearch community.

A. What Los Alamos Can Provide.

Los Alamos operates one of the most powerful scientific computing facilities inthe world. Our mission is to provide the computing resources required inscientific research and large-scale numerical simulation. Thus we have assem-bled a wide variety of hardware, software, communication facilities, and ser-vices. In carrying out our mission, we seek to maximize first the productivityof people and second the productivity of hardware. Currently, we have approxi-mately 3000 validated users within Los Alamos County and another 500 users dis-tributed throughout the United States. Although our users are engaged in awide spectrum of applications ranging from document preparation to large-scalescientific simulation, they have the following basic needs in common:

* suitable hardware/software,
* convenient access,
* mass storage,
* a menu of output options,
* support services, and
* ease of use.
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1. Suitable Hardware/Software.

The nucleus of our computing facility is a collection of computers designed
primarily for scientific computation. They are described in Table I.

TABLE I

COMPUTERS USED FOR SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION

Quantity Description Operating System

4 Cray 1 Interactive (CTSS)

4 CDC-7600 Interactive (LTSS)

1 CDC-6600 Interactive (NOS)

2 CDC Cyber 73 Interactive (NOS)

20 DEC VAX 11/780 Interactive (VMS and UNIX)

The Cray ls and CDC 7600s are used for number crunching. The CDC-6600 and
Cybers provide continuity with the past while supporting administrative comput-
ing. The VAXs are incorporated into a distributed network called XNET. They
are used to sppport experimental facilities controlling experiments, collecting
and analyzing data, while at the same time providing a modern software-rich
vironment, for example, screen editing, virtual memory, Fortran 77.

Note that an interactive operating system is provided on every computer.
Experience shows that interactivity maximizes the productivity of users.

2. Convenient Access.

The typical user must frequently refer to notes, books, documentation, etc.;
thus, the most convenient point of access is from the employee's office. We
provide this through an integrated network exploiting our interactive operating
systems. A functional diagram of the network is shown in Figure 1. Our net-
work is partitioned into three security partitions: Secure, Administrative,
and Open. For the purposes of this discussion, we need consider only the Open
partition. That partition contains the following computers:

* 3 CDC 7600s,
* 1 CDC Cyber 73, and
* 9 VAX 11/780s.

A user in the Open partition can sign onto any of the above computers.
Further, we would like to acquire a Cray 1 computer for the Open partition
and are eager to work with this workshop and other interested parties to

make the appropriate arrangements.
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3. Mass Storage.

Supercomputers can consume and generate enormous amounts of data in a short
time. Thus every large-scale computing facility needs a mass storage facility
of considerable capacity. Most large-scale computing facilities in this coun-
try recognize this need; however, few of them have mass storage facilities with
sufficient efficiency and reliability to be quality systems. Our system is a
quality system using IBM equipment and is shown in Figure 1 as the Common File
System (CFS). This equipment has a large market among banks and insurance com-
panies and thus there is significant customer pressure to make the equipment
work and keep it working. Currently, our system has an online capacity of 2.7
trillion bits and unlimited offline capacity. To date, its availability aver-
ages 98-99%. The file organization within it is tree structured much like
UNIX. One of its novel features is automatic file migration. Storage within
the system is hierarchical. The 3350 disks provide the first level of storage,
the IBM 3850 cartridge store provides the second level and offline cartridges
provide the third level. Recent performance data from this system are given in
Table II.

TABLE II

RECENT CFS PERFORMANCE DATA

Level % of Total Data % of Requests Average Response
of Contained Satisfied Time

Storage in this Level From this Level From this Level

Disk 1 82 10 seconds

3850 17 17 1 minute

Offline 82 1 5 minutes

We believe this is one of the finest mass storage systems in the world.
It is accessible from all of our computers and utilization of it would
be included in our provision of large-scale computing facilities.

4. Output Options

In code development and exploratory computations, the scientist often needs a
variety of output options. For example, during code development and problem
checkout, graphical display at the terminal can be extremely valuable. During
the course of a parameter study, one may wish to put copies of the source and
numerical results on microfiche for efficient archival storage. If one is
dealing with a time-dependent problem that consumes several hours of supercom-
puter time, then one may wish to produce a movie to show time dependencies.
Finally, in code development, there is the time-tested axiom "when in doubt,
count out." All of these options are available in the Los Alamos Computing
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Facility through the equipment listed in Table III (shown in Figure l.as PAGES,
Print and Graphical Express Station).

TABLE III

OUTPUT OPTIONS AND EQUIPMENT

Output Option EauiDment

8 1/2- x 11-in paper (double sided) 2 Xerox 9700s

11-in roil (electrostatic) Versatec

36-in roll (electrostatic) Versatec

36-in vellum (electrostatic) Versatec

16-mm color film FR80 film recorders

35-mm color and black and white film FR80 film recorders

105-mm microfiche FR80 film recorders

PAGES is accessible online from all of our computers and utilization of it
could be included in our provision of large-scale computing.

5. Support Services

Requisite.support services include

· operations,
· documentation,
* education,
* consulting,
* accounting, and
* research.

We are particularly proud of the efficiency in our operations. Excepting the
VA.X 11/780s, all of our computers, the Common File System, and the output
equipment in PAGES are operated 24 hours a day, 363 days a year by a total of
76 people. As evidenced by CFS and PAGES, part of our objective is to automate
where possible. Thus, our Facility for Operations Control and Utilization
Statistics (FOCUS in Figure 1) is a recently added node to our network from
which we load level production jobs across the supercomputers. Because of au-
tomation, we anticipate no growth in our operation staff in the next few years
despite plans to significantly increase our total computing capacity.
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Documentation is the Achilles heel of computing. The Los Alamos Computing
Division is organized into eight working groups. Because of the breadth of ol
network and unique facilities such as the Common File System, one of those
groups has responsibility for developing and maintaining documentation. This
is a measure of the importance we attribute to documentation. Much of our doc-
umentation is available online and our goal is to put all of it online in the
near future.

Education is helpful to new users and we already make considerable use of video
cassettes and computer-aided instruction. Should we offer service to a nation-
al computing community of users, these would probably be the primary media for
education.

Consultation is required when users encounter difficult bugs or when they seek
information about how to accomplish sophisticated tasks. Today we have a staff
of approximately 10 consultants; this staff would have to be increased should
we offer service to a larger community. Since the introduction of interactive
systems, the consultants' primary mode of communications with users has been by
telephone and it would likewise be the primary mode should we provide-service
to a national community.

The objective of our accounting system is to charge equitably for all resources
consumed. We charge for CPU utilization, memory utilization, storage of infor-
mation in the Common File System, number of pages printed, frames of film gen-
erated, etc. A summary of projected charges for FY 83 are attached in Appendx
B. p

Out research divides into three areas:

* parallel processing,
* person/machine interface, and
* modeling support.

The next generation of supercomputers will likely incorporate parallel process-

ing and will be available by 1985. Preparation for them is driving much of our
research. Because of the processing power soon to be available in desktop per-
sonal workstations, we believe that the person/machine interface will undergo
radical changes in this decade. This will generate significant new require-

ments in networking and perhaps change the way we do scientific computing.
Good computer modeling includes development and analysis of mathematical

models, implementation of mathematical models into software, and validation of

:; both; These-'are important areas of research for any scientific computing or-

ganization.

6. Ease of Use

Ease of use includes

* specialized supercomputer software,
* software-rich systems, and
· common software across the network.
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Our specialized supercomputer software includes symbolic debugging tools andhighly efficient machine-language subroutines for vector operations. Also op-timizing compilers are provided. Software richness is achieved by a variety ofcomputing systems, a menu of programming languages, and a variety of vendor-supplied applications packages. Commonality is provided across all computingsystems through common libraries of graphics and mathematical software andthrough common utilities for communication with the Common File System and withPAGES.

II. NATIONWIDE ACCESS TO THE LOS ALAMOS CENTRAL COMPUTING FACILITY

We are providing a variety of communication services into the Los Aiamos Cen-tral Computing Facility. Today, we have telephone-dialup access at 300/1200bit/s to provide asynchronous terminal service. We also have telephone accessat 1200/2400 bit/s for 200 UT user stations to access the NOS systems. Thereare several telephone dedicated leased lines that provide service. Leased lineservice provides 9600/56k bit/s. In addition, the telephone company can pro-vide Direct Digital Service (DDS) at 9600/56k bit/s.

An experimental software system is running in one VAX at Los Alamos that is ac-cessible through Telenet. That service provides 300/1200-bit/s service. Weare in the process of extending Telenet access into the Computing Facility withthe expectation that terminal access through Telenet will be available beforethe end of the summer of 1982.

The next step in increasing communications capacity is to acquire equipment toput the Central Computing Facility onto ARPANET. Purchase orders and other ad-ministrative matters are complete, and we are awaiting the delivery of the C30processor from Bolt, Beranek & Newman to complete this task. The ARPANET serv-ice should be available at Los Alamos by the beginning of 1983.

Los Alamos is also part of the magnetic fusion energy network. We are current-ly served by American satellite with dual 56k channels on the magnetic fusionnet.

The Department of Energy has an ambitious project to acquire and place in serv-ice wideband satellite communications nationwide. This project is calledOperational Model (OPMODEL). The intent of OPMODEL is to provide wideband dataservice, voice, and full-motion video-conferencing capability. The first serv-ices on OPMODEL for DOE sites will become available about October 1983. We ex-pect that there"will be local telephone access into some of the OPMODEL sat-ellite ground stations, but that is a longer term development, probably in the1984-85 timeframe.

We believe that the integrated network that has been developed and is in placeand operational at Los Alamos is among the finest in the world. The network isstable, it has a high reliability, and we can provide service as required. Of
course, there is lead time between the time of request for service and the timethat we can provide it. Today that lead time varies between three and sixmonths.
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III. WILL THESE FACILITIES SERVE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS?

The Los Alamos Computing Facility provides supercomputers, mass storage facii-

ties, a menu of output options, and interactive access plus requisite support

services. A recent user satisfaction survey by a professional firm shows that

our computing facility is meeting the needs of the scientific user We believe

that it will also meet the needs of educational institutions.

IV. HOW SHOULD THESE FACILITIES BE MANAGED AND FINANCED?

These facilities should be managed by the Computing Division of the Los Alamos

National Laboratory with an advisory panel of at most six people representing

the interests of the research community. Financing should be by recharge for

resources consumed and services rendered.

V. PLANNING AND POLICY STRUCTURES

The Los Alamos Computing Division produces annually a two-year operational

plan. The operational plan is driven by programmatic requirements, user re-
quirements, and technology trends. Copies of the FY 82-83 Two-Year Plan are
available on request from the authors and the reader is encouraged to consult

Chapter 2 of it for discussion of the planning process.

Policy would have to be negotiated between Laboratory management and an admi*

istrative body representing the research community.
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APPENDIX B
RATES FOR CCF SERVICES

CCF Service 
FY 1983

Computing Services

CTSS (Recorded Hour) 422.50LTSS (Recorded Hour) 295.00NOS (Recorded Hour) 407.50
Tape Mount (Each) 30 7 50

ICN Services

300-bit/s Port/Month 90.1200-b:.t/s Port/Month 135.009600-bit/s Port/Month 180.00150-kbit/s Port/Month 180. 0 0
Intelligent Workstation/Month 270.00200 UT Port/Month 720.00CBT Port/Month 1080.0056-kbit/s XNET Port/Month 1620.00256-kbit/s XNET Port/Month 3240.00
Connect Hour (300 bit/s) 3240.00
Connect Hour (1200 bit/s) 2 . 70
Connect Hour (9600 bit/s) 5.50Connect Hour (150 kbit/s) 8.25
Connect Hour (200 UT) 7.20Network Transmission (megaword) 3.7

CFS Services

Online Access (Each) 0.32Offline Access (Each) 3.75Online Stcrage (megaword Month) 3.75Offline Storage (megaword Month) 2.62

PAGES Services

Printed Output (Pages)
Megabytes Processed 

4.05105-mm Fiche (Each) 4.0535-mm Film (Frames) 0.2216-mm Film (Frames) 0.11Plotter (Sheets) 0.33

VMS Services

Monthly Fee 
262.00
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Facility through the equipment listed in Table III (shown in Figure 1 as PAGES,
Print and Graphical Express Station).

TABLE III

OUTPUT OPTIONS AND EQUIPMENT

Output Option Equipment

8 1/2- x 11-in paper (double sided) 2 Xerox 9700s

11-in roll (electrostatic) Versatec

36-in roll (electrostatic) Versatec

36-in vellum (electrostatic) Versatec

16-mm color film FR80 film recorders

35-mm color and black and white film FR80 film recorders

105-mm microfiche FR80 film recorders

PAGES is accessible online from all of our computers and utilization of it
)uld be included in our provision of large-scale computing.

5. Support Services

Requisite support services include

* operations,
* documentation,
· education,
· consulting,
* accounting, and
* research.

We are particularly proud of the efficiency in our operations. Excepting the
VAX 11/780s, all of our computers, the Common File System, and the output
equipment in PAGES are operated 24 hours a day, 363 days a year by a total of
76 people. As evidenced by CFS and PAGES, part of our objective is to automate
where possible. Thus, our Facility for Operations Control and Utilization
Statistics (FOCUS in Figure 1) is a recently added node to our network from
which we load level production jobs across the supercomputers. Because of au-
tomation, we anticipate no growth in our operation staff in the next few years
despite plans to significantly increase our total computing capacity.
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Supercomputers and the Equations of State
of a Classical One Component Plasma

Bill Buzbee

Following the pioneering work of Brush, Hansen, and Teller(l), scientists
have been attempting to compute the equation-of-state (EOS) of a classical
one-component plasma (OCP). OCP is an idealized system of ions immersed in

a uniform sea of electrons such that the whole system is electrically
neutral. Though OCP is a "simple material", if its EOS could be computed,

a framework would be available from which to address the EOS of more
complicated substances. Prior to the advent of the Cray-1, scientists had

not been able to compute the EOS of OCP throughout the energy interval of
interest.

The EOS can be calculated with a Monte Carlo technique. The density and

temperature in the system are fixed, and the system energy is computed.
Then a particle (ion) is selected at random and subjected to a small,

random perturbation (movement). The system energy is recalculated, and the
move is accepted if the energy decreases. If the energy increases, the
move is accepted with a probability described by the Boltzmann
distribution. Now another particle is chosen at random, ... ad infinitum.
Once the energy stabilizes, a point of the EOS is in hand. New values of

density and temperature are chosen, etc.

Calculation of the system energy requires evaluation of an interparticle
potential. The potential is not available in closed (finite) form, so an

approximation must be made and the approximation must be computational-ly
affordable on the computer. With the availability of the Cray-1,
scientists (2) developed an improved (more complex) approximation to the
interparticle potential. By using very efficient vector algorithms and

software developed under the Applied Mathematics Program of DOE's Office of
Basic Energy Science, it was possible for the Cray-1 to execute the new

calculation at about 90 million floating point operations per second. Even.
so, some seven hours are required to carry out the EOS computation. Most
important, for the first time, the EOS for a OCP was accurately calculated

throughout the interval of interest. Further, the melting temperature was
found to be-20% lower than the widely accepted previous estimates. This

advance is a direct result of the high level of performance available from
the Cray-1.

This example also illustrates an important point about algorithms for

vector computers. Throughout the era of electronic computation, our
research has sought to develop algorithms that have a minimum number of
arithmetic operations. Indeed, this is the correct approach for scalar
computers, but it is not necessarily the correct approach for vector
computers. Evaluation of the interparticle potential approximation
requires evaluation of the complimentary error function. The complimentary

error function contains an integral over a semi-infinite interval. Thus it

must be approximated for efficient computation on a computer. On
sequential (scalar) computers, scientists use a very simple and sensible
approximation ---, namely, they tabulate the function and evaluate it via
table lookup and interpolation. Unfortunately, table lookup is inefficient
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on a vector computer. A better approach on a vector machine is to use a
polynomial approximation thereby eliminating table lookup. This approach
involves many more arithmetic operations than the tabular approach, but
they are fully vectorizable and can be executed at a very high rate. So in
this case, the best algorithm for a vector computer is quite different from
that for. a conventional computer.

This example of computing the.equation-of-state for a classical one-
component plasma illustrates how increases in supercomputer performance
make possible advances in fundamental knowledge. It also shows how changes
in computer architecture can impact computer simulations and the payoff of
research to find suitable algorithms for them.

1. S. G. Brush, H. L. Sahlin, and E. Teller, J. Chem. Phys. 45, 2102
(1966).

2. W. L. Slattery, G. D. Doolan, and H. E. DeWitt, Physical Rev A 21 (#6),
2087 (1980).

*All···· · · AII-3
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I ' (
Aerospace Structural Design and Supercomputers

Richard H. Gallagher

The products of the aerospace industry -- commercial and military

aircraft and aerospace vehicles -- represent extremely challenging

structural design problems. They must be of the lightest possible weight,

perforom safely, and should strive for the lowest cost of manufacture. They

are of complicated form and in each succeeding decade they are planned to

operate in more severe environments and to incorporate new materials and

Lesign concepts. Because these challenges have been met up until now, the

United States has been and continues to be foremost in the aerospace

.ndustry and that industry is a major factor in our economy and balance of'

payments i

i-rcr the onlet of electronic computation, the aerospace design coln-

r..r: i,:ynas c(;.p'yec; the largest co,:puters available to cornmerical enterprise

,;'t ,.!'iv 9yvon tit'.. At. first, in thv early 1950's, the e,'(stiq computers

· ,?-C' appc 4ed tn sta-.ic analysis in terms of a few unknowis. The scale of

analyses advanced in tandem with the development of Class II - V computers.

.vvn today the unknowns of the real structure outdistance the capacities of

'lars V rachih.es. If design optimization, computer graphics, and dynamics

pheno:nena are treated, then there must be tradeoffs such that the comouter

*t :'cript'iol; f,1ls substantially short of the real structure. Class VI

machines$, which are imminent participants in the aerospace structural design

process, will iake inroads into this discrepancy but will not resolve it

fully.

The above remarks refer to structural design in isolation. Major

strides are being made in design for aerodynamics, especially in the

definition of shares for drag reduction. As noted in Section III of the
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report, the computations resources that are needed for more effective

aerodynamic design are 100 times greater that those of Class VI machines.
Inevitably, aeroelastic interaction must be taken into account, wherein
the structural and aerodynamic behaviors are dealt with in an integrated
computational exercise. The computational needs will tax even supercomputers.

The requirements increased fuel efficiency, reduction of material
weight, greater range, and reduced manufacturing costs are quite evident.
The international aerospace industry is aware that these goals can be
achieved through realizable, expanded computer power. The U.S. segment of
that industry is a prime candidate for loss of its pre-eminent position if
the computational tools available to it do not move ahead with the sate-of-
the art.
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Suoercomputers and Engineering Research - Brice Carnahan, University of Mid

To date. Class VI machines have not been available to a broad
spectrum of engineering researchers, particularly academic
researchers. Despite this. these machines have already had a
significant impact on research in several engineering disciplinesO
The problems tackled so far are characterized less by the particular
discipline than by the mathematical formulations involved. Broadly
speaking, the following appear to be the most important:

(1) Solution of linear and nonlinear PDE describing transient
(unsteady state, dynamic) behavior using finite difference methods.
Typically, the solutions involve of the order of a million nodes
(say 100 per space dimension). Major applications are the
solution of problems in fluid mechanics (e.g., Navier-Stokes
equations) in aeronautical engineering, heat transfer in
mechanical engineering, and flow through porous media (reservoir
simulation) in chemical and petroleum engineering.

(2) Solution of PDE describing static (steady-state) behavior
using finite element methods. Typical problems involve of the
order of 10.000 element nodes and direct solution methods
are used to solve the nodal equations. Principal applications
have been in the structures area (particularly for aerospace
structures). Some fluid mechanics and heat transfer problems
have also been solved using this approach.

(3) Monte-Carlo methods involving of the order of 1000
particles. A major application involves solution of the radiation
transport equation in nuclear reactor shielding analyses.

(4) Real time image processing. E:tremely fast filtering,
interpolation, and back-projection calculations are required
for analysis of high-resolution video signals, such as are
generated in tomographic equipment.

There are problems in each of these areas that could profitably
use machines 100 to 1000 times faster that the current Class
VI machines. For e:ample, the finite element method could be
used to solve transient problems involving perhaps 100,000
element nodes. This would require the solution of thousands
of simultaneous ordinary differential equations in addition to
the direct solution of large numbers of (typically linear)
equations. Faster, larger machines would allow the use of
much larger sample si=es in Monte-Carlo simulations with
attendant improvements in the accuracy of problem statistics.
Many of the image processing problems, particularly those
associated with real-time nondestructuve testing, will be
difficult to solve without much faster machines.

Probably the greatest impact that the supercomputer of tomorrow
will have on engineering will be the solution of systems problems
that simply cannot be tackled at all with current equipment.
For e:ample, in aerospace engineering, the fluid mechanical,
structural, and control systems analyses are treated in isolation.W
In the future. models of the integrated systems will be studied.
and will undoubtedly lead to far better, more efficient aero-
space vehicles.
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Similarly, in chemical engineering, it should
be possible to study the dynamic behavior of entire chemical
processing complexes (currently almost ail chemical systems
desi-gns are based on steady-state models and any associated
control systems are designed using much simplified dynamic
models of plant subsystems) requiring the solution of hundreds of
thousands of simultaneous algebraic and differential equations.
For the first time, it should be possible to use nonlinear
programming algorithms to optimize the design and operation of
such nonlinear systems, which incorporate a significant number of
design variables. Automatic process synthesis (given only
specifications for raw materials and desired products)
algorithms may well be feasible, with sufficient computing
power.

Undoutedly, similar examples involving the design, simulation.
optimization, and even operation of complex systems can be
found in virtually any engineering discipline.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF SUPER COMPUTER PROJECTS

L. L. SMARR

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

* High Resolution Gas Dynamics - The large memory and high speed of super-

computers allows one to simulate dynamic gas flows with high resolution.

Astrophysical examples are the flows that occur in quasars and radio gal-

axies. These can involve the central powerhouse of active galactic nuclei

- nonspherical accretion onto supermassive black holes [J. Hawley and L.

Smarr (Univ. of Ill.) with J. R. Wilson (LLL) - calculations performed on

CRAY-1 at LLL]. Or they can involve the formation, propagation, and sta-

bility of supersonic and relativistic jets in these objects [calculations

by MUNAC (Munich Numerical Astrophysics Coalition) - M. Norman (MPI), K.-

H. Winkler (MPI) and L. Smarr (Univ. of Ill.) on the HPI CRAY-1 and by J.

R. Wilson (LLL) on the LLL 7600]. The use of large numbers of grid poinit

(- 5 x 104) allow theoretical resolution of the flows comparable to the-

observational resolution of the Very Large Array of radio telescopes or

the Einstein orbiting x-ray telescope.

* Numerical Relativity - Here one solves the fully time-dependent Einstein

equations of general relativity to study the strongly curved spacetime

near black holes or in the early universe. Again, many grid points

(> 1U4) are needed to cover both regions near the strong gravitational

field as well as far away. Recent projects computed include formation of

nonspherical black holes and neutron stars, generation of gravitational

waves, and distribution of the dark matter in the universe [J. Centrella

(Univ. of 111.), L. Smarr (Univ. of Ill.), P. Dykema (LLL), C. Evans

(Univ. of Texas), and J. R. Wilson (LLL) - calculations on LLL CRAY-1].

Detailed calculations of these nonlinear processes are needed by the ex-M

perimentalists designing gravitational wave detectors.
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* Solving Quantum Chromodynamics - Exciting progress is being made in the

program, started by Kenneth Wilson and Alexander Polyakov, to gain insight

into the nature of the strong interactions by applying statistical methods to

a formulation of quantum chromodynamics on a discrete spacetime lattice. For

example, a recent breakthrough investigating the range of forces responsible

for breaking chiral symmetry using a lattice of fermions was carried out nu-

merically at Los Alamos using CDC 7600's [J. Kogut, M. Stone, and H.W. Wyld

(all of Univ. of I11.), J. Shigemitsu (Brown), S.H. Shenker (U of CA) and D.K.

Sinclair (Stanford]. The work must be limited to spacetime lattices of 5 x 5

x 5 x 10 points because of memory and spacetime speed limitations. Clearly a
supercomputer would enable much more detailed work to be done immediately.

* Severe Storms, Tornados, and Downbursts - The basic characteristic of

storms which spawn tornados can now be simulated using CRAY-1 level computers

(e.g. K. Wilhelmson (Univ. of 11.) and others - calculations on NCAR CRAYJ.

The development, 3-dimensional structure, and movement of these storms can be
modeled and compared with observed wind fields from Doppler radar. With

enough supercomputer time, these studies can be extended to understand the de-

tailed formation of tornados, hazardous downbursts, hail growth, and damaging

surface winds associated with convective storms.

* Intramolecular Dynamics Calculations - Realistic calculations of intra-

molecular energy flow in even moderate size molecules (e.g. five to eight
atoms) requires large computers. Using small computers (i.e. CYBER 175 class)

many groups have done classical calculations comprising a few trajectories at
unrealistically high energies. Some work was done in the mid 1970's on the

largest available computer [Illiac IV by J.D. McDonald (Univ. of Ill.)]. This

remains the only work with a statistically significant number of trajectories.
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What is really needed are quantum calculations on intramolecular energy tra

fer. These calculations are completely hopeless without the latest generation

supercomputers. Even on these computers they count as large scale work.

AII-10
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EXAMPLES AND NEEDS OF SUPERCOMPUTERS

K. Wilson

Cornell University

Thermodynamic Properties of Fluids

A research group consisting of Keith Gubbins, William Street, and

S. Thompson, in the Chemical Engineering department at Cornell, use both

a shared Floating Point Systems Array Processor and their own mini-

computer for simulations of liquids at the molecular level. At the

present time these simulations can only supplement information obtained

from analytic theory and experiment, due to the limited sample sizes

(numbers of molecules) that can be studied in a practical simulation.

Availability of computers thousands of times more powerful than current

supercomputers would encourage this group to give heavy emphasis to the

determination of thermodynamic properties of fluids directly from

molecular potentials via computer simulation. Such a capability would

be of enormous significance for many engineering applications.

Theory of Nuclear Forces

One of the most spectacular developments of basic theoretical

research in the 1960's was the discovery of gauge theories providing a

unified description of nuclear interactions, weak interactions and

electromagnetic interactions. The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam gauge theories

of electromagnetic and weak interactions are well understood theoretic-

ally and have received impressive experimental confirmation. In con-

trast, all that can be said so far about the gauge theory of nuclear

(strong) interactions--called Quantum Chomodynamics--is that it is

not obviously wrong. (It is however virtually the only theory of
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strong interactions with this property.) The reason for the poorly

understood state of Quantum Chromodynamics is theoretical: no analytic

techniques are known for solving this theory, not even for approximately

solving it. A major international effort has been underway for several

years to try to solve quantum chromodynamics numerically, to obtain its

predictions for fundamental quantities such as the masses and magnetic

moments of the proton and neutron. Theoretical groups in the U.S. at

M.I.T., Cornell, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Princeton, Columbia,

Cal. Tech., the Institute for Theoretical Physics at Santa Barbara,

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, University of Chicago, University of

Illinois, University of Indiana, etc. have engaged in this effort;

mostly using borrowed computer time on minicomputers and array pro-

cessors. Present day computers have been grossly inadequate for a 0

complete, reliable computation; the current results involve simplifying

assumptions and are unreliable even after the simplifications.

As a result of computations done so far, it is clear that a com-

plete, creditable computation will stretch the very limits of future

computing technology. Such a computation will probably require thou-

sands or millions of specially designed, very high speed processors

embedded in a highly parallel network for data interchange. (The basic

computational problem here is that sparse matrices of size roughly

106x10 6 must be inverted at every step of a Monte Carlo numerical inte-

gration; the Monte Carlo calculation involves of order 106 integration

variables; the answer must give high accuracy for some very small long

range correlation functions.) While many of the quantities to be

computed are already known experimentally, the success of the calculati*

is of fundamental importance to the understanding of nuclear forces
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and will also lay the basis for new, nonperturbative studies of particle

interactions at super high energies. More generally the technology

established for this calculation is likely to lead to equally important

computations in many other areas of basic and applied scientific research.

The Renormalization Group and Statistical Mechanics

A major breakthrough in theoretical research in the last two

decades was the discovery of a new framework for understanding a whole

class of previously unsolved problems. 2 The problems addressed by

renormalization group techniques includes critical phenomena (the onset

of phase transitions), quantum field theory, polymer problems, various

problems in solid state physics, and turbulence in classical fluid flow.

Analytic expansion methods were found to make realistic renormalization

group analyses in special cases of some of the above problems--for

example, an expansion about four space dimensions for critical pheno-

mena. Unfortunately only a minute fraction of the problems addressed by

the renormalization group framework can be solved with current analytic

renormalization group techniques. For example, relatively little progress

has been made in its application to turbulence. Attention is now turning

to the use of computer simulation to support the renormalization group

approach: the "Monte Carlo Renormalization Group method" of Swendsen and

Wilson has provided accurate numerical results for some models of

specific critical phenomena on surfaces that were previously intract-

able. 3 However, full flowering of the renormalization group approach

requires vastly greater computing power than is available today. Even

for the prototype system for all renormalization group studies--the

three dimensional Ising model of a ferromagnetic transition--current

Renormalization group research is blocked by inadequate computing power.
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Wilson and Swendsen have already spent hundreds of hours of computing

time on an array processor in an effort to study the numerical trun-

cation errors in the Monte Carlo Renormalization Group technique. Un-

fortunately, this effort has failed so far; the calculations to date

show that a thousand or even million fold increase in computing power

will be required to identify sources of error and make sure each error

decreases at the expected rate as the truncations are removed. This

effort is critical to establishing the credibility of numerical Renor-

malization Group methods and encouraging its use in many applications.

The Ising model is best handled through special purpose VLSI chips.

An example of such a chip, with spectacular performance, was partially
4

designed at the Institute for Theoretical Physics at Santa Barbara4

using the Cal. Tech. chip design system. To make full use of such a chip

requires thousands of chips be operated in parallel with high speed data

paths linking the chips, and parallel general purpose computers to carry

out supporting computations. It has been impossible under present funding

patterns to reproduce the chip or set up this support framework; as a

result the Santa Barbara chip has been more of a curiosity than a

productive scientific instrument. Experience with a network of Ising

chips would lay the groundwork for a far more multi-purpose, highly

parallel, system needed for the nuclear force calculations that could

handle a large range of statistical mechanical simulations, predicting

the properties of bulk matter from basic interactions of molecular con-

stituents. In constrast, some two dimensional statistical mechanical

problems are already feasible; researchers at M.I.T. and the University
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of Georgia have carried out Monte Carlo Renormalization Group

computations on two dimensional statistical mechanical models

(in collaboration with Swenasen) 5 with considerable success.

1. See, e.g. H. Hamber, Brookhaven preprint (1982) for a recent

fist of references.

2. See, e.g. K. Wilson in Scientific American, Vol. 241, No. 2, p.158.

3. See D. P. Landau and R. H. Swendsen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 46, 1437

(1981).

4. R. B. Pearson, J. L. Richardson, and D. L. Toussaint, Santa
Barbara ITP report ITP-81-139 (unpublished).

5. See Ref. 3 and R. H. Swendsen, P. Andelman, and A. N. Berker,

Phys. Rev. B24, 6732 (1981).
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Role and Needs for Large Scale Computing for Theoretical Physici 6
Kenneth G. Wilson

Cornell University

1. Statement of Need for Theoretical Physics as a Ihole

At the present time the principal trend in theoretical physics is

the broadening of the scope (in practice) of theoretical ideas by the

inclusion of ever more complex problems within the theorists' purview.

This trend is taking place uniformly throuohout every subfield of theory.

This broadening is taking place through re-examination of old problems

(such as turbulence), the development of new areas (such as supersymmetry

or grand unified theories of elementary particle physics) or the recog-

nition of'fundamental questions in applied areas such as metallurgy.

The current trend is making possible for greater contact between funda-

mental theory and complex practical applications than ever before, and

this is reflected in a new interest in hiring of theorists by industry,

for example at Schlumberger-Doll Research and at Exxon.

In consequence of the move towards complexity, theorists have outrun

the capabilities of traditional analytic theoretical methods. Compli-

cations dealt with today include multiple degrees of freedom, irregular

geometries, multiple length scales, and random irregularities, any

one of which can defeat analytic techniques. Modern theory has conceptual,

Qualitative methods to treat complexity: the "renormalization group" is

one very general framework that has emerged over the last thirty years

uith an enormous sweep. However, the qualitative concepts such as the _

renormalization group provides must be backed up by more cuantirative
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results. In many cases, numerical simulations are the only approach

available for providing quantitative analysis.

Unfortunately, the problems which are too coralicated for analytic

analysis can place very severe demands on a numerical approach. For

example, each new degree of freedom that is included in a numerical

treatment can easily cause a factor of 100 or 1000 increase in computing

requirements (both for cycles and memory); a standard example is the

change from a nonrotating, spherically symmetric star to a rotating star

where the angle to the rotation axis is an extra degree of freedom.

Problems with randomness, thermal fluctuations or quantum fluctuations

typically have thousands or millions of degrees of freedom, which can

only be treated by statistical Monte Carlo or statistical dynamics methods.

Computing time needed for these problems increases as the square of the

accuracy desired; the isolation of small errors and establishment of

numerical reliability for these statistical calculations demands very high

accuracy and hence very painful computing requirements.

The building of a simulation capability for a complex problem can

take many years of effort. In early stages there comes the pursuit of

various algorithms to achieve both convergence and efficiency, along with

supporting studies to make sure all necessary physical principles have

been correctly taken into account in the numerical procedures. At later

stages come the study of errors; in a complex situation there can be

many sources of error with lots of cancellations. In this case naive

estimates based for example on two calculations with modestly different

levels of truncation can be totally misleading and years of lengthy calcu-

lations and careful study .ay be required before the numerical simulation
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can be performed with a reliable error estimate. The computing resource@

needed for all stages of a simulating effort usually vastly outruns

(by a factor of 100 to 1,000,000 or more) the computing time needed for

a single production run once a reliable production code is established.

A crucial practical aspect of large scale simulation is that when

the computing demands of a simulation increase, the increase is not by

a factor of 2 or less: the increase is usually a factor of 10 or 100

or more. For example, simulations often involve a multidimensional grid

approximating a continuum; to achieve a better approximation a minimal

improvement involves doubling the number of grid points along each dimen-

sion. In a three dimensional grid this means a factor of eight increase

in the number of grid points overall. Typically, further complications

develop so that the increased computing demand is considerably more than0

a factor of eight.

In conclusion, it is normal and reasonable that the computing demands

for scientific simulation are prodigious, even by comparison with today's

most powerful supercomputers. In fact, the whole area of scientific

simulation in support of modern theoretical physics has barely been

scratched; providing full access to theorists on the best of today's

computers, can only be viewed as the beginning of many further stages of

providing new levels of computing capability in support of ever more

;complex simulations. The complexity in simulation that can be handled

numerically must keep pace with the growth in complexity that theorists

are able to handle conceptually.

It is of major economic importance to the U.S. that the current

broadening trend in theoretical physics be encouraged, and in particular,
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that the computing support problem be rectified. The high technology

economy itself is facing much more complex problems than ever before.

Oil used to come out of gushers; now it must be coaxed out and in future
much more recalcitrant raw materials will replace oil. This fact under-
lies the new interest in hiring of theorists by the oil industry. Simple
industrial materials like steel are being replaced by ever wider ranges.
of composites; mastering their properties and designing new ones quickly
(to stay abreast of competition from abroad) can be helped by theoretical
studies, if these studies can be comprehensive and accurate. Simu-
lations of products and processes throughout industry can be cheaper and
faster than experimentation and protot)ping and provide more opportunity
for optimication or for meeting conflicting requirements. In all these
applications new problems requiring the attention of theorists will arise;
theory will grow and grow in importance as the capabilities of theory
become more powerful. It would be folly to block the expanding capability
of theory by continued denial of access to computing.

II. Practical Problems of ComDuting Support

There are three issues which I think are not adequately deat with
in the body of the workshop report.

1) Obtaining data that establish in detail the scientific importance
and quality of scientific simulations.

2) Providing adequate capacity despite rapidly growing demands for
computing.

3) Management and Manpower issues.

1) None of the co-mittees I have served on, including this workshop,
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have solved the problem of dcunmenting the importance of cr;.puti'ng

support for theorists. Members bring lists of needs within their

fields, but these lists seldom provide an' overview of the i-.port-

ance of the needs. There must be a more ongoing effort to collect

data establishing the scientific importance of theorists computing

needs, especially given the skepticism of many eminent scientists

towards large scale computing. This should be done by collecting

reports on computing needs on a continuing basis from workshops and

conferences and other meeting places where the impact of scientific

computing on science is manifest and emphasis can be given easily to

computations with the greatest impact.

2) Theorists can saturate any computer, no matter how powerful with

their simulation programs; once a computer is saturated, computing

job queues lengthen and user productivity diminishes, which leads

to pressure for more powerful computers. This fact makes it diffi-

cult to determine the level of computing capacity to provide. For

example, one may ask: why bother providing S100 million dollars

worth of capacity if, in the end, as many complaints will occur as

if only S10 million dollars of capacity is provided?

I propose the following strategy. The computing capacity made

available to theory computing should be divided into two parts. A

base level of computing support should be established, which every

theorist is entitled to by virtue of being a qualified theorist.

The base level would be supplied by computers which are cheap - so

cheap that as many. of them would be supplied as necessary to prc-vnt

over-saturation of them. At the present time a national program
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of reasonable cost could supprl enough super minic-om.-uters and

attached processors to keep even with any level of demand that

theorists could generate on them - if a particular theor!y roup

saturates one attached processor with legitimate research and

teaching use they would be given one or two or four more, as needed.

This procedure has the enormous benefit that computing time does

not have to be allocated at the base level. As a result, students

are free to try things out on base level systems without fear of

exhausting an entire research allocation (this experimentation

capability is exceedingly important for effective student training in

computational physics) and faculty and management time is not

wasted on the allocation process. There should however be flexi-

bility in the provision of base level computing - for example where

existing research areas are already extensively tied to super-

computers by existing software such as the Plasma Fusion energy

system based at Livermore, there is no point in forcing changes.

Many computing projects, when they are first begun, can be targeted

equally effectively for a supercomputer or for an attached processor

despite the factor of ten or more advantage in speed of the super-

computer. The reason is that when the factor of ten in computing poer

is converted into a grid spacing or the potential accuracy of a statisti-

cal simulation, it is much less of a difference. Unfortunately, once the

decision has been made to use the supercomputer level of power it is much

more difficult for a user to retrospectively shrink a program from the

supercomputer to a less powerful machine. It is important that theorists
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not yet using supercomputers be pointed towards attached processors from

the start - if this is done there will be very little loss in scientific

productivity due to using the much cheaper attachedprocessors instead of

supercomputers for the base level computing.

There is still an extremely important role for supercomputers. I

would reserve them for a few key programs that require the entire capacity

of a supercomputer. For example, a Cray X-MP could be 40 times faster

than an Attached processor. This speed is most useful if there is just

one program using the entire Cray, say for a week. These wholesale lots

of supercomputer time would have to be allocated; a possible mode of oper-

ation would be as follows. Programs accepted for supercomputer runs would

have to meet three criteria:

a) only programs ready to run on the supercomputer would be considered,

and only if all necessary preparations that could be done at the

based level are complete.

b) any program accepted for runs on the supercomputer should have a

reasonable chance of producing truly useful results in the

allotted time

c) any program accepted should have scientific priority; for example,

a workshop might establish that a particular simulation is blocking

progress and needs to be completed in preference to other projects

in the same area.

These criteria should be kept strict enough to avoid saturation of

available supercomputers, so that once a program is accepted it is

scheduled quickly, while the whole problem is still fresh in the user's

mind. The advantage of this approach is that the scientificall'y most
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i.-Dportant comuta-ions can be given the factor of 100 or .C.re increase in

computing power above base level that they often require for satisfactory

comDletion.

No method of supplying computing capacity will work unless computing

capabilities at the base level increase rapidly. Simulation projects,

once started require growing capabilities especially to allow determin-

ation of errors; new levels of capability must be reached so that new levels

of complexity can begin to be explored by simulation. The growth of

theoretical physics will be stunted if computer capabilities do not grow.

The workshop report proposes a major effort in computer development.

I heartily endorse that effort; it is so important that I believe it

should receive roughly half of all funds provided for the large scale

scientific Lmulation program. The computer development effort should

have two parts. One part is to develop extremely pow.erful systems that

would be vast upgrades for existing supercomputers. The other part should

be to expand the capability of the base level of computing supplied for

scientific use. The incredibly rapidly growing capabilities of VLSI

technology should be used as far as possible for base level systems. The

reason for this is that by heavy investment in state-of-the-art VLSI design

and equally heavy investment in large scale manufacturing facilities, the

unit costs of VLSI components can be reduced to almost 0, as the plunging

prices of memory chips illustrate. For the base level of computing the

most urgent need is to reduce the unit cost of single systems so that

there is a maximum ability to keep on providing additional systems to the

scientific community to prevent saturation and attendant loss of produc-

tivit '.

The de-veopmnt of very powerful systems that are faccors of ]OC and
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i000 and even 106 above the base level are -equally important; in. the plan

I outline these systems would be used to enable completion of only the

most urgent scientific simulations, even when factors of 1000 or 106 are

needed to finish these simulations with adequate reliability. As

scientific simulation grows generally in importance both for basic research

and practical applications, the most urgent simulations will become far

more important than the cost of the computers they require.

III. Management and Manpower Issues

The draft workshop report does not address two important practical

issues. One is the problem of computer management, the other is the

impact of a major computing support program on the national technical

manpower pool in computing.

Good medium, and high level management for computing systems is

extremely scarce, as most university people know from local experience.

The most difficult role in a computing center is that of the middle

level manager, who must cope with major problems coming from both above

and below. In addition, whenever any large community of users and support

personnel is organized, the community as a whole tends to become very

resistant to change. Over the next ten years there are likely to be

extraordiiary changes taking place - from vector supercomputers to parallel

systems to a great variety of special purpose systems, from FORTRAN to a great

variety of higher level programming systems. Any program to deal with

large scale scientific computing needs must continuously adapt and respond

to these changes.

In the plan I presented, the base level of computing would be provided
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mostly by self-contained systems serving small, localized theory com,.unit-

ies, often within a single university department. The only support staff

required is one system manager, perhaps aided by some undergraduate work-

study students. This system manager's task is easily performed by eager

young people: not much prior experience is required. These small units

can adapt to change fairly easily when it is necessary to do so.

The supercomputers, in the plan I described, would also have small

user communities; these systems should also be easy and inexpensive to

manage and to adapt to change.

Strong management would be required, I think, for the following

areas:

a) bringing up initial production versions of major new computing

systems - this involves innumerable software and consulting

headaches which makes good management essential.

b) a national high performance network

c) major archives of a permanent or semi-permanent nature

d) very major software packages receiving widespread use.

I strongly urge that centralized management skills available to large

scale scientific computing be targeted whenever possible to the areas of

greatest need; in particular the base level of computing should be distri-

buted and informally managed to the extent that local conditions permit.

Any major program involving computing must be scrutinized for its

impact on the nation's trained manpower pool, since any reduction in this

pool can result in reduced economic activity, especially within the com-

-uting industry itself. The professional support personnel used as system

manaaers or in central computing centers are drained from the overall
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manpower pool. The impact will be less if these personnel move on to

industry fairly quickly, but in the meantime train their successors.

In contrast, undergraduate work-study programs, higher level software

projects which help support computer science graduate students, and

supported computer development projects in computer science departments

help increase the manpower pool. In addition a basic function of the

large scale scientific computing support effort is the training of graduate

students in computational aspects of science.
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Japan's Initiatives in Large Scale Computing

Lawrence A. Lee
National Science Foundation

1. Japanese Supercomputer Project

In July of 1980 Japan announced a supercomputer project aimed at creating a
machine by 1989 capable of speeds at least three orders of magnitude higher than
currently attainable, that is, a 10 gigaflop computer. Six major Japanese
computer vendors (Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC, Mitsubishi, Oki, and Toshiba), led by
the government's Electro-Technical Laboratory (ETL), have joined in this project
entitled National Super-Speed Computer Project (NSCP). The joint effort is
organized as the Scientific Computer Research Association (SCRA). The project,
started in January 1982, is scheduled for completion by 1989 and is funded by
the Ministry of International Technology and Industry (MITI), with additional
support from each of the six vendors. Total funding for this project is
expected to be about $200M.

The research is to be carried out in two subprograms simultaneously:

(a) Development of new types of high-speed logic and memory elements.
Researchers will consider a variety of possible alternatives to silicon
semiconductor technology--including Josephson Junction elements, High
Electron-mobility Transistors (HEMT) and Gallium Arsenide Field-effect
Transistors--with the goal of producing processors with speeds in the
40-100 mflops range.

(b) Development of parallel processing systems incorporating arrays of as many
as a thousand processor elements.

Finally, the results of the two subprograms are to be combined, resulting in
large-scale parallel systems which use 40-mflops to function at speeds of 10
gflops or even faster.

For the sake of comparison, the following are operating speeds and in-service
dates of several existing and planned U. S. supercomputers:

The CRAY-1: 88 mflops (1976)
The CDC Cyber 205: 400 Mflops (early 1981)
The CRAY-2: about 800 mflops (late 1983 or early 1984)

2. Japanese 5th Generation Computers

MITI is funding another project called the National Fifth-Generation Computer
Project; this project will start in April 1982 and run for at least ten years.
MITI and vendors will provide some $500M for this project. Whereas the NSCP is
based on extensions of current technology, the fifth-Generation Project is to be
a revolutionary approach to computer design based on artificial intelligence.
The overall project goal is to design information processing systems to deal
with the basic social problems Japan foresees for itself in the 1990's (such as
low productivity in primary and tertiary industries; international competition;
energy and resource shortages; and a rapidly aging population).
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Among the specific applications set as eventual goals for the project are:

(1) A machine translation system automating 90% of natural-language
translation (e.g., between Japanese and English).

(2) A consultation system capable of functioning as a small interactive
reference library for workers in various specialized fields.

(3) A system capable of automatic or nearly-automatic creation of software from
specified requirements, with little or no need for computer sophistication
on the part of the user.

This is a highly ambitious attempt to change the whole domain of operation
of computers in society from "Data"--abstract bits of information stored in theform of electrical impulses and manipulated by machines without regard for whatthey might signify--to "Knowledge"--something much more like people's everyday
use of the word 'information,' and much more accessible to people who do not
have special training in computer/science.

The project is described in terms of certain "key words," including: artificial
intelligence, parallel processing, inference mechanization, knowledge-base,relational data-base, relational algebra, software-development systems,
VLSI-CAD, machine translation, and Prolog-like languages.

One approach to building such new machines is to carry on the work of the past
three decades in increasing storage capacity and operating speed. The fifthgeneration project in its final approved form contains little if any work ofthis kind; rather, administrative mechanisms will be set up to allow the fifthgeneration researchers to take advantage of exploitable new hardware
developments as they are achieved in, for example, the supercomputer project,and the next generation basic industries semiconductor project. The hardware
approach that will be taken in the fifth generation project will focus onexploring new computer architectures designed specifically for efficientoperation of the "knowledge base" fifth generation software.

3. Japan's Vector Processors

In addition to the supercomputer and 5th generation projects, each of thevendors has one or more internal projects that will affect future supercomputers
in the areas of architecture, software, algorithms, and device technology. Thecompany project that appears closest to completion is the Fujitsu VectorProcessor (VP); this computer is based largely on the same technology as theFujitsu M380/382 (the M380/382 is to be delivered this year and will exceed theperformance of the announced IBM 3081 products by about a factor of 1.5). TheFujitsu Vector Processor is intended to compete with the Cray-1 and will (if allgoes well for Fujitsu) exceed the performance of the Cray-1 by up to a factor
of 5.
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WORKSHOP ON LARGE SCALE COMPUTING FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

POSITION PAPER

PREPARED BY: Robert G.'Gillespie
University of Washington

June 18, 1982

Introduction

The following issues dealing with the Workshop On Large Scale
Computing for Science and Engineering were developed during
discussion with a group of faculty members from the University of
Washington. The disciplines involved included Chemistry, Physics,
Atmospheric Sciences, Oceanography and Computer Science.

Issues

1. ACCESS

A strategic option to address the fundamental question of
providing access to large scale computational facilities would be ^
linkage of the existing facilities with major research universitie
It was assumed that high band width communication facilities, such as
can be provided from satellite stations, would be provided. The
establishment of these nodes would significantly aid the resource
sharing of the class VI facilities and also would have other
secondary.effects by making the communication effort transparent.
Essentially, the nodes could reduce the friction that limits use of
existing information resources. This option should be viewed as a
valuable alternative when compared to adding one more CLass VI
computer.

2. COMMUNITIES OF INTEREST

Scientific communities tend to be organized around discipline
areas. The opportunities for resource sharing---ideas, software,
databases---along with improved effectiveness associated with
computer support for reasonably homogeneous communities, should
command attention when options for approach are considered. The most
successful of the shared scientific large scale systems have been
organized along discipline lines. This approach simplifies the
allocation because, with a homogeneous community, allocation
decisions ran be made by members of the scientific community.

A clearly perceived need should exist before a new facility if
funded and built. This is another reason that discipline oriented
centers (e.g. NCAR) have been successful. While other arrangements
such as regional centers might work effectively, the need should be
clearly seen.
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3. FUNDING

Funding for large scale computing should not beapproached bychoosing only to provide additional funds for grants. This choicerisks fragmenting the resources available nationally as well asconverting the problem of providing the computing facilities to astrictly entrepreneurial model.

4. PILOT PROJECT RISKS

Pilot project approaches, are attractive for many projects, andcan be an effective way to develop support. The use of large scalecomputing systems involves more resources than the funding or accessto successfully achieve effective use. The investigator mustundertake personal investment in learning new systems, redevelopingexisting codes which took, in some cases, years to stabilize. Thus apilot (sometimes a synonym for underfunded) project may never achievethe success. Some of the elements of this concern were generated byobservations of the experience with the National Resource forComputational Chemistry. Thus any programs suggested that have apilot phase should be carefully evaluated to insure that they willnot be self fulfilling prophesies of failure.

5. FEDERAL DISINCENTIVE PROGRAMS

The administration of implicit Federal policies affects thestrategy and approaches to computing at universities by individualinvestigators. The lack of a funding mechanism for long term,ongoing computer use and operating costs tends to push acquisition ofsmall and intermediate computer systems. Essentially the capitalfunds in a grant or contract are a mechanism for prepaying forcomputational resources. Unfortunately, this suboptimization doesnot necessarily either meet investigator's goals or draw togetherFederal resources where resource sharing of facilities would be mostappropriate.

6.PROCUREMENT CYCLES AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
The Workshop should consider the long Federal procurement cycleswhen alternatives for acquisition of very large scale systems areconsidered. Cycles of over five years have been observed and thepresent state of obsolescence at some Federal Laboratories could meanthe acquisition of out of date equipment.
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THE SUPERCOMPUTER FAMINE IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES

by

Larry L. Smarr

Associate Professor

Departments of Astronomy and Physics

University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana
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I. Supercomputers

By 'supercomputer' I mean the computer with the largest memory and the

fastest CPU currently available commercially. At the moment (September 1982),

the two major American supercomputers are the CRAY-1 and the CYBER 205. Such

machines possess 1-4 million 64-bit words in the central memory with a rela-

tive capacity of more than 4 CDC 7600's (the equivalent of 6 CYBER 175's).

[See Appendix B for rough conversion figures.]

The CRAY X-MP machine, which becomes available in one year, will yield a

throughput increase of - 3-5 over the CRAY-1. It also offers a 10 gigabits/sec

transfer rate to 32 million (64-bit) words of external solid state memory, in

addition to the 4 million words in central memory. This would make it equiva-

lent to 30-50 CYBER 175s. The above figures are used to "set the scale" for

what universities should be thinking about in the next few years, and do not

constitute an endorsement of any manufacturer.

The current distribution of supercomputers (Appendix A) virtually ex-

cludes American universities. As of mid-1982 there are - 50 supercomputers in

the world. In this country the national DOE weapons labs have the largest

concentrations of them. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) each have four CRAY-1's, or 1/5 of the

world supply. Specialized scientific groups have access to CRAY's at National

Centers, e.g. the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the Mag-

netic Fusion Energy Center (MFECC). Finally, a number of major corporations

have acquired CRAY's, e.g. Bell Labs and Exxon. European scientific centers

have also begun using supercomputers, e.g. the Max-Planck Insitute (MPI) for -

Physics and Astrophysics in Garching-bei-Munchen, West Germany.

The first arrival of supercomputers at American universities has occurred

in the last year. Colorado State University and Purdue University have each

bought a CYBER-205, while the University of Minnesota has obtained a CRAY-1.

At least a dozen universities are presently considering whether to purchase

supercomputers either individually or in regional groups.
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II. Flight From the Universities

The drought of computing power in the universities over the last five

years has resulted in a a major drain of highly talented researchers from the

universities to the sites with supercomputers. I perceive two stages in this

process: first, a flight to the weapons labs (LLNL and LASL), and second, a

flight to foreign computing centers. Most of this section is anecdotal know-

ledge and represents my narrow sphere of expertise. I imagine similar stories

can be told by others in different areas of research.

Much of the work in computational astrophysics has been done at LLNL and

LASL during the last decade. Areas of numerical research include: super-

novae, general relativity (black holes, neutron stars, gravitational waves,

cosmology), nonspherical accretion onto compact objects, jet formation, star

formation, and radiation astrophysics. Many scientists from universities who

wanted to work on these frontier fields were forced to go to the national labs

to gain access to the largest computers. As a result of this limited access,

as well as the standard shortcomings of American universities (i.e. low sala-

ries, lack of job openings, etc.), many of these people became lab employees.

Others remained consultants to the labs so they could do their computing while

remaining in the universities.

More recently, computational astrophysicists have been going to MPI in

Munich, West Germany to do their computing. This is because the MPI CRAY-1 is

devoted to physics and astrophysics, not to weapons design. Even scientists

employed at the weapons labs can often get more CRAY time for their astrophys-

ics projects at MPI than they can at LLNL or LASL. In the last two years the

following astrophysicists have spent extended visits at MPI: David Arnett (U.

of Chicago), Peter Bodenheimer (U. of CA.- Santa Cruz), Dick Miller (U. of

Chicago), Michael Newman (LASL), Michael Norman (Ph.D. from U. of CA. -
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Davis), Larry Smarr (U. of IL.), and Paul Woodward (LLNL). A similar list ex-

ists for theoretical chemistry. There are about 100 visitors to MPI per year,

of which - 20 are heavy CRAY users.

Currently, the Japanese are furiously publishing work in the area of

numerical hydrodynamics. Their major fields of attack so far are protostars,

stellar evolution, accretion onto compact objects, radio jets, and general re-

lativity. They are limited by their currently available computers, but within

one to two years supercomputers will come on-line. At that point it is highly

likely that Japan and Germany (already on-line) will take over from the U.S.

the scientific leadership in numerical astrophysics.

Besides the obvious loss of talent from the universities to the weapons

labs and foreign institutions, what are the other costs American universities

must pay for lacking supercomputers? The primary problem is that numerical

science must be done in the "crash program" mode. A visit to a supercomputer

site is limited in duration: typically a few days to a few months. Thus one

is under great pressure to complete a project in a short period of time. This

means long hours (100 hours per week is not uncommon), great fatigue, little

time for thinking or literature searching, and no time to discuss the project

with colleagues. Furthermore, there is not the diversity of colleagues to

confer with that one has nurtured in one's university. In many cases, one

can't even look at the output of the calculation until one has left the site.

This is not good scientific methodology.

Clearly, it would be much better to have the supercomputer (or access to

one) at the home institution of the scientist. Then he could spend all year

in "compute, think, read, talk, recompute" mode. That is, he could do a cal-

culation, produce output graphically, thoughtfully look through it, realize he

needed different functions plotted, compare his work with previous efforts,
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discuss his ideas with other American-based collegues, do an analytic side-

calculation, understand more deeply what the physics is, and then decide what

to compute next. He has access to a friendly and comfortable local computing

system instead of having to learn an entirely new, foreign system in a few

days' time. He has graduate students, secretaries, his own office and li-

brary, and a familiar circle of scientific colleagues to talk with. All of

these factors are important for good scientific research. Finally, only the

most hardy souls with the most forgiving families can socially, psychological-

ly, and physiologically withstand the constraints imposed by computing ses-

sions at distant supercomputer sites. Raving supercomputers available to uni-

versities would bring many more top scientists into the numerical science-

revolution.

III. Frontier Science and Supercomputers

The above arguments do not pinpoint why supercomputers, rather than say

many small computers, are essential in areas of frontier science. Perhaps the

most succinct statement is that attributed to Edward Teller. "Teller's Rule"

is that the- most challenging frontier problems in science require at least 100

hours on the fastest computer available. As computers become faster, the

knowledge gained on previous machines enables one to fruitfully attack the

next level of complexity. Currently, there is virtually nowhere in the world

where one could get this much CRAY time in a year as on off-site visitor.

One could make the argument that such problems could be attacked on small

host computers attached to dedicated array processors. Indeed, fundamental

work in quantum field theory and astrophysics has been done in this mode by

some groups (e.g. the Cornell array processor users group). However, to date

most computational astrophysicists prefer to have the large memory, high
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speed, fast turnaround of a supercomputer. The point is that the scientist.
should be able to choose the tool which best enables him to do his science on
his timescale. Currently the answer to this choice is being masked by the
physical difficulty of gaining access to supercomputers. Let me turn to a few
examples of the type of fundamental science that is currently being done on
supercomputers. Again let me stress that I can only relate areas of research
I have personal familiarity with. The Press NSF Report "Prospectus for Compu-
tational Physics," 1981, details many more areas. Also, some of this work is
work that will have to be done on supercomputers to get a reliable answer, but
which is currently forced to be done on lesser computers (e.g. CDC 7600 or
CYBER 175) because of lack of access to supercomputers.

My set of examples are a list of - 60 scientists at the University of
Illinois whom I have talked to about the desirability of obtaining a supercom-
puter at the University of Illinois. These are researchers who would either
actively use the supercomputer or bring in associates who would. The one-line
description of areas of potential supercomputer research is augmented by more
detailed statements of research intent in Appendix C. The clear conclusion is
that there is a tremendous breadth of areas represented at only one major uni-
versity.
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POTENTIAL SCIENTIFIC PROJECTS E

University of Illinois
CRAY X-MP Facility

(as of 11/1/82)

Physics Department
* Richard Brown (Prof.) + 9 other fac- - Experimental Particle Physics

ulty
* Haldan Cohn (Res. Asst. Prof.) - Evolution of Stellar Systems

- Magnetohydrodynamical Accretion
* John Dow (Prof.) - Electronic Materials
* Hans Frauenfelder (Prof.) - Dynamics of Biological Molecules
* John Kogut (Prof.) - Solving Quantum Chromodynamics
* Barry Kunz (Prof). - Quantum Chemistry of Solids
* Fred Lamb (Prof.) - Radiation Hydrodynamics of Neutron Stars
* V.R. Pandharipande (Prof.) - Quantum Liquids and Solids
* David Ravenhall (Prof.) - Nuclear Structure and Scattering
* John Stack (Assoc. Prof.) - Quantum Field Theory
* Michael Stone (Assist. Prof.) - Simulating Quantum Field Theory
* H. W. Wyld (Prof.) - - Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics and Turbulei

Simulation

Astronomy Department
* Joan Centrella (Post. Doc.) - Large Scale Structure of the Universe
* Helene R. Dickel (Res. Assoc. Prof.) - Radio Interferometric Spectral Line Anato

- Radiation Hydrodynamics of Molecular Cocoor
* John Gallagher (Prof.) - Optical Astronomy Instrumentation
* Icko Iben (Prof.) - Stellar Evolution
* Steven Langer (Res. Assoc.) - Accretion Onto Neutron Stars
* Telemachos Mouschovias (Assoc. Prof.) - Star Formation
* Larry Smarr (Assoc. Prof.) - Numerical General Relativity

- High Resolution Finite Differencing of Hydr
dynamics

* Lewis Snyder (Prof.) - Chemical Astrophysics
* James Truran (Prof.) - Hydrodynamics of Novae

- Nucleosynthesis Networks

Chemistry Department
* David Chandler (Prof.) - Quantum Dynamics of Molecules
* Clifford Dykstra (Assist. Prof.) - Electronic Structure Theory
* Douglas McDonald (Prof.) - Intramolecular Dynamics of Molecules
* Donald Secrest (Prof.) - Molecular Scattering Theory
+ Peter Wolynes (Assoc. Prof.) - Monte Carlo and Renormalization Group in

Quantum Chemistry
- Simulation of Solitons in Polymers
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Computer Sciences
+ Roy Campbell (Assoc. Prof.) - Software Engineering
* Charles W. Gear (Prof.) - Numerical Software
* William Kubitz (Assoc. Prof.) - VLSI Design Automation
* Daniel Gajski (Assoc. Prof.) -
* David Kuck (Prof.) - Supercomputer Software & Algorithm Development
* Ahmed Sameh (Prof.) -
* Paul Saylor (Assoc. Prof.) - Iterative Solution of Large Systems of Linear

Algebraic Equations
* Dan Slotnick (Prof.) - Supercomputer Design & Application
* Daniel Watanabe (Assoc. Prof.) - Simulation of Semiconductor Devices

Atmospheric Sciences
* Stan Kidder (Assist. Prof.) - Forecasting with Satellite Data+ Yoshimitsu Ogura (Prof.) - Simulation of Convection & Turbulence
+ Su-Tzai Soong (Assoc. Prof.) - Simulation of Mesoscale Convection Systems
+ Kevin Trenberth (Prof.) - Climate Modeling
+ John Walsh (Assoc. Prof.) - Sea Ice Modeling
* Robert Wilhelmson (Assoc. Prof.) - Dynamics of Severe Storms

Chemical Engineering
* Thomas Hanratty (Prof.) - Turbulence
* Mark Stadtherr (Assoc. Prof.) - Chemical Process Design

Electrical Engineering
* Jacob Abraham (Assoc. Prof.) - VLSI System Design
* Sid Bowhill (Prof.) - Three-Dimensional Atmospheric Modeling
* Edward Davidson (Prof.) - Computer Architecture & Reliability
* Karl Hess (Prof.) - Simulation of 3-D Submicron Semiconductor Device* Nick Holonyak (Prof.) - Quantum-well Heterostructures
* W. Kenneth Jenkins (Assoc. Prof.) - Inverse Problems in Tomography, Synthetic Aper-

ture Radar Images, and Sonar Beam Forming* Michael Pursley (Prof.) - Performance Evaluation of Communication Systems* Timothy Trick (Prof.) - Two-Dimensional Simulation of Electronic Devicer

Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
+ A. L. Addy (Prof.) - Gas Dynamics
+ Richard Buckius (Assoc. Prof.) - Radiation Heat Transfer
* Herman Krier (Prof.) - Hydrodynamic Shock Physics
* Frederick Leckie (Prof.) - Damage Mechanics

Theoretical & Applied Mechanics
+ Ronald Adrian (Prof.) - Comparison of Simulated Turbulence with

Experiment
* Lawrence Bergman (Assist. Prof.) - System Dynamics
* Robert McMeeking (Assoc. Prof.) - Fracture Mechanics

Civil Engineering
* Robert Haber (Assist. Prof.) - Structural Optimization
* Leonard Lopez (Prof.) - Structural Mechanics and CAD/CAM
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Aeronautical & Aetronautical Engineering
* S. M. Yen (Prof.) -Rarefied Gas Dynamics

- Computational Fluid Dynamics

MAatomical Sciences
* Jay Mittenthal (Assist. Prof.) - Biomechanics of Cell Sheets

Genetics and Development
* Robert Furrelle (Research Scientist) - Simulation of Living Cells

Physiology and Biophysics
* Eric Jakobsson (Assoc. Prof.) - Emergent Oscillatory Properties of

Neural Networks

Accountancy
* James McKeown (Prof.) - Multiple Time Series Analysis

* - spoken to by L. Smarr
+ - spoken for by * people
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Floyd R. Newman Wi1son

...-. :Laboratory of Nuclear Studies

9 E. Cornell University
Newman Lab. Cornell Univ.
Ithaca. New York 14853
607-256 5169 July 12, 1982

To: The Lax Panel

From: K. WilsonKGJ.-

Re: Priorities for Funding Current Needs

I suggest that the priorities for funding current needs, the subject
of panel 2's discussion, be stated as follows. The basis for this plan
should be the "Prospectus for Computational Physics" report (generalized
to all areas of scientific simulation). The priorities proposed below are
intended to implement the plan of that report for an effective national
network of national, regional, and local computing systems. There should
be heavy emphasis on the importance of the network as opposed to any
particular site on the network. There should be minimum standards set
for access and ability to use remote capabilities on the network, which
most governmentally-funded researchers should be entitled to. The first
priority should be to achieve this minimum standard for any researcher
seriously involved in large scale scientific computation.

Secondly, it should be statedthat none of the proposed budgets can
come close to providing adequate cycles for scientific computing in uni-
versities, if only present-day or announced future large scale systems are
used. It is not possible within this funding to provide all university
researchers with the computing capabilities presently available (per
researcher) at Los Alamos and Livermore. Besides which the capabilities
even at Los Alamos and Livermore are grossly inadequate for current needs
in basic research. They are even more inadequate to train students for
the systems they will use professionally when they graduate (because of
rapid technology development, the systems our present students will use
after graduation will make the Cray-l look like a desk calculator). Hence
it is essential that rapid technology development be given very high
priority; the proposals for providing cycles on current systems are only
a very inadequate stopgap measure.

Therefore, I suggest the funding priorities stated below. This
proposal is in addition to the proposals to supporting technology develop-
ment, which I do not address here because panel 3 already has a good
proposal worked out. The funding for technology development should have
equal top priority with minimum network access.

1) Minimum standard network access from universities should include

a) hardware and software to attach to network (to the extent
not provided by DOE or other sources; also access must not
be restricted to specific areas of basic research)

b) Terminals in adequate number
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c) Local graphics capabilities - there is no centralized
substitute for local graphics

d) modest dollar grants for local operating expenses and remote
access computing charges

For this purpose, grants should be available for individual research
groups or consortia, in the range of $10 to $50 K per principal
investigator. Unless this need for access is met, the concept of
the network is a joke,

2) A class VII (not class VI) national facility, with heavy emphasis
on selecting a site that can achieve full production operation of
the system rapidly. This is essential because of the rapid obsol-
escence of supercomputers that we are likely to face for the
forseeable future.

3) Support for specialized capabilities at specific network modes
(for example - special hardware and software offerings, or centers
for specific disciplines).

With a full budget I would give equal weight to the three types of support,
but with less than a full budget I would strictly adhere to the priorities W
even if that meant no funding at all for low priority items. Recall also
that technology development has (in my view) equal priority with minimum
network access.

KW/jmm
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Yaile University
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Kcauleth It. \Vibcrg
203-i 36-2443

May 26, 1982

Dr. Richard Nicholson
Division of Chemistry
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C. 20550

Dear Rich:

I recently returned from a JSPS sponsored 4 week trip through- Japan. As
you well know, their research lwork in chemistry has gotten to be quite impress-
ive. I was surprised by the quality of their instrumental facilities. Every place
I visited had a high field nmr spectrometer in the order of 300-500 MHz, and ex-
cept for FT-IR, their other instruments were comparably good. At the present
time, I think Japan and the U.S. are at about the same level with regard to gen-
erally used instruments.

There is one aspect of instrumentation in which they appear to be werl ahead
of us.. At the Institute of Molecular Science, there are two CDC-7600 computer
and lMorokunia is planning for a new computer on the order of a Cray 1 in 1-2
years from now. At the National Chemistry Laboratory for Industry, there is
a large Japanese computer with fiber optics links to the laboratories for high
speed data trarrsfer. The chemists at Tsukuba University (located a short dis-
Ltace away) have access to this computer. The University of Tokyo is plannin1:
to get a computer with the capabilities of a Cray- or Cyber-205. Tohuki Univ.
ersity and olukkardo University (on different islands) have their computers con-
nected via a iiber optics link.

EIvery university I visited has a fairly large computer operated witi a rather
low user charge (- 3/ s.or 5100/lhr. with discounts for large users - overnight
ruiis, etc.). In the U.S., no university can match the computing ;power avail-
able to Japanese chemists. Even LBL and 13NL have only one 7 i(u each, where
as The Institute of Molecular Science has two - for a smaller group of in-hou:;e
users.

Japanese chemists have not, for the most part. come to realize the potential
imn-pact of coniputational nllthotls on chemistry. Experience so lar indicates that
they can learn qluickly - and they could essentially take over computational cher.m
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istry. NRCC was a feeble effort in comparison to what Japanese chemists
already have - and even that was abolished. I am concerned about the futu.
of U.S. chemistry.

Sincerely,

KBW:jl

e
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*B 8* Fermilab 'O B 5 aaa ln 61FFermi National Accelerator Laboratory0 Fermi lab e P.O. Box 500 -Batavia, Illinois 60510

-June 23, 1982

Professor Peter P. Lax
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
251 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012

Dear Peter:
I was pleased to be able to participate, at least in part,in the NSF and DOD sponsored Workshop on Large Scale Computingfor Science and Engineering. Unfortunately, I had to leave foranother meeting so that I was not able to attend Tuesday'sPlenary Session. I did, however, have an opportunity in themorning to contribute a bit to the working group chaired by JackSchwartz.
From my observations and efforts Tuesday morning, I'mconvinced it's not going to be easy to put together a reportthat properly projects all of the concerns and the urgency ofthese concerns that were expressed by many people participatingin the Workshop. Without the benefit of seeing the body of thereport, it will be difficult, but as you requested I'll make anattempt at a few sentences which might become part of a preambleto define some of the areas of computing whose needs are notincluded in the scope of the Workshop's attention.
"Since the advent of the modern computer, many science andengineering disciplines, taking advantage of the newcapabilities that these tools make possible, have made enormousstrides in advancing their fields. The breadth and depth offunctions to which these computing tools, in their variousembodiements, have been put to use are enormously varied.Furthermore, even with the rapid improvement in performance andincreasing diversity of these computing tools, the computationalneeds of the science and engineering communities have grown

faster than industry is able to satisfy."
"One of the most important areas where the needs have faroutstripped the capability of commercially available tools is inthe large scale mathematical computing area, typicallysimulation of phenomena in science and engineering. Here thereis a need for a two or three orders of magnitude improvement incurrent capability. It is primarily this need which has beenaddressed by this Workshop."
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"It should be noted, however, that there is yet another
class of problems, with needs for large scale computers, likely
to require different solutions. These needs also are not met by
commercially available systems by two and three orders of
magnitude in computing power. These problems, associated with a
number of areas of experimental physics, typically have
relatively large amounts of input and output in association with
a major amount of computational requirements, characterized by a
large number of branching operations. Examples of these
problems are found in the high energy physics and the magnetic
energy fusion communities when they analyze their data.
Although some of these problems are suited to special
purpose-type processing machines, in most cases large scale
general-purpose computing engines of appropriate architecture
very likely different from that which will serve the simulation

class of problems) are more practical. In any case, these
problems which may require different solutions than those under
consideration here are not further discussed in this report."

Although I am sure that these three paragraphs will require
much editing, I do hope they give you a framework from which may
evolve an appropriate preamble.

If there is anything else that I can do to help in the
report of the Workshop, please feel free to call upon me. I do
hope that I will see a copy of the end product.

Sincerely.yours,

. E. Brenner, Head
Computing Department

AEB:lp
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WHY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SHOULD SUPPORT RESEARCH
ON AND DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERCOMPUTERS

Bill Buzbee
Computing Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

OVERVIEW

Supercomputers are the largest and fastest computing systems available at any
point in time; thus, the term supercomputer encompasses hardware, software,
and supporting equipment. This document asserts that supercomputing is
important to U.S. Defense and advocates government action to maintain U.S.
self-sufficiency and leadership. Consequently, we will

o review the role of supercomputers in science and engineering;

o assess their importance to the U.S. and, thus, the risk incurred if
another country assumes leadership; and

o discuss why the private sector is unlikely to commit the investment
necessary to maintain U.S. leadership.

The proposition is that government-supported research and development is
required to lower technical/market risks to a point where private industry
will commit to product development.

ROLE OF SUPERCOMPUTERS IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Basically, science and engineering consists of three activities: observation,
hypothesis, and prediction. Observation involves the collection of data about
physical phenomena, often under controlled conditions. Hypothesis is the
formulation of theory to explain observation and typically yields complex
mathematical models. Prediction is achieved by applying these models to real
world problems. In all three cases,'computers enable the scientist engineer
to treat complexity that is not otherwise tractable, and, in so doing, the
scientist engineer gains insight and understanding. Appendix I illustrates
this point. Thus, acquisition of knowledge is the single most important
benefit obtained from computers.

The amount of complexity that a computer can treat is limited by its speed and
storage. If the computer cannot handle the desired complexity, the model is
simplified until it is tractable (Appendix II contains an example of
simplification). This is why scientists constantly press for bigger and
faster computers--so that they can add complexity (realism) to their
calculations. When a new supercomputer becomes available, it is analogous to

O~~0~~~~~ ~AIII-1
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having a new telescope, because with it the scientist engineer will see things*

not seen before and understand things not understood before.

In general, many important problems cannot be treated analytically. Computer

modeling is the only way to cope with them.

IMPORTANCE OF SUPERCOMPUTERS TO THE U.S.

State-of-the-art supercomputers are manufactured by two companies, both U.S.

Fifty of their supercomputers are in operation worldwide--38 in the U.S., 10

in Europe, and 2 in Japan. This is a small market, even worldwide. Of the 38

in the U.S., 25 are in government laboratories.

Current applications of supercomputers include

design and simulation of very large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits,

design of nuclear weapons,

nuclear reactor research,

fusion energy research,

directed energy weapons,
intelligence,
aerodynamics,
atmospheric science,

geophysics,
petroleum engineering,
electric power distribution,
oceanography, and

fluid dynamics.

Potential applications include automotive design and manufacturing.

Electronics, nuclear weapons, and energy production are major components of

U.S. defense. Design and simulation of state-of-the-art VLSI devices, nuclear

weapons, fusion reactors, and nuclear (fission) reactors require state-of-

the-art supercomputers. As discussed in Appendix III, progress in each of

these areas may be paced, even bounded, by progress in supercomputing. The

same is true for many of the above applications. Further, other important

applications, such as information analysis and software engineering, may be

paced by progress in fifth generation technology (see Appendix IV). Thus,

leadership in supercomputing is fundamental to U.S. defense and to U. S.

technology in general.

RISK IF ANOTHER COUNTRY ASSUMES LEADERSHIP

Should another country assume leadership in supercomputing, U.S. defense and

technology will depend on access to computers of foreign manufacture. This

presents three risks:

AIII-22
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1. Currency of Access. If other countries consume the first two years ofproduction, then U.S. scientists will be denied use of these machines andU.S. technology could eventually lag theirs by that amount.

2. Denial of Access. In this worst case, U.S. technology could behandicapped until domestic sources are developed.

3. Computing Technology. Development of supercomputers has alwayscontributed to development of other computer systems. If another countryassumes leadership, we may lose these benefits.

These risks are unacceptable.

WILL THE PRIVATE SECTOR MAINTAIN LEADERSHIP?

The growth rate in the speed of supercomputers is diminishing. In the '60stheir speed increased by about 100, in the '70s by about 10; in the '80s itmay increase by less than 10. The problem is that conventional computerarchitecture is approaching fundamental limits in speed imposed by signalpropagation and heat dissipation. Continued progress requires revolutionarydevelopments in computer architecture that will affect all aspects of' computertechnology [l]. Basic research is required before full commercial developmentwill be possible. We must discover the right kind of architectures, ways toexploit VLSI in their construction, and suitable software for them. Thisresearch will necessitate collaboration between industry, governmentlaboratories, and academia--industry knows how to build computers, governmentlaboratories understand the computational requirements of large scale models,and academia has innovative people.

Historically, the cost of developing a supercomputer in conventionalarchitecture has been $100 million (hardware and software). This cost hascombined with the relatively small market to keep capital and resource-richU.S. companies out of supercomputer development. It must be recognized thatU.S. dominance in this market has been partially due to a lack of foreigncompetition. The cost of developing a new supercomputer in a new architecturewill be substantially greater; also the risk of market failure will begreater. Simply put, there are more attractive avenues of investment. Thus,the private sector is unlikely to carry out the research and developmentnecessary to maintain U.S. leadership. The proposition advocated here is thatgovernment-sponsored research and development is required to identify andisolate avenues of development that are likely to yield technical and marketsuccess. This will lower the investment risk to a point where the privatesector will take over.

CONCLUSION

Computers are fundamental to the advancement of technology. This isparticularly true of supercomputers because we use them to do investigationsnot previously doable. As we enter an era where other countries recognize
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their value and undertake their development and manufacture. the U.S. will be

wise to maintain self-sufficiency and leadership in supercomputing technology.

SUMMARY

1. Supercomputers aid in the acquisition of knowledge.

2. Progress in U.S. defense technology is often paced, even bounded, by

progress in supercomputing technology.

3. Dependence upon foreign sources for supercomputer technology poses

unacceptable risk.

4. Conventional supercomputers are approaching their maximal performance

level. Continued progress depends on development of new architectures.

5. The private sector may not assume the cost and risk of developing new

architectures.

6. Because self-sufficiency and leadership in supercomputinR are important to

U.S. defense, the U.S. Government should fund research and development

that will lower the technical/market risk to a point where private product

development becomes feasible

APPENDIX I

COMPUTER SIMULATION

After the Three Mile Island accident, the Presidential (Kemeny) Commission and

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission asked Los Alamos to analyze. the early stages

of the accident using computer simulation. Excellent agreement between

computed and measured temperatures and pressures provided confidence in the

computed results. But, of particular significance to this report, the

computations provided information not otherwise available [2]; namely, they

revealed the source of hydrogen that eventually caused so much concern. Thus,

the use of computers provided new understanding about the accident.

Because of this demonstrated ability to simulate reactor behavior, people have

suggested that this computational tool be made available to reactor operators,

so that in future accidents it can be used to predict the merits of remedial

alternatives. Unfortunately, these calculations require hours to perform on

state-of-the-art supercomputers. For practical use by a reactor operator, the

computation would have to be done in at most a few minutes and that

necessitates a computer at least 100 times faster than any available today.
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APPENDIX II

SIMPLIFICATION OF COMPUTER MODELS

One approach to producing energy from fusion uses magnetic confinement. Many
of the associated devices contain a torus (a "doughnut" shaped container).
Plasma is confined in it and then magnetically compressed and heated to the
density and temperature required for fusion. Plasma scientists have long used
computer simulation to model this approach. However, the toroidal
representation is complex, so for many years they have simplified it. First
the torus is sliced and "bent" into a cylinder (of course,.doughnuts don't
"bend," but this is a mathematical doughnut, so it does whatever we want).
Periodic boundary conditions are imposed across the ends of the cylinder and
radial symmetry is assumed within it. The result is a two-dimensional,
rectangular approximation to a "doughnut." This simplification is used
because the computed parameters vary widely in space and time. State-of-the-
art supercomputers can handle only crude approximations to the torus, whereas
the simplification is tractable. To handle well the complexity of the torus
requires computers 10 to 100 times faster than any available today.

APPENDIX III

PROGRESS IN TECHNOLOGY

This appendix shows how progress in technology can be led by progress in
computational capability. Appendixes I and II are also relevant to this
issue.

DESIGN OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Since the beginning of the Manhattan project, computational models have played
a central role in understanding and designing nuclear weapons. For many years
ability to produce smaller and more efficient devices has been dependent on
steady increases in computational power. The complexity of these designs has
now reached a point where computational models have serious shortcomings. New
developments in hydrodynamics and transport theory offer the possibility to
correct this situation, but they require considerably more compute power than
the techniques they replace. For example, implicit Monte Carlo techniqueS can
require from 10 to 50 times the compute power of current techniques [3].
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PRODUCTION OF ENERGY FROM FUSION

A second approach to production of energy from fusion involves inertial
confinement. Construction of associated experimental facilities is expensive
and time-consuming. In an effort to select designs that are most likely to

succeed, computer simulation is used to study design alternatives. In some
cases we are able to compute only a few percent of the phenomena of interest,
even after running state-of-the-art supercomputers for as long as 100 hours. A
major impact on fusion energy research could occur if we had new
supercomputers that are 100 times faster than what we have today 14].

VLSI

Colleagues in the semiconductor industry indicate that supercomputers may
assume an important role in the design and simulation of VLSI devices.
Confirmation should be obtained from experts in this area.

APPENDIX IV

FIFTH GENERATION COMPUTERS

"Fifth generation" computers are computers designed to support application of
artificial intelligence. These machines are also "super" in their level of
performance, and like supercomputers necessitate new architectures. The
Japanese are pursuing both areas and are spending about $100 million per year
on the combined effort. Artificial intelligence has potential for broad
application; for example, information analysis, intelligence based weaponry,
and software engineering. Leadership in this area is essential to the
security of the U.S. If the U.S. government initiates an R&D program in
supercomputing, fifth generation capability should be included.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Laboratory for Computer Science

Cambridge, Ma. 02139

Notes for the Shanty Creek Meeting

Jack Dennis
13 August 1982

Organizatidn

I suggest that major funding for high performance computer research in

universities be overseen by a Review Board, much in the style used by the

British Science Research Council. Membership in the Board would be selected

from universities and from industry to represent competence in conceptual,

analytical, manufacturing and application aspects of high performance computer

systems. Such an arrangement is needed to avoid the haphazard nature of current

funding which results from the different review and evaluation procedures used

by different agencies, and from the difficulty of obtaining comparable reviews

of competing projects.

It might be best to have the evaluations of the Board advisory to the

agencies so that funding decisions are left in the agency's hands.

Scope of the Area

The area covered by the Review Board should be projects that involve funds

for substantial equipment purchase and/or substantial use of non-academic re-

search staff for pursuing relevant goals. Projects involving one faculty and

one or two graduate students and no industrial cooperation should not come

within the purview of the Board, although the relevant work of such groups

should be brought to the attention of the Board.
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Goals

The goal of research projects supported should be to further the under-
standing of how concurrency may be exploited in future computer systems to
achieve systems that have greatly improved performance (absolute), performance
per unit cost, reliability/availability, and programmability. Systems designed
to support computational physics, general-purpose computation, or signal
processing, or data base processing stand equally to benefit from this organi-
zation of research support. It would be an unfortunate error to restrict the
purview of the Board to computer systems capable of supercomputer performance
on computations of mathematical physics.

An Opinion

A small but growing group of experts in computer science research believes
that future computer systems must be designed to provide a closer and better
match of the structure of the hardware to the structure of programs to be run on
the proposed system and the design of the language in which these programs are
expressed.

This aspect should be an important criterion in judging the suitability of
projects for support. It is reasonable to expect that the feasibility of a com-
plete system of software support be established -- or even that it be implemented -
before major funding for hardware construction is committed.

Methods of Evaluating Architectures

Given a proposed computer systems architecture, it must pass certain tests
of viability. One test (functionality) is to assure that programs expressed in
an appropriate source language can, in fact, be translated into correct machine
code. Simulation by means of programmed translators and interpreters is the
standard method for doing this.

The second test (performance) must evaluate the performance of a specific
machine configuration for a suitable set of realistic application benchmark
problems. There are four approaches to carrying this out:
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- Build: A full or scaled down version of the proposed system can

be built, scaled down problems run on it, and the results extrapo-

lated to full size problems and systems.

- Emulate: Multiple hardware units or small microprogrammed machines

can be built to perform the intended function of full-scale units.

This is hard to distinguish from "Build" except that cruder imple-

mentation techniques may be used to save on design time and commit-

ment, and cost. This is distinct fromsimulation in that timing in-

formation is not directly available, and performance levels must be

ascertained from analysis of emulation results.

- Simulation: Simulation would most -likely be done using conventional

techniques with traditional high-level languages and machines of con-

ventional architecture. Higher performance may be achieved by

running simulations on multi-processor systems, buttrue simulati4

is not easy to do on a multi-processor.

- Analysis: In some cases the applications have a sufficiently regula:

structure and the mapping of problem onto machine level code is suf-

ficiently understood that manual analysis is adequate to justify

a claim of high performance.

Evaluation is not complete without consideration of cost of fabrication for

the proposed machine. Some proposals, which have significant merit otherwise,

will fall down when judged by the cost of their construction.
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- by -
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Department of Computer Science
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Urbana, Illinois 61801-2987

May 1982
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.
Background

Consider the goal of producing several types of broad-range,

multi-gigaflop computer systems in the next decade. The basic problems

to be solved are (as always) what hardware to use, what architectures to

use, and what combination of software and algorithms to use in achieving

the goals. We will avoid here the specifics of the details of performance'

goals, exact application areas or breadth of application. But it is

assumed that we are concerned with more-or-less general-purpose systems,

at least general-purpose within an application area. Several general

areas may be under consideration though.

We will discuss some of the strengths and weaknesses of uni-

versities proceeding alone and companies proceeding alone. This leads to

the conclusion that some kind of joint effort is the best approach.

Universities have traditionally been good at proposing

architectural ideas, implementing research software projects, and carrying

out theoretical and experimental performance evaluations. On the other

hand, they have been poor at technology innovation. While the silicon

foundry approach makes it possible for them to produce new chips, they will

not be able to exploit the state of the art in performance or reliability.

Another recent trend in academic computer architecture research seems to be

toward the "one big idea" approach to computer architecture. This seems

to produce architectures with a few simple, easy to understand ideas, that

lead to a lot of related theoretical work, but too often without enough

real-world applicability.
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The focus in companies is shifting somewhat these days. The

traditional "system houses" are continuing in some cases with products

in which they have a long-term investment (e.g., Cray, CDC), others seem

to have sharply retreated (e.g., Burroughs), while some are trying to

enter for the first time with new ideas (e.g., Denelcor). Some will

attempt to copy the successes of others (e.g., the Japanese, Trilogy).

An interesting shift of focus, however, is to the semiconductor houses

themselves. Several are now producing interesting, innovative, low-speed

VLSI products (e.g., the Intel 432). Several are breaking into the one

megaflop (32-bit) chip or chip-set arena (e.g., TI and HP).

It would seem that a great moment of opportunity is near in the

possible wedding of high-speed architectures and VLSI components. In

fact, we have been approached by one semiconductor manufacturer with

precisely the question, "How can we produce a chip set that OEM customers

can fabricate into high performance multiprocessors of various types?"

It is clear that companies are frequently forced to announce new products

without enough time to think through the architectural, software, and

applications ramifications of their work. Preliminary evaluations of the

Intel 432 seem to be rather mixed, indicating a product that was perhaps

rushed to the marketplace too quickly. In the area of high-speed systems,

it is probably even more difficult to get a set of components that will

perform well in a variety of systems and applications.

A joint attack on the problem by industry/university cooperation

would seem at this moment to have a high probability of success for several

reasons.

1) Several universities have well-developed efforts in
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architecture, software, and algorithms for high-performance computers.

2) Several companies have already produced high-performance

component prototypes and are exploring the systems-level implications of

these.

3) The VHSIC program provides an example of a successful

prototype program for this type of cooperation.

As indicated above, the chances for success seem low if uni-

versity and company efforts proceed independently. However, by properly

managing a joint effort, some rather important breakthroughs should be

possible.

Goals

The goal of the project would be to have one or more very

high-performance computers built with advanced architectures and advanced

technologies. Furthermore, these computers would be built by industrial

organizations that would be likely to continue product-oriented development

of the systems.

We would argue that certain key conditions should be met to

ensure the success of such a joint venture. It would almost certainly make

sense to carry out two or three parallel projects which would be of different

natures and which could cross-fertilize each other. Each such project should

follow the outline below:

1) Prototype. The architecture should be worked out and a (scaled

down) prototype built using off-the-shelf parts in a short term (e.g.,

two-year) project. This milestone would include the development of

register-transfer level diagrams together with timing diagrams th.t would
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delivered to the industrial partner. By concentrating here on the

architecture, the university partner would not be drawn into the fatal

position of trying to push architecture and technology at the same time.

2) Software and Performance Evaluation. In order to demonstrate

the success of the project, software and algorithms should be produced by

the university for the prototype so that it can be used on a variety of

applications and its performance can be measured. This milestone is a

validation of the prototype and simulation of the final product. These

efforts should go hand-in-hand with the architecture design and not be

afterthoughts (as we have seen in some university projects).

3) Implementation. The initial design should have the property

that it may be speeded up by (one or more of) several techniques.

a) The design should be architecturally scalable, e.g.,

by replicating hardware parts it should perform faster.

b) The design should be amenable to cost/performance improve-

ment through hardware enhancements by the industrial partner. For example,

the use of faster circuits or the use of custom chips instead of gate arrays

would allow a faster clock. Custom VLSI chips would give a cost and size

reduction as well.

The software developed by the university partner on the prototype

would be able to run on the final implementation. Further software develop-

ment by the university in parallel with the final product implementation-

should relieve the industrial partner of long software development delays.

Summary

A broad-based approach in which several industry-university teams

were involved in separate projects would seem to be an ideal approach to

reach the goal of multi-gigaflop systems in the 1980s. If the groups
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were competing with respect to system speed, quality of results and

schedule (not budget dollars), they would also be able to contribute to

one another by exchanging ideas, serving on a joint advisory panel, etc.

The recent DOE-sponsored meeting in New York demonstrated that

there are a number of university groups working in the same general direction

of high-performance computer system design. Some have narrower application

goals than others, some have less software strength than others, and some

have rather narrowly focused architectural ideas (i.e., the "one-issue"

architectures). But, overall there is a lot of vitality in academic

architecture research.

In practice, most system manufacturers have a large investment in

one or two architectural styles and are constantly seeking new hardware ^

components and new software that will allow their architectural styles to

gain a factor of two-to-four speed advantage over their competitors. The

merchant semiconductor manufacturers have just recently arrived at this

system level and are currently trying to determine what to do next. While

their highest volume products are clearly in other areas, the diversity of

32-bit products and projects they have revealed in the past year indicate

that the time is exactly right to forge bonds between these three communities

to accelerate and focus progress on superspeed systems for the 1980s.
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Position Paper for NSF Workshop
Bellaire, Michigan
23-24 August 1982

Fred Ris
IBM Research

Yorktown Heights, NY

The views expressed herein are strictly my personal views and should not
be construed as being shared by other individuals or any organization,
including my employer, IBM.

We are here because we share a fundamental premise that there may be
grounds for establishment of a national-interest activity in high-speed
scientific computing systems for which the coordination (technical and
financial) of the Federal government is indispensable. The end goal that
seems the most appropriate is a computing system providing sustained (-not
instantaneous peak) computing power two to three orders of magnitude in
excess of that available today. General purpose computing systems
delivering 10 to 100 gigaflops are extremely-unlikely to appear in the
market in the 1990's without government intervention at this point. I
therefore take the design and development of such a system to be the aim
of the enterprise we postulate.

Certain component technologies will not be accelerated any further by the
existence of such a project and may therefore present potential
unavoidable implementation constraints. While there will be some dispute
as to precisely which component technologies fall into this category, I
believe that high-speed circuit technology, levels of circuit
integration, and capacity and access time of rotating storage media all
have maximal impetus arising from the needs of commercial data processing.
These technologies will therefore not be accelerated by the existence of a
national project for high speed scientific computing, no matter how
potent. Further, I do not expect these technologies to produce three
orders of magnitude performance improvement in the next decade.

If I assume that such a system can nevertheless be built in ten years, I
would conclude that the technologies in which leverage must be applied are
processor architecture and machine organization, system architecture, and
application partitioning methodology. These are challenging research
areas, of which many organizations are currently in pursuit. There is no
particular national coherence in these pursuits, and it is therefore in
those areas that a Federal initiative might make a substantial difference.

Although I claim that silicon technology will not be significantly
accelerated by scientific computing initiatives, it is nonetheless true
that processor and system architecture and organization questions are not
independent of this technology. The VHSIC program, for example, may be
quite significant, and its progress must therefore be tracked to
understand the implications of its results on the areas in which we will

*0 be interested.
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Since there is no reason to believe we will be able to build large
uniprocessors with sub-nanosecond cycle times in any known technology,
multiprocessing will be inevitable. 'Most multiprocessing research
presently focuses on communications among processors, and many of the
communications network problems thus raised have lives of their own as
interesting research topics. While understanding the fundamental pros
and cons about particular network topologies is important, of greater
importance for this endeavor is understanding the degree to which
applications can be fit on multiprocessing implementations without
compromising severely the domain of applicability of the implementation
and without imposing inordinate human-intensive, front-end partitioning
loads.

To this end, I think it crucial to understand a few key representative
applications for such computing systems, to understand whether the
balance among computing power, memory capacity, backing store
capacity/latency, and communications is reasonable, and also to provide
the earliest possible indication that the technologies' courses of
evolution will be consistent with the requirements of these applications;
as they exist today or as they can reasonably be projected to exist in a
decade.

A fundamental dilemma is hereby presented in that some of the applications
that motivate such a national project in the first place are classified,
particularly at the level of detail that is necessary for evaluating the
suitability of prospective system configurations. In this case, knowing
gross characteristics does not suffice; details of the inner workings of
the applications are crucial for an understanding of how processing,
memory, and communications requirements can be partitioned.

One area that can absorb unlimited quantities of computing resources and
that is fairly easy to grasp is atmospheric modeling. Weather models,
while in some cases subject to constraints relating to academic
proprietary interests, are for all intents and purposes freely accessible
for the purposes of gaining the understanding suggested here. Some NASA
applications may also have much the same properties. Classified national
laboratories application requirements, while perhaps strongly motivating
a Federal initiative, will not be of practical use in helping make design
decisions about the systems that are ostensibly to be built for their
benefit.

It was repeatedly stressed at the June meeting that the probability of
success of such an endeavor would be seriously compromised absent joint
participation from the outset of government laboratories, universities,
and industry. National laboratory involvement is required to provide
application understanding and the ability to project it into the future,
including knowing how today's implementations can be restructured if
necessary to fit a different balance of component technological
capabilities tomorrow. The universities are a source of invention and
should also provide a mechanism for ensuring the integrity and consistency
of experiments and the evaluation methodology of alternative
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implementations. Industry must bridge this gap as well as bringing the
realities of engineering and the ability to produce prototypes.

These ingredients have been an integral part of the operation of the
successful VLSI and PIPS projects sponsored by MITI, as well as in the
ongoing Fifth Generation and High-Speed Scientific Computer projects.
What the MITI development model adds to these components is a mechanism
for achieving vital early consensus on technical direction. The Japanese
government provides not only financing, but also technical leadership
(often co-opted from national laboratories and universities) to achieve a
nationally optimized balance between competition and co-operation. My
concern is that without some similar mechanism in the U.S., there will be
too much local (institutional) optimization, leading both to subcritical
implementation mass for good ideas, and possibily precluding a more potent
synthesis. A Federal government role is the obvious (but perhaps not the
only) answer, which would be effective only if financial support is the
mechanism for enforcing this discipline.

I do not believe that an exact MITI model can work in the west because
there are fundamental cultural forces in Japan that help to cement these
relationships which are substantially weaker elsewhere. There are
large-scale projects in the past twenty years that we might look to for
retrospective insights about where organizational strengths and
weaknesses lie. Among these are the Alaska pipeline, Apollo program,
Concorde, the Space Shuttle program, and VHSIC. Similarly, we may want to
contemplate the direct initiatives the French are taking in
semiconductors and personal computing. Finally, we should consider
private-sector initiatives recently launched in the U.S.; notably the
Semiconductor Research Cooperative of the Semiconductor Industry
Association and the proposed Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Enterprises.

In summary, while there are plenty of exciting technical challenges ahead
of us, I believe the political and social problems will be equally hard
and will appear on the critical path sooner rather than later.
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SIDNEY FERNBACH, Ph.D.
CONSULTANT

2020 RESEAICH De. LIVERMORE. CA *45 .

1415)443-1300

September 9, 1982

Dr. Ettore F. Infante

National Science Foundation

1800 G Street, NW

Room 339

Washington, DC 20550

Dear Dr. Infante:

The draft report on Large Scale Computing in Science and Engineering

is fairly good, but fails to make what I believe to be the essential point.

We do not lag the Japanese in general access or applications know how

for supercomputers. We are falling behind in the plans to design and

actually construct the supercomputers for the 1990's. Fujitsu and Hitachi

have already announced their supercomputers for delivery in 1983 which

are on the average superior to the Cray 2 (not only the X-MP) and possibl

the next CDC computer. Besides the Japanese government is supporting th

component research and construction of a next generation (for the 1990's).

We must stress not only the "long-range research basic to the design

of a new supercomputer systems", but we must also stress that the

government should procure by competitive bid as early as possible a 100 BFlor

machine--hopefully before 1990.

Without this aim the paper is worthless. It just asks for more money

to do what is already being done and which will not match the Japanese

competition. We need a real goal to make this a new exciting venture for

the government to support as well as to provide the U.S. with the continued

leadership it may lose (most certainly will) in this area.

Sincerely,

Sidney Fernbach

SF:kw
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development. Government committees are not good for anything but
offering criticism. They should be used in an advisory capacity. They
may have to sort out alternatives and be prepared to make compromises,
but no changes.

Sincerely,

Sidney Fernbach

SF:kw
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SIDNEY FERNBACH, Ph.D.
corsuirAPO

2020 RCEEARCH DR LIVERMORE. CA 94550

1415)4 3-1300

October 7, 1982

Dr. Ettore F. Infante
National Science Foundation

1800 G Street, NW
Room 339
Washington, DC 20550

Subject: Comments on the report from Group 3 of the Lax Committee.

Dear Dr. Infante:

Distinguishing between the various ongoing university efforts in

"Advanced" computer architecture is like distinguishing between Illiac's,

Maniac's, and Johnniac's in the 1950's. Most efforts are very similar,
the chief differences among them being in how to switch from one unit to
another. One is led to think that putting a large number of small processors
together is the only way to create a super-scale computing engine.

There should be no question that this "research" should be continued,

but does it bear still greater expenditures? They should be pushed to
completion, if possible. There are some techniques that are still so
far from reality that a great deal more work is necessary (such concepts

as data flow and the systolic array, for example). This work should be
supported at higher levels and also pushed into reality.

More "Traditional" systems with special features, such as vector
boxes or functional processors can be exploited now. Let us set our goals

and go. If we start researching the parallel processor approach it will
be years before we start moving. Even with this architecture we can move
fast if we take advantage of what has already been done, e.g. Denelcor's
HEP, CDC's AFP, and LLNL's S-1.

It is interesting that all the talk is about a CPU-memory system.
Little or no mention is made of the essential peripheral equipment that
can help make or break the system. Not only do we need a 100 GFLOP
machine, but we also need matching peripherals. We must define our goals
and let the manufacturers tell us how to get there. They will if there
is any incentive.

Our immediate need is a target performance and target date. The cost
may be high but we can reach both goals if we pay the price. Certainly
there should be a cooperative effort between industry, government and
university. Only one, however, should be in charge. This role should
be played by industry--the manufacturer which takes the lead in the
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A. BacKr n- . .

In Januarv 19a2, a Fe2era. Cocr-:na- n .C 'n-: c Scienc, Encineeri.
and -ecnlcccyv (F-CCST) Pane_ o. Suprc:mru:ters was f:rre-.ed exa-..-ne wna:,

f anvtnin, ne U.S. Govern.--.ent shcuauld - : stina-e -.e _se an-
developmrenr of superc:ms:=ers. As a res-ul of -ne - -S- panel d-scssior-;,
t'ree interagenc: workinc cvrops were fr:.ne. These crZucs are t- exar.:ne
-ne 7:)_::-.nc s--up-ernrupuer issues:

n. Wna: should -ne Gcvern-en oc ^o esre :.a tee '.S. e---s :t :
in supercom.uters? This crouz :s named tne Procurcmen:- rout.

. haS snculd the Goverr.nment -- to rake smuer:o-^ecers availaole :o .-
researchers, partic.:arly in universities? ? s cu.T is _ S rnanes the
Access Group.

. -A tnirc crouc was fcr .e- prsvidce coorcn-.at:on ar.cnc Gover..-nent
aaencies funding research cocnriobuinc to -ne technclocv base.

Tnis reccri: escribes the find:ins and recomnena::on.s of tne Access
.-... .'c-ss- _.ss --^_f2 --:e _=l.;-:nc T.-.F er :

.ames :. Decker, D3- 'Ca: -r.a-.
awrence Lee, :;S
Rober .-'ann , CL

Kenner. Wa.ha:rer, N.ASA
R.:cnardc Duiave,., COC

Gerc-e Ro ers, CI

The Access ..oup was cncerned .. .nl w-th - .-axk:- o:c recrlendat:-ns
nr access sc.en-ists and engineers to supeercom-.pu:ers. urs

are _ne .ncst ower:fu comnu.ers avail'aie at any :.;en t.me for dcinc
sc:ent:i:c calcu'at:ons. u..re -ift : Generation -achines for arti:icia
intel:icence ap-licsz:c-ns were not considered. The Grcup reiied uocn
ce",,--e _ s---_- =-- - c'_r z-.n-_--_n a-. sa;-: :l-ant neec for access exs--s
and i:t ci nct actt.-. 0 :c cantitativ.el assess. zhe access recu;irne.n--s
t-he snort time available. Frter, the Grc: d: ni. ex>a -.in research a.d
5eveic.-o2en: nee-ds :or suerc-: .- nc, ncr :cd :- cr.s:-_er =.er -__ --
__ - _?.: .C



The recu:remen.s f= r -- r:--scae :.-;.pu:':. n scl'-e .,an', of -e nations
m.or:-an- researcn r. Eniz ee-p3men- r::l-s.s navE oeen wel_ docuz-nen:ed.

.: --ne -rese =. x c h, ...-- _=._ec se-er-c.--:r ar _s-: _.
:nd:'-idual lacratsr-es == _- sincle przr--m.s. Very few researz.ers,
artular lv in uni:vers:.tes, nave access :c -nese .acnhnes and, as a
result, are unable -: address rany f:refront researc-. prcclers.

The need for more su-ercz',c-:.nc in -_e :.S. researc. conm..-- z-:y cannot
be ret simily by wider access to exist:nc federally funded c=.,cu:er
resources in governr.-ent labcratcres. Many federally funded fac:iities
are operating at or near full capacity, cr anr. to use availale _apacit'
for future prograT-.t:ic =rowr. Facilities that now suppor- research in
weapons develor.ent or nuclear enervy, for exam.ple, would have :c be

tally restruct,-red for unclassf'ied users -t share corm.ru:-n- resources.
The three un:vers:it supercrm.puer centers are underu:.lized. These
.:versizies have zhad dific. n obtainlng su:ffiien: rescurces to

orovide the necessary, broad, user friendly services. Camterc.al
service bureaus do have available computer time to sell.

* 4. The programmatic need -to provide access to researchers geograchically
dispersed across the country, and eccnomics dictate serving users
remotely by comnunications networks from a limited number of
supercomputer centers.

. -Hign quality service wnich .Taxm;lzes -.e produc:iv:- y of researchers
snould be a :rime consideration when establishing suoercomp.er
ser.,:ces for remote users. Several years will be recured t ob-tain
n-.:n quality service fro. a newly esi.snehed center.

. -ere are fwr eac fsudercl - suerce-.u-er ce-ners -e.=- -.a.- a
rela-:veiy long hisscr cf =ro'.iZinc coc ser'.'-ce -t ar-e n.*-_-=rs of
renc:e users: the Magne'.:c Fusion Energy CE Crr.mcut:er en:er a- tne
lawrence Livermore Nati:nal Laboratcry, and the Fational Cen.-r fr
Atncspheric Research (tNCAR) Computer Center in Boulder, CO-oradc.

. There are insufficient opor i stuenties rain stdents -e
-nys:cal sciences and engineer:ng in the use of supercomputers a for
train-ng computer science students in the operation of super:c_.-.er .
systems.



Rec-n..enda izcns

* The CGver.ren: should - a=e ac:'-n t: rr. :de access t: superccrputers

for =cver.n-ment funded esea=-r.e-s n- coverr.-men- : lacraories, u.rvers.::es,
and ctner n.tit-Ultons wnc nave .are cmuts. =:-.a . r.. O-.s re' .in .e

use cf supercc..pu:ers. Suercor..n:es are r--ital in sci .:in. -ne cm .: ex
:zes .:-:_:If' 3^ ._ se__-'i::'.. ecnc.^, .nc s-:_e-.t-:-:- r. -'e-e

clear ev:zen-ce :-.a: -ne ac. ;: azcess s^ ^ - s~rs ::.-.:-:s _Cr ;Es .'

ranr.v aspects C- science ancd enc:nee:nc..

The Working C-rcus's rsec-rnmencations were deve cpe t- nel= scive tnis
ra;tiznal :rce..s. Reco.men-daz:c.s are d r. e on ear-.e_- r a2cruacnes to
prcvidlnc access to large nu.rers cf users cu:ckV, and also f:r the loncer
term. The Group tried to idenr.f --nose fea-ues =f the MF and NCAR

oera::rns 'descri:ed in Appendix A) wnich hav e -ace -e.. successful in
providinc n:nh cuali:t services to r:ecte users. Rec=nit:icn of those
features was a key factor in developin many cf -.ne recormendat.icns.

A continuinc interagenc: group should be designated to crovide

cocrd:na:onr am.cnc acencies tc nel ensure arc:cr:a e sharinc of

resources, -t avoid duolica-:on s= effort and - .ra:r.a.. a d:aloc on xcl_:
and t=cn-nical issues.

To meet ir:ediate needs, each federal acency supporting scientific and
engineer:ng research should:

!1. if not already accomplished, assess the n-r.er of superc:muters
recuired to meet the realistic needs of tne communitv each agency
su--orts both for scientific research and craduate education;.

2. develop plans to ensure --at high quality service is provided to their
research. co.u.ti les -o .ee: the needs;

zec-. - expanding the ',ser cormrun 'f sc..e ,= e ex:is. .n
sue-m -e- cen'_-s '.s-- ar=e : '=n ::. : a

ser'v:ce -= raerrOe users or :1) .-ave s-lr.:-I=T..-- xcen.:a for
achlev:in . his.

4. in:tiate access by comor. carriers for cc'...:caicns =v remcte users.
In order - o provide initial serice, 960C baud lines snculf_ be made
available to resear-chers.

To meet long-term objectives, each agency should:

5. coord:nate the eevelopment of plans for scientifac netwcrks win co-ner
acencies. Over the next several vears, --e oal should e - ,o desi:r.
and l..=1-ment an inecgrated syst=e of net-crks linking researchers wi.
each other and with computinc centers.

6. estai:s.n new suDercomz..pute: eners and associated -neworc:s as needed.
Some of the considerations for r.na;:nc and siting centers
described in this report mav be of use to the various acencies.
Exis iln centers should be used to help train personnel for new centers.



c--sider care;---" mE '-*-- C: irlili= i"; r2W centers Veersus
econorit c savings :f 3xpa.-nding =xi-.-s c: centers. rconomIcs and
present scZrit., ^-f ri-.eC~- -Jze suSces: t:-a e -"urer
superrcmputer centrs snc:'-: :ncrease c-.Y as sta-f are trained
and needs eve-=.

3. orovide necessary fn:.-.n - f s-uer-z.o.--cer cn.-trs = a -.-i. -e^
personnei and : ?rocv:de .-.:.. Ual-' service. The most; rac:-:al
neans for avoidine. ineffi::en. fluc-ua:ar.s in func is fr acenc:es
to orovide :direc fund:nc :o - ee_ arntic. a.ed center costs.

5. ecin exernen-:.c wit n-.-icn. andwidth. comur.icatons sysatems. Ric"
anrdwidth conrr.un.ications will play an o.=crtant rioe :n supercrcu'ter
networks in the f-uure.

_n. supDort craduate student -raininc ir. te use of suopercop.:Cers and as
acror::ate in tr-e ocerat:cn of supercomcuer centers.

And, finalvl, it is reconrended -tat:

1i. federal agencies should ccntinuously upgrade the capacity and capat:lities
of federally supported supercomputer centers; and

12. a mechanism should be established to trade computer t.=e between
agencies. The objective of such trading would be to perm.i a researcher
who has contracts with more than one agency to use only one comruter
systero, tnus saving time and effort.

REPORT OF TH.E -CCS£-T WORK:ING GROUP

Presen- S-_a:s cf Sc:en:-:-fc tCr,,-mv:-n

Backcround - The Issue

During the decade of ,the 1970's, the covern.ment laboratories ra-iod,
began to acquire supercomputers, the most advanced general purpose
computer system avaiablze. These supercomputers were used as pcwerful tocls
for conducting research in fusicn energy, weapon systams, aerodynamr..s,
and at4,,cspheric science. They were the Control Data 760S, Burrouchs Iliiac
IV, and Texas instru.-Ent Advanced Scientific Cnompuer. They were noted fc:
mneir greay i-ncreased speed and mernory over previous generations of
comruters.



The ;ntroduct.:on of ane CRA-. and r. ;'^5 ir. 9' a- nd 19E, resect=:.-' e-".,

substant:ally ocosted mne caza-.:::.es of- suoerc-muters, - :nus a-tracr::n.
more and more researcners cz use m.e :oois -:r -_Ter:ca -cdeli... and'
processing of very large data se-s. Today, fully" z.fi-_re', dedica-e_
systres w"t memncries cf at -eas .-eawcrd and spees : mcre r:.na
MFL,?S exis;t a na .ier cf Cavernmen- labcrator:es ancd esearcn centers.
.anr. of -. ese systemes are sIatra=ed and 'cc;lle I ser. r.l a .~.te d

sor-:crn f :ne nat:or.'s researz- co3=.Um. sz..u : - ..ers, =a:tir:.a_

.acne::c u.sion Ener-y Cmpru-e: Center (MfE) , and -.e c::-.u::inc ac:l-y. at
tne Naatonal Center for Antos-ner:: Resear:n (NCAR) :nave served, r.- recent
years, a substantial ntmber cf remote researchers.

:n -he Federal Government, suoer=comnuers are used Drlmar:iy for wea:.er
forecast:ng, space, energy, nuclear weapons, and sc:ence resear-ch rc:ec-s.
T:S Is surmarized below:

Deparent of Enercy. The primary use of supercom.puters
in DOE laboratories has been for modeling nuclear weapons
performance. Modeling has substantially red-ced t-e ncuber
of experimental tests recuired to finalize des;ign : new

weapcns. Historically, the DOE weapons laboratories have been
the world's largest user of supercomputers and they have been
instrumental in developing software to utilize nev; Generations
of machines.

0^ ,~In more recent years, applications of supercomputers have
increased in various energy technologies including fusion
research and nuclear energy.

The energy sciences procgr:as (High Energy and Iuclear Phvsics,
Basic nergy Sciences, and Health and Enviro-rTental Researc-.n
also have large complex scientific proble.s and are -ust
beg:-nn.:n to benefit 5bs-sant=ialy from nthe use :
su5.er ==?um :e r s.

Nat-:cnal Science Foundation. m-ny univesits: researcners
have.f sunC that in order o "understand imp.rtant aspects -:
physical, biological, and chemical events arn processes,
numerical simulation on supercomputers is critically ne-ded.
In- recent years, NSF has provided supercomputer faciities
for atmosperic and ocean sciences at .NCA.. But on.l sa-'l
nurbers of university scientists and engineers in other
disciplines ha hahad access to supercomputers at other
national laboritories, and only if their research was re:event
to the laboratory r.issir.. Much of the universit. based work
in :.-erica! m.tdeing .has been acc m iished on low cost m:ri-
comuter -svsters^ :; :-;
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cornsra=aticnal fluiu-rrc nal ics, as =av the davE .tne e1'

reacersn;c rcz eain several Thnester tor :re u o :
resepx=nte-ract: rVe croaccesss z. ::ne ieaensve eccace

3~~c~~2--n ~ c~ajil~i~. sa result of n i~r
l~src~r~err I ~~1 num :-cat~ as we, sa d _- an

scazeases in. procassin: sper: and stortge cared-"'- of esa
su~ercomnuters, di mutation al fluid s.ynamics .has become a
Ooowerful and wideal usec- to-, in tde aerodynas c desful. use
aisorcrant and aeros ace sofsnEuersn

De o ar ene: of C omea r de c Sc:a; r: :::n are bee or e usew
exs: za: n -:veoin te weather ZCst2 an: mpetortologico

researchn activi~ts; S of ftte re ar=-suzrorn:r; t ationai Ocan l ce
an: oozsnuzAt~on; coroistrat-ncn. .rnecnanl n-:0 - :oruszhe

enc ncs'nrn: and its EzEfect o:r =caoe ctnera:: as lea to n :ne
devell opment o~f comzlex =E=e-z:-OCnc io qees c tservin

M-~ fc--ecsns~=m ca:arlt)a b =rs~~er re usre f_

l~ws =nt zvern z,-e t~~··cr cf.e ala-,.csc-eres anc = oceans,
s~~~,stlc~~-- n~rr~rlcal ~c~~ls -ave =eem zvel-e-_4. v. or~

researc". is 'eavilyy de~e7,,A- en on zc comcuze :'-le ~rr-~= m
C=_Ilex inzeract--ve or-cesses w,_t tne ext~s1ve S-pace and f -
scaies invclvec, arc -he arz:=- datia input;cl~ s~S2i

~~c~ie J t'- t---s federal actual-.-, ,nmcus':r, hasscesfl~ s-

sc~percs~~~2rs in a nvr~er or a=_, icaticns inc-.-c_=c: -xir~s or
~et~l~mm nd i=nc =eral is; _ z=1T~ etrC12 e= reCC=e'ET`: ; ,ees-cr -A

si~-l~~ia 7 : a=:=Brf compnenzs; Wet=- :-CCOfC 1.

in~~:r~--- ci==ui~s; eslC7. Of -- ccessZ·,C~. ~h~~T;CD~C13r=S
~~-rlcl r,( sozi'mizaticn; corrzuszion .7K>inc -E := rIn C csc-Cr

ED ~~~encines; ==c s~rr hlncs _`:r zT~3 enerazlcn =:7C ==7ZT~f :=



:. s~:te of -tis steady -rowt- :-. super-om.uter _a-az:iz:es and :.-ei
ava.2Iabili-v o smer research cr-ncs, :we 'er'. ser:us p:rozC.es ex:- and

are trea:enin t fect e ' a-- ; .S -. :^ .'s sien if:_ _an
engineering research and :echnc cca -- .ase. .-ev are:

. Large numbers cf researcners and po:en::al researchers ·-raduate
students, etc., do .not .. ave effec-t e access z- supercomp.ers; and

T. e cza.:la--i es of -::-ca's sterr--.--ers =re severea - oers :
.acnitude toc soa: f-r a ::a-C.r. c ' .and urgent research

proSlers.

This cri:tcal situa:ton was :der:.:fiec cv e ?ne l ne on Large Scale Cormutinc

in Science and r.gineeri.ng, cnalred ty Peter 3. Lax. in June cf 1Se2 fie N'SF
and DOD (wi-t the cooperation of DO0 and NASA) sponsored a workshco f-r :.his
panel tc explore the probiem.s, needs, and oppor:unities in large scale
-c.u:tirng. In the DeceaTer 1982 report of -is -anel (Lax Reocr-; it was

stated that:

"The U.S. has been, and contrnues to be, the leader in suerc=.puter
tecnnology and in the use of superco-muters :n science and engcneering.
The present positionr of leadership is evidenced by the dominance of
the supercorputer market by American producers and by the successful
exploitation of supercomuting at national laboratories. However, the
Panel finds that this oosition of leadership is seriously underm.ined by
the lack of broad scale exploitation, outside of a few naticnal
laboratories, of the scientific and engineering opportunities offered
by supercomputing, and by a slowdown in the introduction of new
generations of supercomputers. This threat becomes real in light of
the major thrust in advanced supercomputer design that is being
mounted by the Japanetse GoverrTnen- and indus-trv, and by vigorous
ccverr.-nentai orocrams in the United Kingdom, West Germany, France, and
Jaoan to make superccmnu:ters available and easily accessible to t-eir
research and technoiocical corr.unities.-/

As a resu-'t =f t-:s assessment, tne Lax pane- reccn.-rnde-d e-e esta_ lisr.ent
cf a Nat:cnal Prog.ram on Large Scale Com.uting.c Ths orogra.- s.cl'-d foster

-ar:clsa-icnr and coopera-ton by federal agencls, iveses, versi and

industry in carrying out four goals:

- increase access for the research cr.:ty to supercomputers;

- increase research in tne computational tools (software, algorithms,
etc.) needed for effective use of supercomputers;

- -ain personnel .in use of large scale comruting; and

- st.mulate ciiD-; s'tuTt ^.:.; ' : <ceased capability and capaci:y in
the next several :enerat icns ofrsper*mpu-.ers.

1 /See page 6 of the Report of the Panel on Large Scale Computinc in

Science and Engineering, (Dece.ser 1982).



in accdd:-c. =, - tr Lax repcr-, :ere are a ' : r-. othner relevant -:

some of wh:ic are :s.ecd i: . n-der.d;x :.

Several of :te E^rc.ean -.a::-s .ave rove_ _ac-ress:ve. % su.-;l
researc.ers w:i . access -~ surer:z-:u:-ers. :-: -.- u r.nc..-cr. -. £.

researcners wnc nave di- --. ' cC- r.lr. su,^er::-cm-er -.me :". -r._- _,T.
'cun-ry .; -c su.erccmnau-.n. r. Eu-rpear. - r-.nees -- :r.n sz-rer :sl:-s,
sabDaticals, etc.

A ist of coun.:res and macr.n.es ent:rev, cr o a-.all. avalac.e
unmlversi-y researchers is =rc'.'ec belaw. This lsz :.ayv -ct be co.plete.

Country. Site Cc ?u ter

GCeran.v .Max Planck CRAY-1
3ocn,. ' CYBER-2C5
'nlversi- Of
Karisrune .CYBR-2:5

Lhn:versity yo
Stuttgart CR.Y-1

CRAY-i

France Ecole
Poiytechnique CRAY-i

Englarcd Daresbury CRAY-1
Universitv of

Lnondon CRAY-
'nmversltv of

Mancnes:er CY'3F.-25

Sweder. Volvc CRAY-i *;/2 or acc.'a

Japan U'niversity cf
T.okyo H.;. -AC- a^22^

In Japan, supercom=uter corr.anes are placinc t-.her f:rst procuc-Ci.
.rachines in universitv centers.

In Decemner 1982 the Science Advisor, Dr. Kel-ycrt:, inl.tated a revlew cf
U.S. policy in the field of supDertrco :ers by the Federal Coordinat:ng
Council cn Science Engineering and Technology, -CCSET. As Part of tne
review, this interagency working group was esablishne to cons:der the
Cuestion cf research access to supercomputers a.n t .z: ake reccrenCda:-:r.s t:
the FCCSET. Two parallel wcrK:nc groups were st-azlisned to review =he
otner aspects cf the general tp:ic. This reo r: exa.:nes the access issue.



Dur-nc :s de:lierat:cns, -ne Access Srcu- neard -resent:a::ns :-. _

o-ra... -.-e ne-_: z s_ Ener:- *-.u-er !-- _. --.- : -:^.a='

Center for A..T.cspner:: esear:.-.' ^. .r :etcr:<. T-.ese ..c -.--. 's

provide superccmuZter access to -ne -ar:es nu-.-oers c- rern"o -sers = arn.

ex:stinq supercomputer centers. The Group aiso near -agency :a-.ns -fr

providing increased access ct supercompu-ers .:. te f':ure. T.hese
presentations included: a repor-: by NSF wcrK';n - rcu r. p.ans - rvioe

significantly enhanced opportun::ies for :ne acader.lc researc.z- --:cr.u y t=:

access supercomputers; NASA's plans to provide more access to :-s

contractors as par- of the Numer:cal Aerodym:T.-c Siulation proc:raT.;

XC's plans for tne .RFPAnet and the wideband packet satellite s-V.:e.;

and DOE's plans to expand access to the Macnetic Fusion Enercy '-"! r.et for

contractors funded by the Deparr enr's Ener-- Research procra-s.

."c M.-.ers of the :roup, L. Lee and J. 3ecker, tcetnner wi- :n. Cjr::s

and A. Thaler of NSF, and S. Karin of G Techncloc:es (serving: s a

tec:hnical consultant: visited suoercompu-er centers at _the "niversi:Y of

Minnesota, NCAR, VtASA-Ames, and the Lawrence Livermcre National Labcrator:

(MFT). Discussions were also held with a numoer of scientists wno are

* rencte users of the NCAR center.

I;I. Capability and Service P.ecuirenents of Suercompcter Centers

Hi.gh Qualit.' Service :

it has been well docuxmented ;tha super-cm-u:ers are c-:::ca :n at:. 2aci

-a2ny d-'if lt sc:en-:f:c and tecrncoc:ca- roblerC.s. Tne re-:-ce -se of

suercosrputers should be made convenient and -fiendl> ' the ser.

_-hner_~se ;the :n.eff:_:encies at the user enc ca-n be su-stan.:a=, .- a:--t -t.-
real cs of crm uor.tinc ;ery h.'-: . In fact, resea-rcners -.avy r se --. is
:.-.ortan: scientific t-cl :f :ts use proves ifflcult -- Learr., f-_s--at:-.

andc enerally inc-nven:ent. The Access Group heard anecdotal e'::en. e cf

poor supercomputer service causing researchers st retrrn to wor.r on :nerl

local minicomputers. For these reasons, tne Croup wisnes to stress tne

.or:aonce of providinc high quality service.
o.

.,:en ..ne - aces ....,.. ,c -r"
As mentioned earlier, several m.ethers of :tis -FCSET access work -i - -rou
visIted the Un:versit, of Minnesota, NCAR, NASA-Ames, and .ME. The purocse

of the trip was to gain an understanding cf the facctrs that rake for

successful supercomputer centers. On this trip, there were several
oCocrtrunities to discuss those factors w-h users. :he group crcl-ded t-.a

ine following features are considered essential for providing users with

nich oualitv suoerc-..uter resources.

0



med:.m speed 4800-96CU z-s: ze..r.nal acc--ss and h:ch s eed '56
zpos or reate-r; :e -transr caasci-:. for access cv -r=E- e
users:

........ n -- - _.-:..aS strace capac::v;

fu!l-t-me user -consul ants -.c scfrtars, nardware, and
cc, un ca'n l s;

extensive system documenta-ion and software utilities and libraries;

sta-e-cf-thne-a:rt rah:cs t'ocs;

around tne clock operations; and

interactive coerat:nc svste-s.

CO.uter Networks

A nigh quality, high bandwidth computer network is one of the most important
requiremen=s for providing effective supercomputer service tc remote users.
Networks provide an im.ortant service that goes far beyond the simple
concept cf providing supercomtuter access to remote users. Geographically
dispersed researchers can collaborate daily using electronic mail and shared
_rccra-. and data files to work together effectively on the same prblem. . _
u.i. :acaor. of programrn ng effort can be virtually elim.nated if
c-lazcxratcrs can easilv snare resources. The cost of the conur.catlons
n.-e icrK ;n use on tne .NuCC is a small fraction of the total oDeratinc
-c-ce-, vet' in ter.s cf -nhe valuable t-l.e spen-t v a scientis ust cin his
fac-l_:-, ;-.=n Zandw.c--. respcnse is a =-c:al par-: of the servi.z. The

122C =s term:nal access serv:ce ccrMcn-.' ava:ila l today is net sdeuate
=-r :nee a rce m3jrc:'y Cf supercomputer users. A minilrm. of 9602 Z-s is
necessary to provide the level of response available on local m!nc.cmpters;
-nere Is no reason why this level of response should not be avallaie on
suDer comuter s.

For file transfers of data and programs between local compu-ters and
suSercmcutser centers, a minimum of 56 kbps is usable, but 1.5 ?'_bs
is bcth desirable and feasible. Because the effic:ency of tne resear=hers
usina the centers is by far the most important consideration, and because
_e cost of comnunicat:lns is a sall f-racton of the total cost

prov:dInc these services, the hi-hest quality netw rk available snould be
cota:ned.



Speciai 'harac:ers::zcs cf Suoerr'zmc:r_ Centers

Suers r---_: er c..eners e -- ? erfe -^_ r. _e - _ :_ ':,E .". nne :r

,ore Cass '.' c-m:uters; an adaca e n.erarz-.;_a -. ss s-irace -.s'--;
*state-of-ne-ar- cutput fac-::: es; a - :cm__. c; ent of s;st.-s,
operations and user services staff; and network support for re.-.c users
throuchcut the '.S. No such centers, SFECC and NCAR, are su-orted b-'

government researcn programs t- provide hign cualtv serv.:ce -o a Large

nurber of researchers in 'univers:tes, :ndustr, and labcra:cr:es . In bct.-.

cases, it recuired several years to bulzd up cor-peent st-a; to asserble

ccmplete suerero rmpt e syste.ms, and to develop opera:inc syvstes and

coMtmunicat:ins sc:tware. In the case of the '-TC, a s:n::::an: or-
of the originai staff were recruited from the 'L'L centrea comr.-ter center,

a classified center serving a large number of internal users. Even with

the exper:enced initial staff, it tock several years to develop rood serv:--

to remote users.

In terms of skilled staff, system hardware and software, and cormun-cat:-ns

facilities, tne requirements for the operation of a successful center
serving-a large number of remote users are quite different from those for a

center operating in a batch mode for on-site and dial-up users. Although

it is certainly possible to expard some of the srall supercomputer centers
to provide hign c-ality service to a large number of remote users, it will

require a significant amount of time for system. development and hiring arc

training of competent staff.

Some effort on software developent could be saved by duplca-ta:n parts cf
an established svseT.m such as-the }.A-CC. However, sore cf the c-omponer.ts

used in these centers are now no loncer manufactu-ed and new hardware and

software deve.l ment will be re_-'ired to rePlace these cc-.pcnen-s.

Suoerorm.utCer endors have not ?rc.:ied -aec-_Zae software in -:e past.

30E laDoratcr:es, the largest users suercm?':ers, nave develcced the i

own ooerating systems to provide a hign quality, ;nterac-::e ccmpti::nc
environment. New supercomputer centers acquiring new classes c-

suoercomputers ravy either have to develop the ca.abilit,' of writinc an

ooerating system or wait until another center has developed one. This w1il

be required unless the vendors ccmnit resources to develcp sat:sfactory
interactive operating systems.

As indicated above, operation of a supercomputer center to provide h.gh
cualitv service to remote users is not a simple step up from operatin - a

ceneral purpose mainframe that comes with goodscfttware support and a

comiete set of peripherals from large ommercial_ vendors. In order :s

reduce the learning time for any new supercoc.-u er center, there should ce

a .ecnan-s2 . for the transfer of kncwled;e fro- existing centers. One

possibility is to send staff from a new center to existing centers for

training.



The :cs: of ojera:ing 0oc suercom:i:r-e -Ce-.-- e serc::e for remcte users :s
reascnaobl well estaz ished. A.'.lcuch costs will depend on the exact na:-re
of -te service provided and wi -- the ins:et:tu:on prov'ding :the service, Sbot-
NCAR and caSEC can be usec as indicat':cs of costs. The annual o.era :in
udcet =f the :. center :s as X-.r-a__,- S- z,3 2C,.'. Th1:s .er.er oeri2:ss
=wc -rav-l's :-.ih a sta:f f 12? a.nd ser':es asc-:ut .22 re.ce ses. ;The
-tota- value of installed equ'len: is aocut S2C,0S,z n0.

The total annual operatinc cost of the ._ECC is aporxlinately SL2,S00,0Be.
This center operates wc Cra:,-_.'s and a CC 760~, and serves abcut 2Gg0 u-sers.
The totai value of t'e insta-.ed equipTen. s S25-3eC. An approximate
breakdown of the NE£- budget for FY 1983 follows:

Manpower (8G ETEs) S 6,400,030

Lease (' Craya 2,7r2,332

Maintenance 1, 3e, ^C

Carmrunications 80G, 00

· --- lSupplies and Service 900,00

Miscellaneous 40o, ez

Total $12', 50e, C0C

/V. Scr.e Conclusions on OCera-inc and Stnc c of Suercc.er Cenes

The - st cf sit-nc cn.siderat.:ns prov:des be.sw is not tc be ta'e. as all
-cl: sive, n.or is it: n:tended -- e a sric: cs- f :rea -n-. ace.nces
sncud follow. T.he l'st does represent sce- cose-r;a::ons anc --.-- :s f
tie Work::n Group whicn shouil be carefully considered. .an-y f the
cons;derat:ons ccme fror; exarm.ning existing successful oDeraicr.s.

(1) Tih proper philosc.ny of : peraticn of a supercomnputer center is
absolutely essential for providig good serv;ces to a larce collect:on
of reniode users. Such a center ' has to give the highest priori-y to
satisfying user needs. in particular, the desire to expe irrent with
the system in a research .moe is inccmrpaible w;.h serving users. Te
sorvice mission mrust be cmz.atible with the goals of the institution that
Tranages the ce-nter.

(2! The center :ust rsceive frequent, crca.ized input fro:; users. Boz-.
NCF. and ? have advisory cornmittees wn.ich are crediec wi=s
con,:ibuting substantially t the success - nose centers.



* Stasle fu-ndin= s an :.-.cr:tan nent f s-cess. Caoue r centers
have rm-n fixed oera::ing costs such as e=ou;:pent leases and
ma;inenance, staff salares, c..i ons u es splies, nc.etc.
Thee are o rmarv opti onors for mee-tnc tnese costs: c:rect cnarges
to users or direct funcdin of tne center. I. :he f:mer case, mputer
time can me =urcnased b'V researners wnc nave h:e -cney and znccse Zt

dc sc. r. t.e la- z: case, uoputer r-me :s allc_- -=y _.e f-nd:nc

acency or a peer review ccmrr..e:e act:n cn ena- c:z tne acencv.
Direct cnarces to users does not ;uarantee stale fundin?. :n fat, if
zrciec-ed revenues are not beIng met, nte center nas tc increase -ne
hourly rate. This may drive customers away, further recuc:c revenues.

Note tnat a center ser:inc remote users is in a mcre precar:cus csiticn
than a center cnly servinc users wit.in an inst.tuion. In the latter
case, the management cf the institut:on can obtain a coirtrrent from

researchers to spend funds at the local center and avoid a disas-arcus
financial situation. The two centers with the loncest. rccr: of
success in servinc remote users, NCAR and :_E, both receive direct
funding.

In nte case wnere an agency, funds a computer en-t- d:-e'. at - e

beginning of the fiscal year, cnmputer time is allocated by the agency

in a manner similar to procram funds. When a princ:pal invest:gator
submits a research proposal, he may request resources consistinc of
supercomputer time as well as operating funds. Requests for ccmputer

time are reviewed in the same manner as operating funds. The normal
situation is that requests for computer time like those for program
funds far exceed the totals available and consequentiv both have to be
managed carefully as scarce resources.

,4) There is merit in locatin- one'or more suerccm.u:ter centers near or in
univers::ies to serve educa:ional needs. However, since suoercczmuter
centers are costiy t= establisn and operate, it is clear that only a
very -ew centers are poss:ble. It tnus seems aDcrorilate that
r.;vers :. censor:ta ml.ant be forrec to operate centers in several re;on.s
f tre cc-r.=rv. --urt.er, -.e ccnsort:a coul- estaz.:sn cr -. ire -.- nacemer.-
or-an:zati:.s who have as their ri..~ar: obec-ive prs.':IZ:n cc-..?=er

service. The two centers wit: thne ioncest record of success are Doth
run bv university contractors but in an indirect fasnion. . TZ :s run ?y
the University of Californ;a through the Lawrence Livermcre N:ationai
Labcratory and c?.R is manaced and operated by the tnivers:te
Corporation for Atr.oszner:c Research--a consortim of 49 universities.-

(5) There is a considerable cost saving realized by locating several
suoercomp-. ers at one center coSmnarec with establish:ng several s-2ll

centers. The incremental cost of adding one more computer to a center
:s tenerall' s. all com-=ared - esalis ning a. new center. One center
can econcmically serve a large geographical area since cormmunications
costs are a relatively small fraction of the total soeratin: cost. For

--e .rE net, the com.unica;onrs costs are a srmal fraction of the
tota-. Furthermore, superco.-.pucer centers once es ._lis.ne should
be ra:nalined at the state-of-the-art, which means replacing ma:nframes

every five or six years. -t Is cuestionable whether funds will be
available in the future to keep a large nu.-er of centers up to date.



r'n:le .- e e-conomrcs cf .r s uDerc,,,ter e?.-srs, .-. e

suDercomSuter, are less a ae tnan for arcr centers, there is
lso ansr ucoer :l : comt -er cer sle :t is not :lear what

determines tnat :.i .= . Sr.e ocssi:-e fact=rs are: num ber of

=c.-?:uers, s;ze cf s-aff, nu.-.er of users, n.-.'r-er cf isc:.lines

ser-.ec, -,._-er cf coverr.-Tsnt de?ar-enta --,r-cr--.s served, et-. - c

_3--, successf-: cv.er-.-.e. -f-nced: sucerz-.-_ :ter Centers -.ave servec

- e sn:ss:--n :rxcr_- s _a-_ -r sn:-le _:sC:l:- nes.

6. ccat=-'c of suermorr.u-:er zcezrs -. a ooc scier.ce an-. enr.:neerinc
env:rcrmen- wnere com.puZnc -s cone rcu:.ine_ is a de:fn:-_e lus.

vSu- neare v act:ivties help :czmpuer center staff .ra.ta: di:ret

ccntact w:ih the r::ole.s of tnelr users.

, ince su.ercomnuters represent leadinc-e-ce tecclocSv, a supercomputer:
center must have the capa-il:i- to test and :imlaement new software and

hardware concepts.

8' A cen.ter musT provide cood user dccumentatnoan, traininc, and full-time

user assistance.

,9) A center must be able to attract nigh cuali: y personnel -_ carry out

rany of the items listed above.

V. Goals for U.S. Policy

Suoerc-m.uters are very powerful scientific tools that have applications in

.ranr areas of researcn and in some fields have become essential for advancing

-ne state-of- ne-art. In ordertnhat the U.S. retain its technological

leadersn-I in ntese fieils, supe:rcomputers must be -ade ava:.ia:le to the

.-...v resear-ners :n nr.versit: and Cover.ment laboratories across tne

rou.n'V wnc currentlv dC not have access. Toward tnis end, tne goals cf

:.S. Govern-ment xlic!' snculd be:

_ = revy:e access to superc-..-iers for researrers wnc are conducti:n

resear:n sup-cr--ed b or of :ner:est to -he cver.m-enr.t a-. who recuire

such capcit :i'; and

2) "o aid tne education of univers:t- students in the use -f

suer computers.



The im:pleenataton of a pEl::-' ased on 7;s -=_a wi-i :e instru-nen-al -n:

(a)! nsurnc -a.t t-r '.£. rea:ins '-s e_2 . 7,-.an'. areas of science and

tecnncoc v rv r--;:di researcners :n -:.n ccuntry witlh -e use of a
*.'st'* * D-X3C r = 3 - -

{b-; Ensur:ng tna: tne '.S. m.a:inains s sead i'r. te develo-men:
advanced supercomputer sysye:s by expanc:.n tne appDications, and
turn, tne market for sue:r-.cM:ters in -:e :.S.; and

(c) Providcinc te ocoortunities f=r traininM scieni:sts and encineers in
the use of super-cm.uters -c meet future needs for experienced
researchers in Gcvernment programs and '.S. industrv.

VI. Reconmnendations

The Government snculd take action tc prcvlde access to super- .puters
for _cverr.ent funded researchers in goverr-nen: lasoratories, universities,
and crter institutions who have large computational probie-.s requiring the
use of supercomputers. Supercomputers are critical in solving the complex
problems vital to our security, economic and scientific interest. There is
clear evidence tnat the lack of access to supercomuters limits progress in
mrany aspects of science and engineering.

The Working Groups's recc-mr.endations were developed to help solve this
naticnal.p;rooiem. Recomnendations are made on near-term approaches for
crovidinc access to large nuners'of users in =he shortest time and also for
tne ionger term.. The Group t:.ed to identif =ntose features of ne -E and
.:CAR oera_:ons (described in ADoendix A) wr':c have .made
-ine. suc.essful in orovidinc h:gn ouality services to remote users.
ec-cr.z::^r. cf those features was a key fac-cr in develo:pnc man,' of the

re cmenda - ic:ns.

Recomrnenations tc roeet :7rnediate Needs

A continuing interagency group should be designaed to provvde
cocrdination among agenc:es to help ensure appropriate sharing cf resources,
to avoid duplicat;in of effort, and to maintain a dialoc on policy and
technical issues.

!. .he number of supercomputers recuired ts m-eet .e needs of each agenc-;
should be assessed if sue. an assessmenr. nas not already been
conducted. .

2. Each federal agenc-. should develop plas ns t nsure tna hi-h -2:ali-
ser;:ice is proviced to :is own research :o-mr-.,nit. -Higch alitv ser'.vic
recq:res good co,-..,unications and well--anaced supercomputer centers
dedicated to service.



3. In order to acc..cls-.n t Ve azcve recc.. rne.ndac:n, sme cf e exis:ing
supe= r.s2 -.-err = ~= s c'a-_= . 'i:'-.c -'a :-. sT_'.':z -^ -rem-ce users
snhoul e 2sec r ov: e ser:: ie :zc wT;r z=r'c-.:-. :-. in ,e near

exDani:nn --.e M._E Tner er.'e -.- e.nerv- secences Crocgras.

4. In order : init::-a access as soon as possible, exist:nc
conunicaicnrs sEncud be used as a s-art, :ncldinc cormncn carriers,
ARPAnet, .j-Ener, etc. In order -= provide ini:ial ser.-:ce, 960C baud
lines snculd be .ade aval-asle to researchers.

Reco=r-encda:-ons to .eet Lon r.--.. Objectives

5. Federal agencies should coordinate the development of plans for
scien:ific netwcrks. Over the next several years, the coal snou: be
to design and :.-.iement an intecraed s'ste-. of netw crs L nkinc
researncers wi.t each other and wlth computinc centers.

6. Establishment of new supercnompuer centers and associated networks
should be initiated by individual agencies as needed to meet tneir
long-term objectives. The benefits derived from adding supercomputer
centers include opportunities to improve education and training and to
optimize the coupling of researchers to supercomputers. Some of the
considerations for siting centers described in this report may be of
use to the various agencies. t- must be recocnized that it will likely
take several years before a new center is crovidinc hich cual.ir service.
The use of existi:n centers to train personnel for new centers would
aid develcDpent of new centers substantiall..

For a center : _ tGi s-_oerc :ers arn a tota_ :n-s-ale c e-_i.-en-
zase cf S25-3 .Y, annuail cerai-nc _=s-s are ikel'y to =e SDi-S.: Der vear.
Because t-e tca-- costs of star:t:.c a new center are n.=ner nthan nhe

incremTental costs cf addinc a macn.ne to an exist:nc center, the total
numDer cf centers should be l;-ited and snould increase only as staff 'are
trained and needs develop.

S. table fundin of supercomputer centers is an essential ingredient in
maintaninnc competent personnel and for providin nghn-cualitv service.
The most pract:cal means for realizing truly stazle fundngc is by
agencies providng funding to mee- center costs. The agencies
would then allocate ccmputer t':.e in the same -anner as thev allocate
Drocram funds. This approacn has cee use successfull; by S- 'NCA.R)
and XE (MF). irect- charc:ng of users .articularl wn.en they are remote
wi'l not provide tne necessary sta:ility .f revenues.

* °9. High bandwidth co-unlcations will undoubte' y -pay an :mxrtan: role
in supercomputer networks in the future for aopplcaticns such as
interactive cracnics. The federal acencies should becin exrer:i-entinc
with-high bandwidths communications systems.



Each acencv snoul: su--cr:t rauate s-udent - ir.-c in t.e se =
superc.-mputers. Fellows-: :rscr=_-.s and su:.r.er cloQu:a sn.._d e ·e
estacl-sned. Speci:al alloca:ons f super^cc.,uter t:me shculd s ce mace
availaDie for ?rc-ec:s t at. involve =raduate students. Suerc:-z..:uer
centers sncul oe en..cra__c tz=- e= -.L szder-.s zr. _ art-:.-se r
u'il-tmie zasis w^re',;er a .crzc ~a.e :-o Zrv:de r=CtC 1 ^x'e~r:ence ;n

the .-anaae.en-t, cerst:^., _ .- 's - =-..s s.cw'are !=r.r.ds -: :r-.."-:.nc
super crputser sert.':es.

Adc; tir.al Rec.nmends-^-r.s

Federai agencies s-ould con-tinuousl- update -ne capac:t. and zcabaii:ties
of federally supcxrted superomputcer centers. Supercomputers are by
definition tne most rowerf:- scien:ific com:pters available at any
time. This imniies that a superco.mrputer center must have .e latest
state-of-the-art macnine to meet the evolvinc computaticnal reciremnents
of the research ccmmr.::tv.

A mechanism snou;l be es-.a.lshed _- trade cocpu:er time De-ween
agencies. The oojective of such tradi:n would be to perm:- a researcner
who has contracts wit. more than one agency to use only one conuter
system, thus saving time and effort.



.P?PE:;iX . ..

Curren' t-as cr ienfic ess -e 5uperco-muter u

.ne -a:: .-ecrt e-rsasize- t.a ic rA-:g ' access S uDerco.3ute. -recies

-J;-c-:- -etw--or:-:s, e,'-^-z -,' -r -.ew -an _catec suterto-urt-e

centers, and coDortunities for exer-enttn -with new computers. inceea,

all of tnese elemerts are essential. To understand tne extent of 'wnicn

tnese elements exist today, the -fcllowin summ-ri-es the key characteristics

of networKs anc suoercomputer facilities trat are now oDerational and which

serve remote users.

Computer Networks

*n tne late 1960's th-n Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)

began an interat:ionaL packet swi-tched computer network called the AR3Anet.

Toav tnat network hosts over 200 computers at nearly 100 universities,

goverrnent laboratories, and private research firms. The backbone of the

network is 50,000 bits per second land line augmented by satellite links to

Hawaii and Europe. ARPAnet has been split into an operational network,

called MIL-NET, and an experimental .network, called ARPANET.

,O The ARPAN.ET is the only operational network that provides the full range of

network services (virtual terminal access, file transfer, electronic mail

and bulletin boards, and internetworking protocols) for a large variety of

host comoutfes. This serves as an example of the kind of services desirable

for a future ooerationai network for supercomputers.

A second exam -e is a -ideband packet satellite network -which was developed

-~iSh D.2-A sun-ort to ex-tore issues in rign-speec computer cocrun:ca.ions

and real-ti=e cata -rans-ssssion iacluding integrated data and voice. The

ne-~-or- oserates across the continental U.S. using a single broadcast channel

on the Western. 'Unicn ---ZR satellite. The syste- operates codec or uncoded

at data rates up to 3.08S M bits/sec.

A third example is the satellite network run by the N/FECC. Tis provides

dual 56kbDs channeis fro= 4.8 kbps and 9.6 kbps access lines into the

regiornal centers. The direct satellite link. provides reliable, medium band

width file :ransfer capability as well as terminal access.

Comercial value added networks provide only low-speed ter-inal access (up

to i2'GC bos). 'he packet switched networks, TELEN;T and 'NINT, evolved

-rom 2 '.e -. i.. TYv-T, a circuit switched network, evolved

indeDendet'tl, but also provides only ter-inal access. Other networks, such

as NSF's CS';T, Bell Labs' USERNE, and EDUCOM's EDLNET, are built on the

* | ._-?:P'- lT, the cor-ercial networks, and dial-up service. These ser-e various

com=unities and terminal access and electronic mail.



C=.1.uze nertwrks rovtide an i.-.c : . -. ser.:ce -a-: -oes far beyvon the

sil,.e function cf allowing rre-.ote users e -:...- a _ccess t; sur-' te:. - .. t

Networks alow eographically d.isersed rese:ar:e: to collaborate

effectivelv by snaring sofware, ra:ng deas, and even jointly wr:tinc
research =aDers.

Nat:ionl ._ac,.etl: -:'-sls. -Z.-.-:'' .^.c.u: -z c .en:e- '.-

For almost ten ,ears now, the UrE cormpui ceer e r has been -ros:-c nc fus:cr
energy researchers with large scale csmzpu:-ng ser'-.ces. Scientists are
deveioping several ca:egories cf computer simula.::ns to study ne physics of

magnetically confined plasmas, while encineers are desiqninc the models
needed in fusion reactor design studies. The u.E provides n:ch level
supercomouter capability to about 2000 users at nore than 30 r:ncte
locations. At the heart of the center is a C' 7600 ipus Two ?A.Y

supercomu:ters wit- one and two mill ion words of n-,cry, resoect-.'el. "h
file management system has three levels of service - disk svstems, mass
store tape cartidges, and automatic tape library.

The cornerstone of the MFE- system is the network. Four .ma2cr GXE fusion
energy laboratories are linked by dual 56 kbps satelite links t_ r- Man-
universities and other researcn laboratories are connected to tnese centers by
medium speed land lines (4800 - 9600 bos). Other users, not linked by on-

of the above, may dial up the center through TYM.ET, ARPAN:ET, direct

comrnercial dial, or FTS. This rationwide network is efficient, cost-

effective, and allows remote fusion researchers to access the center with
several levels of local computing capability.

There are nu-nerous aspects of the MFE center which contribute to its success
In servinc fusion energy researchers. Sce of these are enuera:ted below:

- Growinc national network consist:in of a hierarcn_' ccr.muica:tOn
s3eed2 and hardware capabil:ites;

_lly interactive t.~e-sharing s-yster . on -he CJ.-. Y =^-- e--rs;

-Consultants to users who s ecialize :n ~a:nemai:cs, poys;cs, and
engineer in software and who have experience in hardware; and

- Caoability of developing new services such as an interac-:ve
multiprocessor operating system f'r super:mputers, new -raphics
tools, and an advanced interact:ve query system.



Na:tinal 'enter f-t Atcspr-erz F.esear::. 'CA..:

T^he Naticnal Center for ACncs.neric Research .as been providing
comrr;tational services to the a- cspheric sc:ence cz -n :i : for -went. years
now. The accuis-ttonr of successive generat.ons -f cmizo ers has rade -c

Oossible for tne science -o address proolem.s :-. -he thec:r of weatner

redict--c., cl:imate studies, severe s-or-.s resear-c, -ea-n circu'lat.l ns, and

-te :nfluences of ne sun, lan-, and oceans z-. . sne e. Toda., ;CA:
provides comcu=ational resources to ,Tore than 900 sc:ent:sts at .7

institutions. The hardware at 'CA. includes -wc C.RY cor-.uers ecaword
renory, 64 :it word lengths), two IBM 4341 ;nterac-:ve computers, anc a mass
storace svstem cn wnich are stored 7.6 t-i-lion bits :f data. :n addit-on
:o NCAR's :;mnoriant role in serv:inc te comr ta-ional needs of tne
acroscheric science co-nnuniy, NJCAR has becmce a leading cor.-utat;onal
resource for the ocean science conrunity.

One of thie mcst significant strengtns in the management and operation of the
NCAR cc.muting facility is the involvement of the user corrnunity. NCAR is
managed sv the Universit; Corporation for Atncspher:c Research (UCAR'. - a

consort:--. of 49 niversities. T.he a=ncs=heric and oceanic research
c.i--. ities (NCAR and univers:t- scientists) participate in the allocati-.
of c=r.sputng resources, setting of plans and pr:orities, and reviewing of

policies and operating procedures. This has led to the deveiopnent of tne
following very extensive and useful services:

- On-line access to many large meteorological data sets

-Large consultant group and educational program

- Multip e capaili:ies in ..aphical displays

- :umercus nmTerical and u-:litv soft.are :i rates

T-ere s a r--e-t need for a cost effecti've, effi-:en.u, a-- 'ow--rror ra-_
CrTn'uaOn V13 an syvstVe.,. Muc. cf o ne c zmu -i. _ . ie '1... systeem is da-
intersive. NCAR has recen:ty taken some steps -: :-.mrzv.e access fzr -- s
remote users. As a resul: of an ':A-R agre-een-t with th-e n.atic.a.
cornmunIcati'ns network NI;'.ET, 95% of the researcners a: universities can
comrmunicate with the NCAR system at 12CS baud and at the cost of a local
teiephcne call. Plans in the future include the development of a hich
bandwidth communication syste. linking universit; resear:cers to NCAX.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*



Los A.las .a::onra Labxra;trv

One cf the largest sc:entific comnu-er centers is at Los Alamcs :at:i.nal
Laboratory. _urrenr.-, the labcra:ory serves 40CC users in Los .-'ancs and
1000 recte researchers. The rimar-; func-:on of -me comncuter fac::l:- is
- sev :e .e c _-.ronal needs cf tne nucCer weapons -rocram. Howv.er,
os .Alamos also suppc-rs t.e cou-t o -r.a:l needs of researc-ners .-. nuclear

and piasma ph-ssics; :ncrganl_, nuclear, and physical cnheT.'_sr; -.ate.-rt-ai
an computer science; meall ury; oiromRc;c effects of radiati-n; and eart.:
and space sciences. The nucleus of the computing facil- ly s a colect-ion
of interac:tve _comucers and h.gh capacl-y, rapid access storace dev.tes.
These include:

- 5 CRAYs

- 4 CDC 7600s

- Numerous C-YE- 800's and VAX 11/760s

- IB: 3850 'ass Stcrage System

This network of computers and data storaae devices is partitioned int three
secur:ty parti=;ons: secure, amininstrative, and open.

The Los Alamos Cnmputer Center performs research, development, and support
in areas of computer science and engineering. A very high-speed interactive
display system of both graphical and textural data is being developed.
Also, the center supports five operating svstems, all of which provide the
user wihn interactive compuing. Recently a Denelcor :?-l mu:ltirocessor
computer was ac-ired for experim.entation. The center is stud::ng severai
n.,n- evei lancuaces to determine -neir usefulness in solvingc a var:ey of
scienti fc proble.s. In addit:cn to providing users w:i. many. direc-
se-rv; es, sucn as consul-:nc, trocsiesnoct:nc, assist:ing t-, ec_:-nent, and
w-ri-_n, manta-ninc, and enhanc:nc a variety of !i-ares, -- e -en-r 1is
develop:ng a users' educat:on procar-, centered around classes, sm.- nars,
c^,oputer-ass:sted :nstruction, and videotapes.

The Comnutinc Division at Los Alamcs recently began to provide compu-rr in
support to over 430 external users associated with the Defense Nuclear
Agency (DNA). It also supports some supercomputer access from university
research groups. ReTote access to Los Alam.os is supported througn
commerciai dial-up lines, TELEET, NRPANET, and Los Alamcs' own exten-ed
network (XNET). VAX computers with the DEC VMS operating system are
reurired for using XNET. Also, six 56 kbps lines have been : i..pleented tc
serve r-erce Z:A users.



_^^ . * ^.~ASAk-es Resear.- . Cen-er

NASA is planning to develop, at : s mzes ?esearcr Center, a Numerical
Aercdvnnmlc S- ula.tin ;s.AS) svs--n.. This is a '~.:cue superccmp:=er
fa:l: :v f0r solut:cn :f aercdra.-i .c and - _d .-.a-.: :ro'e.s. :
19c, :ne ,^AS w!:l' ecome ce-ra ;snal and prv:de -.-ese s.oercc:-.D-_r -svse-.
services to NASA, 2CC, .ndus:-r, other =cverr.r-.e acenc:es, and
'-. -vers i es.

:r. .1d-1982 NASA sicnificantl. changed its approach for the deveiomsen- of
tne NAS. The former approacn was for NASA to procure a contrac- for -ne
jevelpcment of a very high performance supercomputer system spec:ficallv
designed for solving viscous, three-dimensionai, fluid-flow ecuat:ons.
:n -he latter phases of t.:s deveiopment, neitner of the two compe:i-: ve
·vendors could assure NASA -hat they could meet their recuirements on
perform.ance. Under -he new NAS approach, Ames will accaure in FY 1984 a
protor.:e of a Class 'I; lar:e-scale comruter. Th-s should be a
25C megaf lo, 64 mecaword . :ain nmerorv svstem=. This would be foll=oed
vy a second -rocure.ent i. FY 1987 of a I gigaflc (1002 mecafl2-s; and 2.56
mecawcrd Class VII comnpuer. The 'iAS procram calls for a syste.-ac anc
evoluticnary' approach to acquiring computer-system technologies to
main:ain a leading-edoe performance capability. Hence, for exat ie, users
will be accessing one supercomputer system while NASA works on procuring and
installing a significantly better performing follow-on system.

There is a need for NASA to provide the full end-to-end capabii:::es. Th. s
will span the rance fro.c mass storage systems to microprocessor wcrk
sta:osns, and w:ll provide landline and satellite data comr=-u:l_.n links
to offsie users.

.Te overall cost of the NAS in -te FY 19E83-8 time frame will s::l- be in
e--e -e:.-rcrncod of S122^. However, :n -. is new .ncrement-_ arc-.

cevselcz nc 't-e NAS, users will have access mucn earlier, F 1984 ;ersus
F'Y C9S. One interest:nc and appealinc as=ec- of -nis _lan is :-.- -:.ere :s
a =od O css-:ili.y tnha as th.e SAS evolves, it will become a mult:-venrzr
com-- ex of supercomputer systems. This may prove zt be very adv;an--aecus t
a d:verse aervdynamic industry user base.

NA.SA-Ares is currently operating a CRAY-lS and a CDC 7602 for the in:ernal
needs of the research center. This fall the center will replace :.ne :PAY-1S
w:tn a C-AY-XMP. A study is being initiated on the needs of lonc haul
corrmi .ications for remote user groups of the NAS.



Other !:at:nal Lazcrat::res

FACILTiY V.AJCO SYST-v S RE.SEARC: ''SZ-7

MASA-Sroiect
related

NSSA-Lanciev YER 23 NASA and . -ASA-
funded sc:en::sts

NASA.-Lewis CRAY - Prin.ci:a Aero-
dvnamrics--re ae-

Geocnvsical Fluid CYBE? 205 Labcratcrv Personnel
Dynamics Lab

Air Force Weaoons CRAY-- Local and Rencte
Lab

Naval Fleet Numer:ic ':. 225 Weather - =rcsi ir.:-
Center anc related Resear:n

Universities

'Several Class 'I computers have recently been accu:red at raor universites
- a CYBER 25 at Colorado State University 'CSU) and Purdue iUnvers:yv and
a CRAY-I at the University of M.ircesota (UM.). 'At least two of .nese syse_,s
are sero usly nderut:lized. After mncre-than one e ear of ava!as:l:-:; the
Colorado State syste., it is e:n u*sed at a--:ox:-.ately 32% cf its camac:-..
The Unlvers:i,' of y.lnnesota '-ns ucraded ther- C.eR.Y fr- 1/2 ml: on. wcrds -/
one mlilion. r.ll three univers:i-:s have rece:vec some financ:a! asslstance
fror. vendors. These univers :- _.eters are s5ti.'i. : .-.-e.ase seaf
ex3er:ence _n servinc large ..-.n.ers o r-e.cte resear.-.ers a.c ; -evszc
-nelr c=, .,.- cationss svste. s f=r rErcte users.

Cotrercial Services

Super:comnp inc services are also available throuch commercial service
bureaus. B3Cen Co.r.puting Services and United Information Services provide
time on CRAY-i supercomputers and Control Data Corcpratior on a C-ER 25.



.APPEN-D:< -

Addi-.onal Superc-m:uer S- dies

The repcrt on C r.u3ta:ona.l Fac:lit:es for Theoret:-ca Ph'sics

(June 198. reconrendec =nat a nat:.nal. cor.uctat-:cnac- n scs
networ.k e essaczisn.ed w;- a super-computer :ac -,:--. as a

princoial node and a set of reco rna and local nodes, eacn witn

its own computing capac:ty.

The 1982 NAS report entitled An Assessment sf Czr.c:a-:.cla
Resources Recuired rc Ocean irculation Mode lIne surveved the

ocean modelinc com=rni-ty and found that tne prDeected czmputinc
resources of their academ.ic cr-mmunr, i will fall short of their
needs in 1984 ov a factor of .ore ntan two. As a result cf t'.i

reoort, NCAR nas been selected to take the responsibiliv. for NSF
supported oceanographic computing.

The -Atoschier:c Sciences .advanced Vector Cr-.muter us-tf caticn

docnent iDec-r.-er 1982) stated a need fcr Increasez ccmr-;tatc.nal

resources at .'-AR by a factor of 5 over their presently available two

Cray's.

The comnju-tional fluid dvnamics comrr.unity has concluded in the

NRC Report on Comrutational Fluid Dwynmics (1983m that tney need a
1000 MFLGF comsuter with a 500 million word merory in order to
simulate the flow field about a complete aircraft using the
Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations.

In the NRC R.ecr: on a-:a ManaceTe.nt and Cm.rca-t in ,:192_) tnere
are a nuTer c: r-ccrmenda:_cns tc .ASA on -ne .-.anaem.ent of space
science data. .monc them, it :s reccn=ended -a- :'.ASA work
czlse_ -.it . --.e sc:en-.:fic _,.r.. .. .. 2ssr: a-_-ess t- adeca-e

Dta _:Z.2 :apa-:--' :es, cz.n-.-. 2a-_:on f-az'- :_s, an
software.

In January 19E3 the DOE report Macnet:i F ..sion ner -.and Comruters, :

panel of researchers recommnended that the .Er acqu:re in tne next
several years additional supercomputer systems ;Class 'r and a
Class V'I) and that the cmmnunicaton svstems be upgraded by
addina more dedicated lines and increasing bandwidths.

The NSF resort A National Ccr.utinc Envircnment for Acade_-i

Research recommends that up to 10 new supercomputer centers be

esta l:sned tc serve the doczmented needs =f the resear_-
cormmr.ri ty.
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